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Introduction

1.1

Motivation

Flood defence systems are of paramount importance for the safety of vulnerable low‐lying
areas. In coastal and riverine regions civil engineering structures are built to control the
water levels and to protect the hinterland. The river delta of The Netherlands is an example
of a densely populated and economically significant area where many hydraulic structures
were constructed for this purpose.
Gates are movable elements of barriers and form essential parts of flood defence systems,
because they regulate the discharge between bodies of water. Management of inland water
levels is unthinkable without gated weirs in rivers and channels. Coastal sluice structures use
gates to provide outflow to the sea and protection from high sea levels at the same time. In
busy navigation channels large floating sector gates are standby to be closed during storm
surge events. These structures are for instance found near Rotterdam and in Saint
Petersburg, Russia, where a large dam with multiple gate sections protects the city from
floods. Smaller gates are found in pipes and in culverts of navigation locks. Reliable
operation of gates of civil engineering structures and prevention of gate failure are crucial
for the reliability and safety of flood defences.
Hydraulic engineering is the branch of civil engineering that is concerned with the design of
structures related to the flow and transportation of fluids: hydraulic structures. This field
combines structural engineering with hydrodynamics. The gates of hydraulic structures are
called hydraulic structure gates. The adjective ‘hydraulic’ in this context can always be
traced back to the hydraulic engineering discipline and should not be confused with
hydraulic devices used to operate all sorts of mechanical appliances, such as –indeed– gates.
Hydraulic structure gates are found in many shapes and sizes as part of various types of
structures. Their primary function is in all cases the regulation of flow discharge, water
pressure or water levels. Depending on the application, gates in hydraulic structures may be
completely opened, closed, or partly opened for long periods of time. This defines the
challenge of design and operation: they need to have the strength to endure extreme forces,
and they must be opened or closed at exactly the right moment.
The fact that hydraulic gates are in direct contact with powerful flows makes the judgement
and quantification of forces on the gates demanding. The interaction of hydraulic gates with
passing currents can lead to flow‐induced vibrations (FIV). Under certain circumstances these
vibrations can grow in size and attain the form of regular oscillations with considerable
amplitudes. Such manifestation of FIV poses a threat to hydraulic gate operation. The
associated exposure to impermissible dynamic forces can lead to unexpected downtime,
untimely maintenance, and even failure during emergency situations. In extreme cases, the
stability of the structure as a whole is threatened.
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The design of gates of hydraulic structures elementarily follows the same approach as other
structural elements. There is a compromise between several criteria dictated by the gate’s
chief function. In a proper design procedure, static and dynamic loading cases are identified
and assessed. For static design forces, analytical approaches provide reasonable estimates;
rules of thumb based on extreme static loading situations e.g. maximum head difference
facilitate engineering decisions. For dynamic loading this form of quantification is usually not
an option. The reason why FIV of gates defer a straightforward analytical approach is that
the combination of structural details and flow conditions leads to complex interplays, the
details of which are decisive for the initiation and growth of vibrations and related dynamic
forces.
Every study in hydraulic engineering –for academic and consultancy purposes alike– starts
with a choice between physical modelling, numerical modelling and a desk study based on
literature and expert knowledge. Physical modelling can be a laboratory study of a scaled‐
down version of a part of a structure or field measurements of the actual structure, called
prototype or in situ measurements. The most prominent and traditional way of investigating
gate vibrations, as reflected in publication numbers, is through physical scale model
experiments in the laboratory supplemented with analytical studies for achieving physical
interpretations of the measurement data e.g. Kolkman, 1984; Thang and Naudascher, 1986;
Jongeling, 1988 . The bulk of experimental research was done in the period 1965‐1995, with
only a small number of studies at later dates e.g. Billeter and Staubli, 2000 . Experimental
studies performed in The Netherlands were partly motivated by the construction of
hydraulic structures for the Deltaworks project, which ended in 1997 with the construction
of the Maeslant barrier, see Figure 1.1. The Dutch laboratory research on gate vibrations was
done at the research institute Deltares formerly WL|Delft Hydraulics . Knowledge on the
dynamic behaviour of hydraulic gates gained by physical scale model studies and field tests
is collected in Kolkman and Jongeling 1996 .

Figure 1.1. The Maeslant barrier in The Netherlands, a storm surge barrier with two floating gates
(picture from https://beeldbank.rws.nl, Rijkswaterstaat).
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Past physical model research has produced a reasonably good understanding of the physical
working of gate vibrations (see Section 2.3). Design manuals nowadays contain short
overviews with beneficial gate geometries and warn for undesired construction details (e.g.
Novak et al., 2007). In spite of this, problems still arise in practice with unpredictable
frequency. This is attributed to one, or a combination of, the following causes:
‐ The gate design contains suboptimal characteristics with respect to FIV because the
problem was underestimated or overlooked completely.
‐ Physical model tests were done to check and improve dynamic response properties of
the gate section, but unfavourable conditions nevertheless led to vibrations (e.g.
Thang, 1990). Despite awareness in the design stage, there is still a risk of unknown or
unanticipated failure modes occurring in real life.
‐ Negligence or ignorance leading to improper operational decisions.
‐ A change of hydraulic conditions during the lifetime of the structure such that design
conditions are exceeded.
‐ New operating procedures are introduced, for example in connection with updated
environmental requirements.
‐ Gradual deterioration of the structure or substandard maintenance can contribute to a
different dynamic response.
This list reflects the fact that gate vibrations constitute a non‐standard point of attention
within design and operation of hydraulic structures. Preventive measures are as a rule
relatively easy to implement when the issue is recognised at an early stage (i.e. well before
finalising the design), but consequences can become far‐reaching later on.
The tremendous increase in available computing power in the last three decades has
promoted the usage of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) in environmental engineering
projects (Bates et al., 2005). CFD models have become household tools for solving problems
in hydrology (Solomatine and Ostfeld, 2008), coastal management (Roelvink et al., 2009) and
river morphology (Van Rijn 1987, Mosselman and Sloff, 2008). Moreover, they are being
used in operational systems in those areas. Very few examples of model applications exist in
which vibrations of barrier gates are simulated, however. Numerical research on FIV and
fluid‐structure interaction (FSI) has focused on more prominent fields of application, such as
aerospace engineering or nuclear power engineering, and fundamental activities, such as
benchmarking of computational models. As a result, there are no off‐the‐shelf computational
models today that are capable of simulating hydraulic gate dynamics to an extent that
enables practical usage.
Investigations into the reduction of gate vibrations for the large Saint Petersburg barrier
Figure 1.8 involved both physical and numerical modelling, see Klimovich et al. 2006 and
Lupuleac et al. 2008 . This resulted in an adjusted design of the bottom part of the main
sector gates. Construction of this barrier finished in 2010. For the large barriers in The
Netherlands, no CFD analyses were performed to simulate and assess the FIV loads. For the
Maeslant barrier hydraulic design conditions were determined and physical scale model
tests of the structure design were done specifically for checking FIV properties; design
improvements were made accordingly.
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The motivation for this thesis first of all originates from first‐hand experience in projects at
Deltares in the period 2009‐2011 involving real‐life structures, among which the Haringvliet
discharge sluices (Figure 1.2). Prior to engaging in the PhD, physical model measurements
were done in the laboratory of Deltares, reported in Erdbrink (2012). An underlying
motivation is also to raise the level of knowledge on hydraulic gates and generally on the
dynamics of hydraulic structures –knowing that this remains a salient topic in design and
maintenance of large structures worldwide– and to improve judgement of vibration risks.

Figure 1.2. Discharge through a gate of the Haringvliet barrier, The Netherlands (picture by Deltares).

1.2

Terminology of computational modelling

Because computational models are employed in a variety of ways in this thesis, it is
important to make clear from the start how they are built and used. Terminology can be
quite different across research fields and therefore a zoomed‐out view is needed. Strangely,
the distinction between model building and model usage is not always recognised. This
omission is a sign that a proper view on the relation between problem description and model
employment could be lacking, notwithstanding the fact that sometimes for a computer
scientist making a model is the ultimate goal – and, sometimes, for an engineer applying a
model is the only thing that matters.
1.2.1 Model building
The traditional approach to setting up a numerical model the adjectives numerical and
computational are used interchangeably is from a mathematical model, which is a
description of the physical process in formulae. This mathematical model is a result of the
evaluation of measured data of the physical process by an expert. See Figure 1.3. Often the
evaluation that is used to define the mathematical model is not explicitly based on new
10

measurements, or is skipped altogether, when the mathematical equations are adopted from
previous studies.
noise
y

process

u

evaluation

mathematical

model

numerical
model

Figure 1.3. Building a numerical model from a mathematical model.

In this approach the model structure consists of mathematical expressions that are derived
from an analytical endeavour to capture the physical process. The magic of the mathematical
model here is that it acts as a bridge: it provides the numerical relations necessary for
computation and it contains compact physical descriptions that are meaningful outside of the
numerical realm. See Stelling and Booij (1999) for a guideline how this approach is used in
hydraulic engineering to establish a connection between numerical models and reality.
A second, different approach is called system identification (SI), defined in Figure 1.4. A
measured time signal u acts simultaneously as input for the process (or system) being
studied and as input for the numerical model. The difference of the outputs y and , the error
signal, is subsequently used to adapt the numerical model; this improves its performance. In
most real‐life situations the measured process output is influenced by noise.

noise
y

process

u

error
numerical
model

y

Figure 1.4. Setting up a numerical model by system identification. After Nelles (2001).

The act of repeatedly applying the error signal for improvement of the model i.e. of reducing
|
| is called training. In machine learning, originally a branch of artificial intelligence
but today arguably too extensive a topic itself to be considered a single research field, this
type of training is called supervised learning. This means that both input and output signals
are available for gradually improving the model. Note that these ‘signals’ can have all
imaginable shapes: they can contain a physical quantity varying in time, for example
pressure p t , but they can also be a discrete variable x that indicates inclusion or exclusion
of an object in a set, for example x ∊ blue, red . The model resulting from the training
basically gives well‐tweaked rules for a mapping from input to output. The described
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approach makes intensive use of the measured data and is therefore termed empirical or
data‐driven modelling.
The first described approach (Figure 1.3) based on a mathematical model that describes the
fundamental principles is referred to as physics‐based modelling and provides maximum
insights in the process. It is a form of white‐box modelling. The second approach (Figure 1.4)
is an example of black box modelling. This second approach requires a minimum of domain
expertise and can give apt numerical representations of complicated systems that are badly
understood. On the downside, its accuracy depends on the (quality of) the available data and
extrapolation to ranges outside of training conditions is precarious. Needless to say, many
hybrid forms were developed that are sometimes called grey models.
1.2.2 Model use
Depending on the problem type that is to be solved, there are various ways to use the
numerical model. Figures 5 to 7 schematically show how computational models can be used
(after Nelles, 2001). In the figures, u(t) is an input value at time t and y(t) and (t) are output
values from the process and the model, respectively. Predictive models use past input and
output signals from a monitored process to compute a prediction for one or more steps into
the future. In the left scheme of Figure 1.5, a one‐step ahead prediction is shown.
...
u(k-2)
u(k-1)
...
y(k-2)
y(k-1)

prediction
numerical
model

simulation
y(k)

...
u(k-2)
u(k-1)

numerical
model

y(k)

Figure 1.5. Use of numerical models. Left: prediction. Right: simulation.

Simulation is different. Here, the numerical model is used to mimic the process output using
only preceding input data points. See Figure 1.5 (right). The number of time steps into the
past k‐1, k‐2, … is rather arbitrary for prediction and simulation. The number of future steps,
however, has more profound consequences in terms of modelling requirements.
analysis

optimisation

strategy

u

numerical
model

y

process

u

numerical
model

y

evaluation

Figure 1.6. Use of numerical models. Left: optimisation. Right: analysis.
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u

y

Very often, as is the case in the present study, a simulation model is used for optimisation or
analysis. When a model is used in optimisation (Figure 1.6 on the left), the goal is to find a set
of (strategy) parameters for which a certain desired system performance is reached
(formulated as a minimisation or maximisation of a predefined objective function). This is
done by evaluating the modelled output signal and looping the outcome back to adapt the
strategy, until the desired performance is found. This is also called reverse modelling,
because there is more information available about the desired model output than about the
model parameters on the input side.
A rather subtle use of numerical models is analysis (Figure 1.6 on the right). Here, process
and model coexist in parallel and the goal of running the model is to scrutinise the working
of the process. What counts is uncovering details of the process, that are hard to measure
directly, by looking at the results of the numerical model. This is usually more than just
comparing outputs and .

control

numerical
model

design

r

controller

u

process

y

Figure 1.7. Use of numerical model in a control scheme.

A numerical model can be used inside a control loop to facilitate the design of a suitable
control measure. Figure 1.7 shows an example lay‐out of a controlled process. It is the
performance of the controller that is the main concern, the extent to which the model
replicates the process is of secondary importance. There exist different variants of the
scheme in Figure 1.7. A last type of model use is fault detection (not shown in a figure),
where several versions of the model run in parallel with the process in order to detect failure
modes in a system.
It remains undiscussed so far which model usages benefit from which type of model
construction. This all really depends on the problem type, the problem complexity, the
specific questions that need to be answered, as well as the available data and the state of
theoretical knowledge. The ways computational models can be used, as introduced in this
section, is not synonymous with the application of a model. How we speak about applications
again quite strongly depends on the focal length of the discipline. A computer scientist or
applied mathematician may consider a moving mesh in CFD as an application of a certain
algorithm, while an offshore engineer considers computations of a vibrating marine riser as
an application of a CFD model containing a moving mesh. Section 3.1 digs deeper into
application aspects of numerical modelling in hydraulic engineering.
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1.3

Thesis aims

Studies into FIV of gates up to now can be categorised in four groups:
‐ Physical scale modelling of gate sections complemented by analytical study with the
goal of gaining fundamental knowledge on excitation mechanisms and optimal gate
shapes.
‐ Elastically‐scaled physical scale modelling for checking and improving the design of
actual structures.
‐ Field measurements on prototype structures: monitoring of gate behaviour for a certain
time period after an incident has happened or when there is uncertainty about gate
operation protocols.
‐ CFD simulations as a purely academic study or complementary to physical modelling.
All four types have proven their value, but are time‐consuming. Given the ongoing
developments in computational methods and the variety of uses of numerical models, an
exciting idea is to examine new ways to study gate vibrations. This leads to three research
aims for this thesis:
Aim 1
This study sets out to critically evaluate previous research work in the field of gate
vibrations, examine new design improvements and measures for prevention and
attenuation.
Aim 2
The second aim is to contribute to the development, testing and application of novel
computational techniques with the purpose of providing the engineer with new tools for
addressing gate vibration issues in design, operation and maintenance. By explicitly
discussing and interpreting model building and usage, this thesis aims to strengthen the
bridge between numerical modelling and problem solving.
Aim 3
The topic is a blend of research areas; the multidisciplinarity comes on the one hand from
the combination of hydrodynamics (the flow), structural mechanics and mechanical
vibrations (the structure), on the other hand it comes from the numerous sub‐branches of
computational science and the large number of available techniques. The question rises how
to deal with model choice and use at the intersection of disciplines.
The third aim, related to the second, is therefore to explore computational ways to tackle
multi‐disciplinary problems that are unsolvable by available conventional means from the
disciplines separately. Looking at it from a reverse angle, the question becomes how to
increase the relevance and find ‘killer applications’ for emerging computational techniques.
Before commencing two remarks are in order.
‐ It is not an aim of this thesis to assemble and incorporate all previous work and provide
an anthology of the topic, since this has been done already to satisfaction in textbooks. A
substantial amount of accumulated knowledge is found in Kolkman (1976). The same
author contributed to other, updated overviews, of which Kolkman and Jongeling
(1996) is the most complete. The two books by Naudascher (1991) and Naudascher and
14

Rockwell (1994) together contain a wealth of analyses, usable guidelines and references
to further studies.
‐ The work done for and presented in this thesis is not related to any specific barrier in
real life.

Figure 1.8. One of the two large sector gates of the Saint Petersburg dam.

1.4

Thesis set‐up

The chapters are organised according to different uses of models. The focus frequently shifts
between hydraulic engineering and applied computer science. A run‐through of the chapters.
Chapter 2 introduces the necessary physics background. This makes the computational
challenge more clear. As such it serves as a foundation for the approaches and choices made
in subsequent chapters. Chapter 3 goes into numerical models based on physics equations. In
Chapter 4, a cascade of physics‐based models is presented for computing the impact of flow
through hydraulic gates. Then Chapter 5 discusses a physical laboratory experiment of two
types of underflow gates. Chapter 6 proceeds with fundamental numerical modelling of the
same two gates in a finite element model. After this, Chapter 7 introduces a data‐driven
system for barrier operation that avoids gate vibrations. Chapters 8 and 9 explore recent
computational techniques in the field of evolutionary computing and make an attempt to
apply these to the vibration problem. The final chapter states the conclusions of the thesis.
Table 1.1 classifies each chapter for the reader’s convenience. Short intermediate evaluations
are added where applicable, to keep an eye on how the research fits into the bigger picture.
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Table 1.1. Overview of chapters.

thesis backbone
framework / methodology / discussion
results from numerical experiments
results from physical experiments

chapters
1
2 3
4

10
8 9
6 7 8 9
5

The introduced notions regarding model type (numerical or physical), building of numerical
models (data‐driven or fundamental) and model use enable another classification, as shown
in Table 1.2.

physical model
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control

numerical model

optimisation

model type

analysis

Table 1.2. Chapters according to model building and use.

data‐driven

9

8, 9

7

fundamental

3, 4, 6

model
building ↓

model
use →

5

4

2

Background

2.1

Introduction

A prerequisite for any type of modelling is understanding the problem, which in turn
requires knowledge of the system: domain knowledge. For that reason this chapter provides
a background on the physical process. Because the flow forces on gates are intimately linked
to the flow around the structure, the force analysis first of all builds on a study of local
hydrodynamics (Section 2.2). Then, classical linear vibration theory is discussed (Section
2.3) and lastly flow‐induced vibrations are introduced from the viewpoint of hydraulic gates
(Section 2.4). The final section (2.5) draws conclusions from this background study of
concern to subsequent chapters.
The background is inevitably concise and incomplete due to the shear scope of FIV –
references are given to textbooks. The two other major sources of dynamical loads on gates
of hydraulic structures, waves and ice, are left out of this study completely. These require
disparate physical analyses.
2.2

Hydrodynamics: flow around a static gate

2.2.1 General description
A discharge regulating structure ordinarily consists of one or more sections (along the cross‐
flow direction) with uniform cross section. For gates of sufficient span, the influence of the
sides (piers) as well as the presence of an adjacent gate can be neglected. Therefore it is
custom to schematise a vertical‐lift gate for underflow discharge by taking its cross section in
the main flow direction. The area of study is hence the two‐dimensional upright plane along
the streamwise axis of the flow. This gives the flow model sketched in Figure 2.1, a canonical
situation in free‐surface hydrodynamics found abundantly in textbooks (e.g. Battjes 2001).
connection to
barrier structure

gate body

H1

2

i
αi U
2g

H1

H2

h1
h3

h2
a

Сс a
z=0

Figure 2.1. Defining schematisation of submerged flow past a vertical‐lift underflow gate. The flow is from
left to right.
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The main flow features of the steady flow situation with a fixed gate position are shown in
Figure 2.1. This figure illustrates the submerged discharge state that is characterised by sub‐
critical flow downstream of the gate. The designation “steady” refers to the stationary state
where the flow pattern, consisting of the pressure scalar and flow velocity vector on all
positions in the fluid, does not change with time. This figure will return in alternative forms,
thus placing emphasis on different aspects and schematisations.
There are two drops in energy level ∆Hi, which are often lumped into one hydraulic head
difference ∆h = h1–h3. There is a zone of recirculation downstream of the gate, characterised
by a large eddy with a horizontal axis perpendicular to the main flow direction and reverse
flow near the surface. The specific situation in Figure 2.1 shows submerged flow, where the
recirculation exists right next to the gate, in contrast to the free flow condition where there is
a detached and more violent ‘recirculation’ away from the gate, a hydraulic jump. The
recirculation zone under submerged discharge is also called surface roller, as the
fluctuations affect the free surface. The local lowering of the free surface behind the gate is
due to the accelerated flow. As the velocity profile gradually returns to a fully positive profile
with parallel streamlines (this is the case at h3), the free surface also recovers. The
downstream region is sometimes referred to as a ‘wake’, although this term is traditionally
reserved for the area downstream of bodies that have flow on both sides.
There is a cross section in the separated flow layer (or emerging jet) at some distance of the
gate downstream where the thickness of this layer above the floor or flow bed is minimal,
this height is the vena contracta. At this point, we define hvc = Cc*a, where Cc is the
contraction coefficient. Beyond this point, the flow diverges and decelerates. The discharge
formula of flow past the gate that introduces the discharge coefficient Cd is written
2

(2.1)

.

Continuity or mass conservation has the general form qi = constant = q. For the section
between h1 and the vena contracta this brings the contraction coefficient Cc into play:

1 1

, with

1

,

(2.2)

where Ui is the depth‐averaged streamwise velocity in cross section i. All basic insights on
fast changing flow rely on the principle of Bernoulli, which states the conservation of energy
as
constant, with

.

(2.3)

Here, H is the total head or energy head, h is the piezometric head or hydraulic head, z is the
elevation above an arbitrarily chosen datum (most conveniently the bed), p/ρg is the
pressure head or static pressure and u2/2g is the velocity head or dynamic pressure term. All
terms were divided by γ = ρg, the specific weight of water, so that the length unit is acquired.
The subscript i here indicates an arbitrary location in the fluid. equation 2.3 in other words
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says that the total energy in a point in the fluid consists of energy from the height of the fluid
relative to a datum z = 0, plus energy from pressure, plus kinetic energy from the fluid’s
motion.
In the following, we adopt the approach by Naudascher (1991). Application of Bernoulli’s
principle to the section of flow acceleration between h1 and hvc, gives

2

∆

2

,

(2.4)

where αi are coefficients for the non‐uniformity of the velocity distribution, Ui is again the
mean velocity over the depth and ∆H1 is the energy loss or head loss from 1 to 2 related to
the forming of boundary layers along the bed and the upstream gate plate (due to downward
flow) and related to the small corner eddy at the upstream surface.
In the deceleration part of the submerged flow in section 2‐3, an unknown and much more
significant amount of energy ∆H2 is lost (∆H2 >> ∆H1) and therefore applying Bernouli is
troublesome. The momentum equation is used instead, which gives, after assuming a
hydrostatic pressure distribution in the vena contracta:

2

,

2

(2.5)

with q the discharge per unit width in (m3/s)/m or m2/s, a the gate opening or gate height
and β, like α, a uniformity measure of the velocity profile. For high Reynolds number flows,
the viscous effects that give rise to ∆H1 > 0 and α, β < 1 are negligible (Naudascher 1991), so
that it is safe to assume ideal flow conditions for real‐life situations rather than for
laboratory settings, using ∆H1 = 0 and αi = βi = 0.
The free flow version of the above goes equivalently and is simpler, since the downstream
water depth after the deceleration h3 does not influence the conditions near the gate – and
hence also not the discharge. The following relation between Cd and Cc can be derived:

1

⁄

;

(2.6)

Cc is an empirical parameter from which Cd can be deduced. This approach is more respectful
towards the physical causes for different discharges than simplified treatments that mention
), and one for free flow
one discharge formula for submerged flow (
2
), where is the single empirical coefficent, usually ≈ 0.6 is taken for free
(
2
flow. In more elaborate discussions, variations of the parameter Cc are investigated and
explained from physical principles. Most generally, Cc is a function of a/h1, the gate geometry
and the flow bottom geometry. In the limiting case of a gate that is almost closed, → 0, the
contraction is the same for free and submerged flow and Cc = Cd. For 0 < a/h1 < 1, Cc = f(a/h1)
has a positive and increasing slope for submerged flow, while Cc varies much less with a/h1
for free flow (see diagram by Rouse in Naudascher, 1991).
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For free‐surface flow the momentum balance can be set up for the complete stretch over
which the deceleration takes place, that is, on either side of the hydraulic jump. The
downstream water level past the hydraulic jump can be derived from this. In addition, the
loss of energy ∆H in the hydraulic jump can be found using the Bernoulli equation. Only for
special situations, depending on slope type, bed roughness and boundary conditions,
analytical computations can be made of the location of the local water surface at arbitrary
distances (not far) from the gate (see e.g. Chow, 1959 and Van Rijn, 2011). Usually such
computations, the Bélanger equation is an example, already involve iterative schemes, so
that they can hardly be called analytical.
2.2.2 Turbulence
A more realistic description is different from the fully steady case first of all because the
wake circulation region always contains some time‐dependent aspects: most notably
vortices shed from the gate and disturbances in downstream water level. Therefore, the area
downstream from the gate is sometimes said to be quasi‐steady, also when the upstream
conditions are steady and irrespective of the downstream flow regime.
Unsteady flow aspects are an inherent property of gate flow because of the occurrence of
turbulence. Two different sources of turbulence enter the picture: free turbulence from the
shear in the main flow (caused by the presence of the gate acting as an obstruction), and wall
turbulence from shear due to friction along the flow bed and gate bottom. This results in the
combined presence of a boundary layer adjacent to the bottom boundary of the flow (the
floor) and a free shear layer under and/or directly past the gate. The extent to which a
boundary layer develops along the bottom of the gate entirely depends on the surface
roughness, the lay‐out of the profile and the main flow velocity of the discharge. Anyway, the
turbulence originating from the boundary layer and free shear layer governs the transitional
zones above and under the accelerated main flow under the gate and/or directly
downstream from it.
Gate profiles with a sharp edge on the upstream side, such as the rectangular gate in Figure
2.1, cause separation of the flow at that edge, the ‘leading edge’. Flow separation means that
the flow no longer neatly follows the contours of a wall, but has enough momentum to leave
the boundary. The pressure on this boundary is lower in the upstream part before the
separation than in the downstream section after the separation. This downstream part often
contains irregularities (reversed flow, possibly part of an eddy) that are not found in the
main flow. Figure 2.2 gives a few examples of gate bottom profiles with the edge of the
separation layer indicated. Round gate bottom profiles portray less predictable flow
separation. Again depending on the precise geometry, material roughness and mean flow
velocity, the flow may separate at different points along the curved gate surface. More
formal: the separation point is in this case dependent on the Reynolds number. These
features have been studied by various authors (e.g. Hardwick, 1974; Vrijer, 1979) to improve
gate designs.
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Figure 2.2. Examples of gate profiles with flow separation indicated. After design studies by Vrijer (1979).

At certain approach flow velocities and given the right geometry, the flow separation can
exhibit strongly periodic detachment of rotational flow structures: vortex shedding. All
construction details in the gate edge region are factors in the production of turbulence. For
instance, the placement of a rigid horizontal girder on lower downstream part of the gate
(meant to reduce bending of the gate) could trigger entrainment of flow from the
recirculation zone into the shear layer of the submerged jet; Naudascher (1991) mentions
this as a cause for a permanent low‐pressure zone (under this girder) that influences the
static lift force.
Calculations involving turbulence start with separating the instantaneous flow velocity in
one point into a time‐averaged component and a fluctuating component. This is the Reynolds
d over a time length t*. Naturally, the same
, with
1⁄ ∗ ∙
decomposition,
decomposition is done for the other dimensions of the velocity vector. The turbulence
intensity or turbulence level I measures, quite literally, the intensity of the fluctuations of the
velocity in one point as a percentage of the mean flow. By definition,
′

,

(2.7)

and vice versa for the other velocity directions. The overbar denotes time‐averaging again.
The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) is a scalar that represents turbulence strength of the
v′
w′ .
entire velocity vector, it is defined as
1/2 u′
Omnipresent flow instabilities make turbulence a truly three‐dimensional phenomenon with
difficult‐to‐predict time‐varying patterns (Tritton, 1988). There is a risk of ‘analysis
paralysis’ (Mahajan, 2010) when trying to study all phenomena for the plethora of possible
lay‐outs and construction details. For example, how do the features change when the gate
moves to a new position? And does it matter how fast this movement goes? Some more
discussion on this follows in Section 2.5.
2.2.3 Hydrodynamic forces on a static underflow gate
Figure 2.3 shows the static forces on a rectangular vertical‐lift gate. On the left, the forces are
shown schematically, friction is left out. On the right, a statics diagram for the horizontal load
is given.
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Figure 2.3. Left: Free body diagram of gate body for static force equilibrium. Right: gate as vertically
placed bending beam with horizontal pressures (h1 and h2 as defined in Figure 2.1).

First the easier‐to‐estimate horizontal force on the gate are discussed by considering the
total force on the upstream gate plate perpendicular to flow direction. The hydrostatic
pressure distribution p(z) = ρg(h‐z) gives an easily computed upper bound for the horizontal
flow force. It can be used for free flow (using the upstream water level) and for submerged
flow (subtracting the pressure profile of the downstream water level). This leads to a
conservative estimate because the velocity head of the accelerated flow upstream has to be
substracted from the integrated pressure. See Figure 2.3 (right).
The force exerted by the flowing water on the gate is found more accurately from the
momentum balance between the upstream section and the vena contracta. Intuitively, the
balance states that the total flow force upstream equals the force on the gate plus the total
flow force at the downstream point of maximal vertical contraction. Mathematically, this
looks like
,

1
2

1

1

(2.8)

for submerged flow. The free flow version of this equation follows from replacing h2 with Cca.
After the horizontal hydrodynamic forces have been established, horizontal support forces
are subsequently determined from the applicable structural mechanic (statics) principles.
The scheme in Figure 2.3 assumes a statically determined support combination, so that two
support forces can be computed in a direct manner from the force and moment equilibria.
The vertical hydrodynamic force, or lift force, requires more analysis. Following again
Naudascher (1991) because of his rigorous and generic approach, the local piezometric‐head
coefficient Ch and its spatial average ̅ along the underside of the gate are introduced. The
definitions are derived from converting the Bernoulli equation, applied to a section between
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a point i at the gate bottom and the head in a point of reference downstream, into
dimensionless form (after division by the velocity head):

/2

and
̅

1

(2.9)

,

where D is the thickness (sometimes rather confusingly called depth) of the gate body in
streamwise direction. These definitions are suitable for submerged flow, h2 is used here as
reference head. The lift coefficient ̅ can be positive or negative, depending on gate type,
gate opening and water levels, and thus contribute to downpull (suction) or upward lift.
Figure 2.4 shows the definitions for a gate with a curved underside and closed profile and is
used to explain the basic computation of the lift force.
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Figure 2.4. Computing the static lift force for submerged discharge, after Naudascher (1991).

The figure attempts to illustrate that the total vertical force arising from the gate being partly
submerged in flowing water consists of two parts: the true lift resulting from the (non‐zero)
flow past the gate body and the Archimedean or buoyancy force of displacing a volume of
water. For submerged flow, for the example profile in Figure 2.4, both components are
upward and the total force is
̅

2

,

(2.10)

where B is the width of the gate in the horizontal direction perpendicular to the main flow
(recalling that a uniform gate section was assumed). The second term is, for submerged flow,
equal to the weight of the displaced water under the reference head. Now, using instead the
gate opening a for reference in the case of free flow, it is found that this Archimedean term is
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negative, as a – zi < 0 for all i along the underside. Thus it becomes a downward force
contribution.
The coefficient ̅ can be estimated from potential flow analysis only for non‐separating
flow, which is a huge limitation. So in general the coefficient, that depends on a/h2, the gate
type and the flow bottom geometry, is derived from measurements or from dedicated CFD
simulations.
The separation into horizontal and vertical forces on a gate is generally not as trivial as for
the rectangular, purely vertically placed gate. For the curved gate plate of a tainter gate, for
instance, an extra essential point is to consider the moment of the resulting force (force
relative to pivot). Moments that tend to close the gate are known to cause self‐exciting
vibrations when there is insufficient mass‐damping (Naudascher, 1991).
A vast amount of empirical knowledge on lift forces for different gate types can be found in
textbooks for many sorts of hydraulic gates and local bottom profiles (sills, aprons etc.),
giving reasonable estimates of the static gate forces. When the impact of varying hydraulic
conditions is considered, things become more difficult. The dynamic forces due to vibrations
can be seen as an extreme case of variable conditions.
2.2.4 Navier‐Stokes equations
Many books about hydraulic engineering have been written without explicit treatment or
even mention of the Navier‐Stokes equations. Whenever CFD is involved, however, there is
no way around them. Here they are, in concise form:
1

∙

.

(2.11)

Here u is the velocity vector in m/s, ρ is water density in kg/m3, p is pressure in Pa, ν is the
denotes the advection
kinematic viscosity in m2/s, is the derivative operator and
operator. Note that for free‐surface flows of course a gravity term should be added as
external force in the vertical dimension on the right hand side of (11). The fluid of interest is
water, which is assumed to be fully incompressible, so that the density does not vary with
pressure. The mass conservation or continuity condition is thus
∙

0.

(2.12)

In chapter 4 and 6 these equations will be evaluated numerically, after substitution of the
Reynolds decomposition defined in Section 2.2.2 for all velocity terms. For now, it is
interesting to realise that the terms responsible for turbulence, the Reynolds stresses, are
more than one hundred times larger than the viscous stresses under natural flow conditions
of Re > 104, say (Van Rijn, 2011).
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2.3

Linear vibrations

2.3.1 Basic theory
Turning now to the structural schematization, the same cross section is considered for
describing the structural response. The gate body is thought to act as an isolated, rigid point
mass connected to a fixed structure. The supporting connection is thought to have a certain
stiffness and to provide damping. Thus the structural response is modelled as a familiar
mass‐damper‐spring system with one degree of freedom (1 d.o.f. or single degree of freedom,
SDOF), see Figure 2.5 below. What makes the situation special is that the body resonator is
partly submerged in a fluid and that the fluid is (by default) in motion.

FBDII

k

c
FBDI

m
y(t)

rigid
gate body
flow

Fw(t)

Figure 2.5. A damped mass‐spring schematization of a hydraulic gate. This schematisation is consistent
with Figure 2.1, only this time the emphasis is on the structural response.

This section gives a selective background on mechanical vibrations. The classic and practical
textbooks by Den Hartog (1956) and Piersol and Paez (2010) are used throughout this
section. Other references are given where applicable. The situation of a damped vibration
with sinusoidal forcing is taken as a base case. It is assumed that the spring is linear‐elastic,
the damping is viscous and that the mass is concentrated in the gate (i.e. the spring and
damper have no mass). In addition it is assumend the gate is in static equilibrium. This
means that the gate’s own weight and the stationary lift force exerted by the flowing water
are balanced precisely by a static support force Fsup,st that is left out of Figure 2.5 for clarity.
⁄ is not implemented in the analytical
That is, the static deflection
description; the static equilibirum position simply corresponds to y = 0. In due course it will
become clear that all these assumptions are in fact disputable.
In Figure 2.5 two free body diagrams (FBDs) are discerned. FBDI describes the vertical force
equilibrium of the gate body itself, which follows the second‐order ordinary differential
equation (ODE) of motion:
.

(2.13)
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Here, y is the vertical displacement relative to the static equilibrium position, m is the mass, c
is the damping coefficient, k is the stiffness coefficient, Fw is the time‐varying water
excitation force equal to the boundary integral of the instantaneous pressures at the gate
bottom profile. Newtonian notation is used: the overhead dots indicate derivations with
respect to time. The other force equilibrium FBDII in Figure 2.5 concerns the dynamic
equilibrium of the support
.

,

(2.14)

If we assume for the moment that Fw(t) = 0, the vibration is called free or unforced and the
description of FBDI is as follows. Introducing the natural undamped frequency
⁄ ,
⁄
2 0 , the critical damping coefficient
2
and the damping ratio
the solution to equation 2.13 for 0 < < 1 (less‐than‐critical damping or underdamped) can
be written
⁄

sin

sin

,

(2.15)

1
is the damped natural frequency given by
and C and θ are
where
constants. The logarithmic decrement
is defined as
ln ⁄
, where yn is the
displacement amplitude of the n‐th peak. By substitution for n = 1 it is found that
2

.

1

(2.16)

This implies that for small damping ≪ 1, we have
2 . Returning to the forced
sin
, the motion equation 2.13 can be
vibration, if the external forcing is a sine
rewritten as
sin

2

(2.17)

.

The amplitude of the mass motion is called the motion response and follows from the
particular solution of this ODE. The general solution of (2.17) corresponds to the free
vibration with solution (2.15), but in the underdamped case the natural frequency vibration
dies out and only the steady‐state forced vibration with angular frequency ω remains. This
solution is
⁄
1
with
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tan

Ω

2 Ω
and

sin

,
⁄

.

(2.18)

This result makes clear that the phase angle θ between the force and the displacement is
non‐zero only if there is non‐zero damping. Additionally, it can be shown from (18) that in
and ≫ , y(t) tends to oscillate in phase with Fw(t), i.e. θ = 0,
the limiting cases ≪
implies that θ = ‐π/2 which means that the motion is out of phase: it
whereas
precedes the force by 90 degrees. Therefore, an alternative way of writing equation 2.18 can
be adopted that decomposes the formula in one sine and one cosine component:
sin

⁄

cos

(2.19)

.

Where R is the dimensionless response factor and Rin and Rout are functions of Ω and . In all
above expressions the simpler equations of undamped SDOF vibrations follow trivially as a
special case from c = = 0.
Looking now at the support force Fsup,dyn (FBDII in Figure 2.5), the magnitude of this vector is
found by realising that its two components, the damping and stiffness force in equation 2.14,
are out of phase by 90 degrees, which yields
(2.20)

.

,

It is common to define a force transmissibility quantity T as
possible to deduce that
,

with

sin

and

,

⁄

, from which it is

,
2
1

2

.

(2.21)

In other words, the force transmissibility T and accompanied phase Ψ are both functions of
the frequency ratio Ω and damping ratio .
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Figure 2.6. One of the 34 gates of the Haringvliet barrier in The Netherlands. This is a tainter valve
rotating around a horizontal axis; a hinged support truss (the triangular element visible in the top of the
picture) provides the movement, it is driven by a large hydraulic cylinder. Potential vibrations in the same
rotation direction can be described by a SDOF system. Picture by Deltares.

2.3.2 Frequency domain
In vibration theory, sooner or later it is necessary to switch to complex notation. It makes
generalisations and extensions of the analysis more compact while maintaining physical
insights. Fully in line with the definitions introduced earlier we may rewrite
cos
sin
and assume a solution to 13 of the form
cos
sin
for the resulting displacement. The real parts of these expressions give
the actual excitation and response, respectively. The imaginary part of y(t) gives the phase
difference between force and motion. The equivalent of equation 2.18 becomes
1⁄
1

,

2

(2.22)

where now in the last step the mechanical admittance X is defined, a function with the
frequency as independent variable. Notation from Naudascher and Rockwell (1994) is
largely followed. From the insight that the absolute value of X(ω) is the ratio of the
amplitudes y0/F0, which is the quotient term hidden in equation 2.18, it follows that
|

|

,

(2.23)

with θ according to equation 2.18 and |X(ω)| is called the complex frequency response or
receptance. Substitution in equation2.22 then gives the desired solution
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|

|

.

(2.24)

An obvious trick is to use Fourier analysis to make the extension to arbitrary periodic forcing
functions. The first step is to decompose Fw(t) by writing it as a Fourier series. As long as the
motion equation is linear (that is we assume a linear time‐invariant or LTI system), the total
response is equal to the sum of the responses of individual harmonics (multiples of a base
frequency). This always gives a periodic response y(t). A further extension is to consider
non‐periodic excitation functions. Here the Fourier integral can be used for decomposition of
the force signal as a function of the frequency. Switching now to the frequency f = ω/2π,
more common for spectra, the spectral densities S of the excitation Fw and the response y
obey the equation
∙|

|

(2.25)

The power spectral densities have the useful property that the integral over the entire
spectrum equals the squared value of the root‐mean‐square value of the signal.
2.4

Physics of flow‐induced gate vibrations

2.4.1 Introduction to flow‐induced vibrations
Fluid‐structure interaction (FSI) is a wide and active field of research with a huge number of
applications. It can be interpreted as an umbrella term for physical systems where the
mutual dynamics of fluids and solids plays a central role. In computational contexts, FSI is
often reserved for problems where the structure has a certain flexibility to deform, such that
the changes of the fluid‐solid interface in time and space are the main interest. It is important
to be aware of the fact that different properties of fluids (viscosity, density) and solids
(stress‐strain, d.o.f.s) make for drastically different FSI problems. A numerical model of a
flapping airplane wing may be fully calibrated and have high accuracy; it will in many
respects be useless as a basis for a model of a pontoon floating in water. Examples of FSI
problems that illustrate these ranges are the bending of slender structures in flow (e.g.
airplane wings), bloodstreams inside the body, and wind‐induced motion of high‐rise
buildings. Païdoussis et al. (2011) give a general treatment of FSI.
The field of flow‐induced vibrations (FIV) focuses on the motion of objects in flow with
limited degrees of freedom. The solid is an object that is too stiff to have the flow cause
wave‐like phenomena on the fluid‐solid interface. Rather, the object undergoes a
translational, rotational, or bending motion or a combination of these three. This is why the
presented mass‐spring model is a salient fundament for FIV problems. Authorative textbooks
on FIV are Blevins (1990) and Naudascher and Rockwell (1994). The classical case study
object in FIV is a cylinder, defined as a solid object with one of its three dimensions uniform
and elongated, and which can have all sorts of cross‐sectional shapes, the most familiar being
a circle and a square. All objects with considerable blocking of the flow –characterised by
flow separation for flow from all angles– are named bluff bodies, in contrast to aerofoils
which have a streamlined wing‐type shape.
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Experiences from practice with real‐life prototype data and evaluation of FIV causes form an
invaluable category of FIV studies. As part of many investigations into dynamics of hydraulic
structures in The Netherlands built in the second half of the 20th century, Kolkman and
Jongeling (1996) give a sizeable account of FIV with ample attention for gates. More recently,
Kaneko et al. (2008) compiled engineering experiences of FIV from Japan. Because there was
and is often a strong consciousness only for preventing vibrations from growing beyond
safety limits, in‐depth physical analyses and development of general computational methods
have not received too much attention.
Vortex‐induced vibrations (VIV) deal with those flow‐induced vibrations of (cylindrical) bluff
bodies with flow on both sides. The canonical case in hydrodynamics of the Von Karman
vortex street of flow around a circular cylinder can be extended by giving the cylinder
freedom to move in cross‐flow direction; as such it has become canonical in VIV too.
Academic research in this area has been driven enormously by industrial applications in
nuclear power plants (cylindrical heat exchangers) and in offshore engineering (e.g.
pipelines, marine risers). Moreover, the two canonical cases mentioned are frequently used
as benchmarks for computational models owing to the complexity of the physics and the
availability of measurement data. A frequently cited overview of analytical and to some
extent also numerical models of VIV is given by Sarpkaya (2004). Gate vibrations are a
distinct subset of FIV with little overlap with the VIV subset. Gates are essentially different
because the flow exists only on one side of the object and there is a significant influence by
the presence of at least one wall.
The remainder of Section 2.4 uses and combines knowledge found in Blevins (1990),
Naudascher and Rockwell (1990) and Kolkman and Jongeling (1996).
2.4.2 Dimensionless parameters
A good way to start is by identifying the most relevant dimensionless parameters. Table 2.1
lists these alphabetically.
Table 2.1. Dimensionless parameters of gate vibrations.
symbol
dimensionless amplitude
damping ratio
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definition
⁄

‐

⁄2√

Froude number

Fr

⁄

mass ratio

mr

⁄

reduced flow velocity

Vr

⁄

Reynold’s number

Re

Scruton number

Sc

Strouhal number

St

⁄

turbulence intensity

I

⁄

⁄
4

In the table, gate thickness D is used as characteristic length scale, except for Fr where the
water depth h is used. The standard deviation of u, denoted σu, is used in the turbulence
intensity formula. The difference between Vr and St is important. Both are dimensionless
velocities or, alternatively, dimensionless frequencies. The reduced flow velocity Vr deals
with response: it uses the response frequency and
2 ∆ as characteristic velocity,
whereas the Strouhal number deals with excitation: it uses the excitation frequency and the
steady undisturbed upstream velocity as characteristic velocity U. The Strouhal number is
linked with periodic excitation or forcing from vortex shedding. Its numerator can be
interpreted as the speed at which disturbances from separation at the upstream edge move
along the bottom gate boundary. The reduced flow velocity indicates the velocity of flow
under the gate relative to the gate motion, similarly it is a dimensionless measure of the
frequency of the gate motion.
The mass ratio and the damping ratio are decisive for the actual response that is realised.
The mass ratio gives the mass per width unit relative to the surrounding fluid and is an
inertial measure of how easily the gate body initiates into motion. The Scruton number
combines mass and damping ratios. It is popularly used in VIV, but has the disadvantage that
the effects of mass and damping are no longer distinguishable. Specifically for gates, damping
is of so much importance that one would like to quantify it separately. The Froude number
describes the influence of the free surface, not in all cases directly impacting the vibrations,
but nevertheless relevant for free flow and intermediate conditions.
The infamous Reynolds number is in this context mainly relevant in physical models for
ensuring that viscous effects are relatively small. Of course in physics‐based numerical
modelling, the success of any approach (other than direct numerical simulation, DNS) that
attempts to estimate the Reynolds stresses depends strongly on Re. The higher Re, the
broader the range of length and time scales in the flow.
The most concise way to summarise all FIV efforts is to state, as an adaptation to Blevins
(1990), that we aim to find the amplitude as a function of the other parameters:
,

, , Fr, Re, St, ,

(2.26)

where the Scruton number is left out because it is a function of the mass ratio and the
damping ratio. From a reverse point of view, we are just as well interested in determining
the function f, given values of the dimensionless parameters.
In addition to providing general physical insight, the dimensionless parameters have a
strong importance in the design, interpretation and comparisons of physical models in the
laboratory. When scaled‐down models (physical and numerical) are compared to prototype
structures, the dimensionless parameters are ideally scaled by equal factors –something
which is quite impossible in most circumstances– in order to keep scale effects to a
minimum. In particular, for dynamics of structures, scaling of elasticity and damping
requires meticulous efforts.
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2.4.3 Causes of flow‐induced gate vibrations
Various categorizations of FIV are presented in literature. The emphasis in the most useful
categorizations is on the causes of vibrations, which are described in detail in excitation
mechanism theories. A complicating factor when browsing through literature is that many
past analyses were done based on unjustified assumptions regarding excitations. Also, the
terminology regarding vibration causes is not undisputably agreed upon. Here, the excitation
categories are introduced by Figure 2.7.

(i)
turbulence

(ii)
stable
vortex
shedding

(iii)
flow
instabilities

(iv)
self
excitation

(v)
unstable
fluid
resonance

Figure 2.7. Causes of flow‐induced vibrations of hydraulic structure gates.

The proposed subdivision in Figure 2.7 is close to that by Kolkman and Jongeling (1996),
with the only addition that (i) and (ii) are treated separately. Points of discussion leading to
other subdivisions have to do with how turbulence and flow instabilities are defined. In
literature, mechanisms are sometimes attributed to the classes movement‐induced
excitation (MIE), instability induced excitation (IIE) and impinging leading edge vibrations
(ILEV) introduced by Naudascher (see Naudascher and Rockwell, 1994). Although these
have their value as shorthands for some the causes discussed here, and they will be used in
Chapter 5 and 6, they are together not all‐inclusive for all encountered phenomena.
Excitations (i)–(v) are briefly discussed only up to necessary detail for further work; in‐
depth discourses are found in the textbooks already mentioned.
(i). Excitation by turbulence
Hydraulic gates are constantly in contact with flowing water. This fact alone is a source of
excitation because the incoming flow is in reality never free of fluctuations around the mean
value (see equation 2.7); I ≈ 10% is already considered high‐level turbulence). In an ideal
Reynolds decomposition, all periodicity is filtered out, such that u’(t) is a noisy, random
signal with a uniform frequency distribution. The dynamic force on the gate associated with
this excitation is said to be caused by external turbulence excitation, assuming that the
source of the turbulence lies outside of the structure, that is, the non‐periodic fluctuations
were already present in the flow before reaching the structure. Computationally, equation
2.25 in Section 2.3 for random signal excitation is applied:
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Figure 2.8. Illustration of a response spectrum derived from a spectrum excitation for a (gate
structure) system with two eigenfrequencies.
Figure 2.8 gives a devised example of computations in the frequency domain. When the
natural frequencies of the system X (determined by the gate and its suspension structure)
are known, the response spectrum Sy is found through multiplication with the force
spectrum SF,w. The particular illustrative example of Figure 2.8 shows that the response to a
broad‐band excitation reveals the natural frequencies of the structure in the output signal.
The occurrence of low‐level, irregular loading on a hydraulic gate is an everyday
phenomenon, hardly noticeable and not harmful to the structure. This is a passive
interaction: the responses (displacements, deformations, stresses and support forces) have
no influence on the dynamic loading. Excitation by this random‐type turbulence leads to
dynamic forces of just a few percent of the stationary lift force, Kolkman and Jongeling
(1996) mention a maximum of 10%.
(ii). Excitation by stable vortex shedding
The mere presence of the gate is an interference of the incoming flow by a bluff body,
creating disturbances of a periodic nature in the form of vortices and eddies, see Tritton
(1988). If the sizes of these periodic parts of the flow (‘coherent structures’) are
unambiguously related to the size of the object from which they are shed (a characteristic
length scale of the gate, commonly its thickness D), and their propagation speed is
proportional to the mean incoming flow velocity U, then the Strouhal number is a constant
and hence useable for describing the excitation frequency. Key to this condition is the shape
on the upstream gate side that is decisive for the type of flow separation. As depicted in
Figure 2.2, a sharp leading edge fixes the point of separation, resulting in stable vortex
shedding, whereas round elements make the separation point dependent on Re (even at high
Re when viscosity is no factor), resulting in unstable vortex shedding, treated under (iii).
Elaborating on the stable type of vortex shedding, a thick enough gate bottom will feel the
periodic impact of the separated layer as it periodically bends back to the gate’s underside at
small gate openings. This is called impingement (ILEV). The periodic excitation force is in
this case found from St. There are flow measurement data giving
St = f (a/D, geometry)
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for a number of gate types that give stable separation. To grow some intuition, consider a
gate at a small opening, say a/D = 0.4, with initially zero head difference ∆h. As the upstream
water level slowly increases, ∆h and U will increase, and –according to the constant St– so
will the vortex shedding and excitation frequency fexc (= ω/2π in Section 2.3). The critical
question is now whether U can grow so high that fexc approaches f0. This will ultimately lead
to resonance amplitudes dictated by the damping in the system. To stay away from this
situation, the stiffness of the construction elements is preferably high enough to have at least
f0 > 2fexc,max, where fexc,max corresponds to the maximum flow velocity U. This kind of
analytical model is called a vortex‐shedding model by Tondl et al. (2000), they use it as a
base for various vibration analyses.
Given the knowledge on St‐values and above design instruction, significant vibrations due to
this excitation can be avoided. Note that the relation between flow field and gate geometry is
not always ‘neat’, there could be a band of excitation frequencies rather than a single fexc for a
given approach velocity U. This is no surprise because the shedding of vortices is principally
a turbulent effect arising from flow past the structure (a kind of ‘internal turbulent
excitation’ as it were, although this term is never used). The Strouhal number can in this case
still be applied to the dominant frequency of this band, however. In conclusion, turbulence‐
related forcing by excitations (i) and (ii) is unlikely to cause vibration‐related trouble, as long
as the structural eigenfrequencies indeed lie outside the spectral band of these excitation
frequencies.
(iii). Excitation by flow instability
For underflow gates, three flow instability cases are relevant:
‐ The separation point does not have a fixed position if it depends on the inflow
conditions (Re), this is the case for a rounded leading corner (Figure 2.2). This gives rise
to an instability of the separated flow as a whole. The pressure difference on the gate
inherent to the flow separation is now time‐dependent. This is itself already a periodic
forcing.
‐ The separated flow after some distance slowly starts losing its momentum due to
exchanges with the surrounding flow (by formation of tiny eddies), and widens as it
decelerates. If this all happens under the gate, and the upward bending causes
reattachment of the shear layer to some part of the gate construction, than this too can
lead to instability if this reattachment is not fixed in space somehow.
‐ A third cause of instability takes place when the reattachment is fixed to one position by
a protruding element (e.g. lip at trailing edge). The region between separation point and
reattachment point forms a closed volume of rotating flow with the moving gate bottom
on one side and the shear layer feeding energy into this region on the other side. The
enclosed area develops periodic pressure fluctuations which exhibit distinct, i.e.
discrete excitation frequencies connected to how many wavelengths of the pressure
waves are active in the given space.
A distinguishable feature compared to (ii) is that a motion of the gate can have influence on
the cycles of these flow instabilities and therefore on the resulting periodic forcing: active
interaction. In particular, the excitation frequency can adjust itself to get closer to the motion
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frequency, the ‘lock‐in’. In order to analyse these flow instabilities with CFD, the turbulence‐
related features that define the separation and the shear layer must be well represented.
(iv). Self‐excitation
Self‐excited or self‐induced vibrations are widely studied because they describe many
problems in engineering and physics. They are also interesting objects of study in their own
right, in dynamical systems analysis (Verhulst, 1996). This vibration type is defined by the
driving force originating from the displacement of the oscillating body itself (Den Hartog,
1956). That is, a self‐sustained system exists without the need for external forcing. New
energy is fed into the system by an energy transfer from the water flow to the gate motion,
which is most easily described in the linear ODE of motion (equation 2.13) by a negative
damping term. This is clearly an active interaction that could lead to exponentially increasing
amplitudes. The general rule is that all forms of self‐excitation of gates are potentially
dangerous and should always be avoided.
Three theories of self‐excitation are discerned for gates.
Galloping
Eminated from a study of vibrations of telephone wires covered in ice, Den Hartog (1956)
explained that the observed low‐frequency oscillations could not be caused by vortex
shedding. Instead, galloping is a dynamic instability, linked closely with the object’s lay‐out,
where the varying orientation of the incoming flow relative to the moving body gives an
amplifying lift force in the same direction as this movement. The condition for which
dynamic instability occurs, as derived by Den Hartog (1956) reads
0.

(2.27)

That is, the change in the lift force coefficient CL as a function of the angle α between the
apparent or relative velocity Urel of the approach flow relative to the body’s velocity is no
longer balanced by the drag force component CD. For a rectangular gate profile of a vertical‐
lift gate, an up and down movement may cause cyclic variation in the suction (lift) force: in
the downward swing the region between gate bottom boundary and shear layer narrows,
local pressure decreases and downward suction increases and vice versa for the upward
motion. To the extent that the time lag between excess lift and motion gives rise to a net
force proportional to object velocity, there will be negative damping and self‐excitation.
Fluctuating leakage gap
The dynamic forces on a plug valve (or stopper) when emptying a bathtub are described by
Kolkman and Vrijer (1977). A spring‐mounted gate or valve initially covering the upstream
side of a culvert regulates the discharge from the upstream reservoir to the culvert. The
inertia of the flowing mass of fluid past the gate causes a lift force on the gate proportional to
the velocity at which the gate is raised – at a small distance from the opening to the culvert.
Setting up ODEs for the discharge variation, the flow in the culvert and the position of the
gate results in a third order ODE with physical coefficients and a stability criterion for the
spring stiffness.
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A generalisation step is needed to extend this theory from a gate closing off pipes and
culverts on the upstream side, to vertical‐lift gates in free surface flows. The in‐line inertia is
now thought to be caused by a fluid volume in a fictitious streamwise tube of length D + (CLu
+ CLd)a, where the Ci are length coefficients.
Figure 2.9 gives an impression of the effect. Under the assumption that the local head
difference at the gate consists of a constant global head difference plus a dynamic term
caused by the dynamics of flow acceleration and deceleration related to discharge variations
dq/dt ~ da/dt ~ , it is found that there has to be an oscillatory term in the suction (lift) force
that enables the changes of momentum of the imaginary tube. A lumped suction force
coefficient was computed as a function of a Strouhal‐type dimensionless number related to
the gate opening and compared to experimental values. This theory is also discussed in
Kolkman and Jongeling (1996), but has had little following, despite the appealing intuition at
the heart of it.
Fluctuating discharge coefficient
Another way of thinking about how the movement of the gate cuts off the discharge is
through an oscillation of the discharge coefficient. This is for instance found in in‐flow
vibrations of underflow gates with rounded bottom profiles. A moving point of flow
separation then causes a varying contraction and so a varying discharge coefficient, leading
to pressure fluctuations across the gate in phase with the vibration velocity. The working of
this mechanism and the previous one depends on the frequency of the motion: when this
becomes too high, the inertia or discharge capacity effects have no time to initiate.
The last two theories are quite complicating effects specific to gates. They have by far not
been studied as much as for instance galloping and vortex shedding. All three theories in (iv)
have in common that the internal driving force depends on the motion amplitude. That is,
compared to the simple free motion of equation 2.13 with Fw = 0 there exists an extra force
F(y) proportional to y or , which often implies non‐linearity.
(v). Unstable fluid resonance
Global instabilities of the fluid in which the gate is located can give rise to gate vibration with
a frequency dictated by the natural frequency of the fluid reservoir. Examples are seiches,
standing waves of the free surface, standing compression waves. Incorporating this
mechanism in the evaluation of gate stability requires a broader view on the hydrodynamics
than for the other mechanisms, where analysis of detailed local flow was needed.
Initially small gate vibrations may also be amplified rather than initiated by fluid oscillations
(‘self‐control’) in the reservoir adjacent to the structure. If the characteristic frequencies of
gate and fluid resonance coincide, mutual energy exchange contributes to further amplitude
growth. This phenomenon has been recognised relatively recently. Jongeling and Kolkman
(1996) provide studies of real‐life cases.
2.4.4 Added coefficients
The presence of the body in water gives added coefficients that, indeed, have to be added to
the basic coefficients of the linear ODE of equation 2.13. The added coefficients mw, kw and cw
are key to quantifying and understanding vibration (causes) of bodies submerged in water.
They influence the natural frequency, the restoring forces and govern energy exchange with
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the flow. Kolkman (1976) established insightful connections between the added coefficients
and the dimensionless parameters in Table 2.1.
Following the compact overview by Kolkman in Novak (1984), they are merely introduced
here to prevent repetition of already existing, apt treatments.
Added mass mw
When a body is moving through a fluid, it has to push some portion of the fluid out of its way.
The mass of the fluid volume pushed away by the body (during oscillation) is called the
added mass, written mw. This inertial effect causes the natural frequency of a vibrating object
in water to be lower than in air. In Figure 2.9 the three inertial effects identified for a cross‐
flow gate vibration are illustrated.
There is no straightforward analytical way of quantifying the added mass in general. Only for
very basic object shapes in a stagnant fluid, analytical formulas exist for mw, under certain
assumptions. An oscillating strip of length L and width D, for example, is thought to mobilise
2
⁄4
. Both potential flow theory and FEM
a semi‐cylinder of fluid, thus yielding
have been used to estimate mw for numerous applications. The value of mw is in any case
affected by confinements of the surrounding fluid domain: the floor and walls. Consequently,
mw can depend on gate position y, thus introducing a non‐linearity. Other factors that may or
may not come into play are wave radiation (the production of small amplitude free‐surface
waves by the vibrating body) and, related to this, dependency of mw on vibration frequency.

gate
mass
my

added
mass
m wy

fluctuating
discharge
ρCLay

Figure 2.9. Three inertial effects connected to accelerations of solid and fluid.

Hydrodynamic rigidity kw
Also called added stiffness or hydraulic stiffness, three instances of kw are encountered.
‐ A floating body that is pushed downward into the water experiences a higher upward
Archimedean force. Combining Archimedes with Hooke’s law, it is derived that a
downward displacement ∆y of a semi‐submerged body gives an extra upward force
∆
∆ , where Aw is the horizontal wet cross section of the object. It
equal to
follows that kw does not depend on gate position y and is proportional to the area Aw
cutting the water surface.
‐ A spring force is a restoring force; a wind vane rotating in the wind experiences a
positive added stiffness force pushing it back to the stable equilibrium position parallel
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to the ambient wind direction. When a lift force on a (wing) profile increases
proportional to the rotation with respect to the mean flow direction, it will give the
same effect.
‐ At high gate frequency there is a third kw effect called instantaneous rigidity connected
to the theory of the fluctuating leakage gap. Suppose a culvert between two basins with
a head difference is partly closed off by an in‐flow gate on the downstream side of the
culvert. A sudden change of the gate position ∆x that makes the gap smaller results in a
sudden pressure increase ∆p (due to the same discharge going through a smaller gap),
assuming the discharge fails to adapt to the new gate position immediately. The extra
pressure acting on the gate surface Agate gives a force in phase with the sudden
displacement ∆x and in working in opposite direction. Thus, this is a restoring force
with added rigidity kw = ∆p∙Agate/∆x. An equivalent analysis for an upstream culvert gate
shows that in this case the rigidity kw is negative.
Added damping cw
Positive‐valued contributions to hydrodynamic damping cw are radiation of kinetic energy
from the gate as free‐surface waves (wave radiation), skin friction and damping by drag. In
the last case it is necessary to take the projection of the drag force in the flow direction, say
/ . This is a turbulent hydrodynamic damping proportional to the
Fy, and apply cw =
square of the velocity. Negative values of cw are inextricably linked to self‐excitation. How cw
is computed is different for each of the three self‐excitation mechanisms. In the end, it comes
down to checked whether c + cw < 0 can occur, where c is the structural damping in the
mechanical system of gate and suspension. This would lead to a dynamic instability with
increasing amplitudes. Analogously, k + kw < 0, with k the structural rigidity, would give a
static instability. The term structural damping is also used for an analytical model known as
hysteresis damping, the damping force then depends on displacement instead of velocity
(e.g. Adhikari 2000, Rijlaarsdam 2005). This meaning is not used in this thesis. It is wise to
leave all options open regarding damping models; to name one more: Coulomb or dry
damping is described by Fdamp~sign( ). Sometimes energy considerations come in hand. The
work done by the damping force on the body during one cycle is equal to
, ,

∙

(2.28)

over a motion period T. This can quantify a dissipation of energy or a transfer of energy to
the motion y(t).
It is noted that added mass and damping can cause pressures on the gate in a different
direction than the vibration direction. The notorious example is the added mass of a
vertically vibrating L‐shaped object. This is a basic example of a coupling effect; the forces
due to the added mass in still water now require a 3x3 coefficient matrix relating horizontal
and vertical forces and an in‐plane moment to x and y‐translation and rotation.
2.4.5 Consequences of gate vibrations
Small irregular background vibrations, as described by (i) in 2.4.3, are impossible to avoid
and are not harmful. Other FIVs may also have innocent consequences, but the problem is
that we cannot arrive at this conclusion without knowing the exact forcing characteristics,
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assessing them in structural analyses, and comparing computed stresses with design values.
Distinguishing three failure categories, to which of course a rest category of unknown failure
modes has to be added, FIVs of gates will be called unsafe when one of the following
scenarios comes into effect.
‐ A (part of) the gate or adjacent structural elements is excited into a vibration with
amplitudes exponentially increasing over time, until the point where this growth
stabilizes due to extra internal or external mechanical damping. At that moment, the
sheer momentum and kinetic energy of the oscillation can be enormous. This is typical
for vibrations of the self‐excited type and should always be avoided. It is probable that
the structural elements involved in this process (including hinges, pivots and supports)
were not designed to withstand this. Particular for this type of loading is the periodic
load change; combined with a long duration there is a danger for fatigue (according to
Kolkman and Jongeling, 1996). Failure of one element may set off a malicious chain of
events leading to failure of other elements. In an extreme case reported by Ishii et al.
(1980), a main truss fails under buckling and the gate body as a whole disconnects from
the structure and is washed away downstream.
‐ Gate vibrations hold up or hinder operation. As a result of vibrations, a gate can get
stuck in one position or partly break itself by smashing into the sill. It then ceases to
function as a discharge controller. If no timely action is taken, such as installation of an
emergency gate, the discharge can become uncontrollable during a significant amount
of time. Apart from secondary inconveniences (e.g. shipping traffic), the immediate
danger is that local flows exceed design limits of the bed protection. This is a serious
threat to the stability of the overall structure.
‐ Another type of ‘failure’ comprises the psychological impact of unexpected vibrations.
Hydraulic structures are seen as incomprehensibly strong and rigid structures that
were built to protect land and citizens. Any observation of vibrations, for instance by
whistling noises or small waves at the water surface, may lead to concern from the
managers of the structure – with or without good reason.
2.4.6 Myths about gate vibrations
The fact that linear vibration theory and flow around a gate are taught in elementary rather
than advanced courses in respectively mechanical and civil engineering might mistakingly
lead to the idea that gate vibration is not a complicated subject. Much on the contrary, it is a
deceptively complex topic. Five popular misconceptions are given.
(1). Addition of damping can solve any vibration issue of hydraulic gates.
Adding damping is foremostly a (trivial) theoretical measure that, for large hydraulic
structures, is rarely a feasible and acceptable solution; not only because a suitable damper
would have to have huge proportions, but also because it would inhibit normal opening and
closing movements.
(2). If gates vibrate, they vibrate at their natural frequency.
This is false as a general statement, for a number of reasons. First of all, ‘natural frequency’
usually refers to the undamped natural frequency in air. The natural frequency in water is
different due to mw and kw. Secondly, the gate can be excited by fluid resonance, in which
case the gate frequency adopts the resonance frequency of the fluid basin.
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(3). Problems with FIV in hydraulic structures are caused by turbulence.
This is false. In practice, gates or other components of hydraulic structures are seldom
excited into problematic vibrations by turbulence alone. Non‐periodic noisy turbulent
fluctuations in the approach flow are as it were overpowered by local flow acceleration at
the gate and thus act as a relatively small external load. Vortices by themselves give a passive
forcing that does not grow to troublesome proportions.
(4). Intelligent gate operation can always avoid vibrations.
Of course it is wise not to choose critical (that is, often small) gate openings for long
discharge scenarios. As a first solution approach it is therefore good to see if dynamic loads
can be avoided or reduced by smart operation. This is investigated in Chapter 4 and 7.
However, some excitation scenarios are not easily avoided or recognised on time.
(5). A designer that knows the dangers of vibration‐sensitive gate profiles can easily prevent
undesired dynamics.
To some extent this is true; the probability of FIV is greatly reduced by a good gate design,
preferably tested in a physical model. But the combined effect of realised structural details
and local flow conditions can still cause phenomena that are hard to predict and evaluate
before construction. Consequently, vibration risks can never be ruled out completely.
Moreover, there are several stringent constraints that usually claim more attention in the
design process than FIV loads.
2.5

Generalisation and problem solving in practice

The single mass‐spring schematisation was chosen because it can suitably represent most
fluid‐structure interaction mechanisms for gates. More complex and realistic
schematisations can be constructed by adding multiple SDOF systems together, as is
commonplace in structural mechanics. The specific choice for a vertically moving gate object
is on the one hand motivated by the fact that vertical‐lift gates with underflow constitute a
large class of gates, and on the other hand by the fact that this configuration gives the most
straightforward and generalisable description that can be adapted for application in the
vibration analyses of other gate types. This might seem strange. For estimating discharges
and hydrodynamic forces other than those caused by waves, ice and vibrations, different
gate types have to be treated separately. Indeed, textbooks such as Naudascher (1991)
enumerate gates of many shapes and sizes and contain various, different formulae for
estimating the forces on the gate and the support forces. However, for FIV analysis there is
often little sense in repeating the analytical discussions of Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4 for other
gate types, for instance for a rotating tainter valve (see Figure 2.6), because there is
significant overlap in the conditions under which vibrations arise and therefore principally
the same excitation mechanisms (Figure 2.7) are distinguished for different gate types. In
other words, the single mass oscillator submerged in a flow is a fairly universal
representation. Sometimes one encounters SDOF schematisations for theoretical analysis
based on a gate type other than the vertical‐lift gate, however; for example Kolkman (1976)
in one of his appendices studies a reversed tainter valve in a culvert. Despite a different (less
trivial) equilibrium of static forces, the vibration mechanisms of this gate are similar to that
of the vertical gate. More complex cases involve continuous or distributed masses (see
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Naudascher and Rockwell, 1994), among which are plates, beams and shells. Because of the
presence of water, theoretical dynamic response analyses of such elements quickly become
impractically hard.
The main limitation of the vertically suspended gate schematisation is that it only considers
cross‐flow vibrations. In‐flow vibrations, in Figure 2.1 these would be horizontal, have been
and are treated separately in academic literature (e.g. Jongeling, 1988). A small number of
excitation mechanisms (not part of this thesis) is thought to exist exclusively for in‐flow
vibrations, but it cannot be denied that in‐flow and cross‐flow vibrations share many
features. When a gate body experiences both degrees of freedom (cross‐flow and in‐flow)
simultaneously, the situation is fundamentally more complicated. Acceleration in one
direction may ignite acceleration in the other due to coupling effects stemming from the
added masses. It is mentioned by Kolkman and Jongeling (1996), with reference to a study of
Ishii and Knisely (1992), that a ratio of eigenfrequencies of both directions close to one has
to be avoided.
The analytical metaphor of the gate as a spring‐mounted discrete body forms the starting
point of practical FIV studies of all kinds of gate types. The engineering practice basically
requires a combination of this foundation and ad hoc detective work. Of course knowledge
about how different gate types work and what hydrostatic forces they experience is also
needed. But from theory it is impossible to link one gate type to one vibration mechanism;
everything that was treated in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.1‐2.4.5 is potentially applicable to all gate
types.
A few examples of typical recurring phenomena encountered in practice:
‐ discharge variations due to local leakage between gate and sill,
‐ periodic pinching of slits (between gate and side support or between two adjacent
gates),
‐ lack of aeration on the downstream side of gates with overflow discharge; this can give
periodic variations of the enclosed air volume, leading to pressure variations on the
gate.
In case of suspicion of gate vibrations, the curing procedure needs to at least look at
questions like
‐ What are the least stiff bending directions?
‐ Where is room for movement (sideways, rotational, etc.)?
‐ Are there pivots that allow a certain extra freedom of movement?
‐ Is there an asymmetry of (leakage) flows?
‐ Do the shape and material of the sealings allow flow instabilities or unwanted discharge
variations?
This results in an overview of the most likely eigenmodes. Apart from possible oscillations of
the gate as a whole, it is necessary to sсrutinise the elastic properties of all structural
elements (especially those with relatively low stiffness) that come in contact with the main
flow, e.g. plates near gate edges, supporting trusses, etc. Additionally, for each potential
vibration element, it has to be checked which of the mechanisms may lead to excitation. All
these issues are commented on and illustrated by case studies in Kolkman and Jongeling
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(1996). The same authors note that if a field study results in a correct diagnosis of vibration
sources, the implementation of a countermeasure is often simple and inexpensive.
Experience clearly plays a large role, and proper judgements require the ability to
distinguish major issues from secondary issues, but this is no substitute for sound reasoning
and computation based on the rather wide theoretical background sketched in this chapter.
In their concluding remarks, Naudascher and Rockwell (1994) advocate the proper use of
the excitation theories: “Had FIVs been discussed exclusively in terms of affected systems
and structures, the reader would have been misled into thinking that by eliminating the
various specific causes for excitation, it would be possible to safeguard similar systems
against vibration problems. We wish to reemphasize that in order to come close to the goal
of ascertaining all possible origins of FIVs, one must, first, thoroughly identify all the various
body oscillators and fluid oscillators (…); and, second, one must discover all possible sources
of parametric excitation as well as extraneously, instability‐, and movement‐induced
excitations that might affect these body and fluid oscillators, either individually or in
combination, for the given operating conditions.” And finally: “Engineers are advised (…) to
use the examples [from preceding projects] merely as a means of training themselves in
recognizing the basic elements of FIVs (...). Simpler roads or shortcuts to satisfactory
engineering solutions do not seem to exist in this complex field of fluid‐structure
interaction.”
2.6

Conclusions from the physical description

Recapping the analytical model paradigms of Sections 2.2‐2.4, plus the discussion in Section
2.5, a number of conclusions are drawn with relevance to the computational efforts ahead.
‐ The added coefficients mw and cw central to quantification of dynamic excitations are not
readily derived analytically for an oscillating object in a flowing fluid.
‐ The traditional engineering method of estimating mw and the steady hydrodynamic
forces on a gate, namely by potential flow theory, is too limited to have general
computational power. It works only for inviscid, rotation‐free flow and thus fails to deal
with separated flow and any type of flow where (periodic or non‐periodic) fluctuations
dominate.
‐ Self‐excitation is typically a non‐linear phenomenon. Therefore, all linear models fall
short of a full description.
‐ Applying analytically derived equations as the sole foundation of numerical FIV
predictions is troublesome, because of the complex interaction of the fluid‐solid process
and the essential role of empirical factors (e.g. discharge coefficient, lift force
coefficient).
‐ Thus far in literature it has been the rigour of physics‐based analysis that is used in the
identification of vibration causes and in the search for suitable remedies. But the
apparent orderly dinstinctions between different excitation types and between different
added coefficients are in practice much less obvious. There can be –and often are–
combinations of the mechanisms. Moreover, when more than one d.o.f. comes into play
the number of possible physical descriptions explodes and the intangibility tends to
make explanations of oscillation origins more subjective.
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‐ Realising that a gate is part of a compound structure with innumerous structural parts,
some of which are influencing the flow around the structures, makes matters even
worse in terms of predicting whether FIVs will occur.
In conclusion, new methods for analysis and computations are welcomed. Real‐life problem
solving would benefit in particular from computational techniques that establish or refute
connections between dominant eigenmodes and excitation mechanisms.
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3

Physics‐based numerical modelling

3.1

Introduction

Suppose we are faced with the problem of finding the gate response signal from a set of given
flow conditions, acting as input, and a physical model for performing experiments is not
available. Physics‐based numerical simulations with the purpose of system analysis is the
traditional route for solving this problem. From a structural dynamics point of view this is an
example of a direct method in the time‐domain.
At the start of applying a numerical model, the main question is not which high‐level,
continuous‐form differential equations describe the physics. For fluid‐structure interaction
(FSI), we have the Navier‐Stokes for the flow and stress‐strain relations for the structure – in
general it is assumed that such a base already exists, derived via Figure 3 in section 1.2.1.
The questions are rather what choices are sensible in the discretization and numerical
solution of those equations and which boundary conditions are appropriate. In the inter‐
pretation of the model outcomes, important questions are how to judge model effects and
scale effects and hence what the physical parameter ranges are where extrapolation is valid.
Section 3.2 gives a framework for the application of computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
models. The discussion is purposely biased towards FSI analysis. Section 3.3 then goes into a
few specific aspects of FSI.
Although putting a detailed geometry of the barrier in a computer model is doable (albeit
time‐consuming), the modelling goal in chapters 3‐6 is not to look at the structural response
side in detail (i.e. by including trusses or beams and computing all stresses, etc.). This is
because the assumption of a rigid body with a mass‐spring suspension is a very reasonable
and generalisable analogy for true structural flow‐induced responses, while many
simplifying assumptions for the modelling of the fluid flow are disastrous for capturing the
flow field and therefore the flow load on the structure.
3.2

Applying CFD for problem solving in hydraulic engineering1

It is remarkable how different choices in numerical model set‐up and use can shape and
affect the way problems are solved in hydrodynamics. Some philosophy about applying
models is necessary in order to get results that answer the right question and that pertain to
the real world. When talking about solving a real‐life physical problem, there is no single
predefined algorithm that fits the job exactly. The result, after careful analysis and
preparation, is more likely to be a combination of modelling tools. For ease of speech, this
will still be referred to as a (numerical or computational) model. Figure 3.1 presents a
framework aimed at preparing a model –or coming to an appropriate model choice– for
solving a problem in hydraulic engineering. This diagram is walked through step by step
from top to bottom.
1

The framework and general part of the discussion in Section 3.2 is inspired by discussions about CFD
use, research and development at Deltares, mostly with Mart Borsboom.
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Figure 3.1. Application framework for CFD models.

Problem statement
It starts with the identification of a physical problem. There is usually one question that
sums up the problem. If there are too many questions needed to pinpoint the problem, this is
a hint that one model may not be enough. For the gate, three relevant questions are “What
are the maximum dynamic forces experienced by the gate?”, “Given a set of flow conditions
and gate positions, will the gate start vibrating or not?” and “Which excitation mechanism
can be expected to come about?”.
Physical phenomena
In the first step, the task is to compile a list of the physical phenomena that play a role in the
problem. Five classes of phenomena are mentioned: the influence of the free surface,
turbulence, density effects, morphology and moving objects. For the vibrating gate problem,
density effects and sediment transport are not important, but the other three phenomena
are. The knowledge needed for judging the importance of these three aspects comes from
Chapter 2.
This is also the moment to think about scales. When the fluid dynamics take place in a small
volume and the smallest flow length scales have comparable sizes in all three dimensions,
they can be called ‘detail hydrodynamics’. Then turbulence is a factor and the flow is by
definition non‐hydrostatic, which means that the pressure does not vary proportionally with
depth and the streamlines are not (approximately) parallel everywhere in the domain. Flow
around a structure definitely files under detail hydrodynamics, but this does not mean that it
is not also affected by conditions away from it – which are determined by systems of larger
scale (called near‐field and far field). Chapter 4 goes into this.
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Modelling requirements
The now known physical phenomena can be modelled in various ways. It should be
determined, in order to address the problem, which physical aspects should explicitly be
represented by the model and to what level of detail. It is said that quantities that are
computed explicitly (from fundamental principles) as a function of time are ‘simulated’, and
quantities that are not, but do play a role in the problem and are part of the system, are
‘modelled’. To model rather than simulate a physical quantity involves a certain degree of
parametrization, i.e. representation by means of lumping, averaging or estimating of some
kind. Practically all CFD and FSI models combine simulation and parametrization. Browsing
through the list of relevant physical phenomena, it should be determined which need to be
simulated and which can be modelled in a simplified way. A number of additional decisions
are necessary too. For our problem the list is as follows.
(i). Time dependency
The flow around a static gate is quasi‐stationary (Section 2.2) and could be modelled with
some degree of accuracy by solving steady‐state flow equations. The inclusion of a movable
gate implies that the problem becomes fully transient (i.e. time‐dependent). In fact, the
model has to simulate the gate movement in order to do justice to the fluid‐solid interaction.
(ii). What is the degree of non‐hydrostaticity?
The vertical contraction of the underflow and the recirculation behind the gate call for a non‐
hydrostatic approach. Any simplification of the equations concerning vertical acceleration,
e.g. as is the case in the shallow‐water equations, will not suffice. Whether the model has to
be three‐dimensional is another matter. A two‐dimensional gate section (uniform in width)
provides a good model (Sections 2.2‐2.4), but the turbulent kinetic energy may be
0 in the model. The added value of a 3D flow simulation
underestimated, because v′
most likely does not outweigh the enormous extra computational costs.
(iii). How important is the free surface?
This depends on the discharge conditions that we want to examine. Moreover, the expected
frequency of the gate motion determines if potential wave radiation is perceptible near the
submerged zone of excitation at the gate bottom. If the problem is restricted to fully
submerged flow with negligence of wave radiation, then a simulation of free‐surface
fluctuations seems unnecessary. As the downstream Froude number increases, this
simplification becomes less and less suitable.
(iv). To which level of detail should turbulent effects be simulated?
It has been discussed that turbulence is inherently part of the flow around the gate. At the
same time, the excitation mechanisms most likely to cause high‐amplitude vibrations are not
directly linked to turbulence. The turbulent eddies at the smallest (Kolmogorov) scales in the
viscous range of the turbulence spectrum are surely important in the deceleration zone away
from the gate and play a role in hydraulic damping due to the gate movement. But the
excitation itself is presumably affected more strongly by the relatively large‐scale
fluctuations (in the inertial range of the spectrum) originating right away from those regions
of the free shear layer with high stresses. Therefore, a parameterised modelling of
turbulence is suggested that respects this. The difficulty of this point lies in the fact that a
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pre‐modelling dismissal of certain excitation mechanisms to some degree undermines the
goal of the modelling: analysis of the process.
(v). Moving object
It has also already been established that the gate will act as a partly submerged oscillating
object with one d.o.f.. The requirement of simulating a moving object strongly influences the
model set‐up with respect to mesh (see Section 3.3.3) and time discretization. Expected
frequencies are estimated from the added mass of a rectangular object near a wall and the
Archimedean‐type hydraulic rigidity in the natural frequency formula; these indicate the
minimum time time steps from a physics perspective.
(vi). What kind of boundary conditions are required?
The floor boundary of the flow is best modelled as a rough wall. The upper boundary of the
flow domain is the free surface, which was already discussed. In flow models with more than
one computational layer in the vertical, it is common to place a hydrostatic pressure
boundary downstream and a velocity profile upstream. This is for good reason; there are
many ill‐defined or downright unstable boundary combinations (Stelling and Booij, 1999).
The inclusion of waves would make especially the outflow boundary radically more complex
(e.g. Wellens, 2012).
Computational model
The step from modelling requirements to computational model starts with an
inventarisation of available computational tools. Here we are looking for a CFD model that
can handle detail hydrodynamics and that can be extended to include the interaction
between the flow and a moving object. Now we become concerned with numerical
requirements such as discretisation schemes, grid type, solvers, etcetera. Trivial
requirements such as “the model needs to be time‐efficient, accurate and flexible” all fall in
the category of finite computational capacity and available time. In summary, the everlasting
trade‐off between level of detail of modelled physics and simulation time (times number of
required runs) needs to be identified in an early stage. It is good to think about how to spend
your limited time as a model user. In CFD, preparing a run (‘pre’) and processing model
results (‘post’) can also take a lot of time. How much do you want to do by hand (manual
coding) and how much can be done with existing codes or software packages.
Evaluation and validation
After running the numerical model the results are visualised and evaluated. In the best
scenario this leads to usable answers to the stated questions and recommendations for
solving the (engineering) problem. The first series of runs never leads to the desired
solution, however. There is critical feedback to check all previous choices – this process of
building confidence in the model is called ‘validation’. Validation works on all steps of Figure
3.1 and must be considered to be an iterative process, a loop, rather than a one‐off action or a
model property, in the spirit of Dee (1993). Validation actions are concerned with the
question if the above steps are taken in the right direction, and not if they are implemented
correctly; this is called ‘verification’. Furthermore, a ‘calibration’ is a set of (additional) steps
that make a physics‐based computational model ready for a specific application. This is
usually done with another data set (not used before in validation). So, as a result of these
definitions, it is strange to speak about a “validated model”, but it is possible to speak about a
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“calibrated model”. A computational model that has been tailor‐made for solving a stated
problem is called a ‘model application’.
In conclusion, the central idea of these steps is to mold the model into a workable tool for
answering the initial questions, and not the other way around (i.e. to search for questions
that can be answered by your model). An interesting corollary is that a better description of
the underlying physics or technical improvements to the algorithm may or may not
contribute to better answers.
For the gate vibration problem, the crucial choices relate to above modelling requirements
(iii), (iv) and (v). These are discussed further in the next section. From the onset our problem
involved analysis by simulation and was not a prediction problem (Section 1.2), but with the
inclusion of data for validation and calibration this distinction is starting to blur. If past
output data is available and directly used in the process of computing future output values,
then the model is used for prediction. However, in FSI context, it could well be the case that
the validation data relates to the flow only – implying that in a strict sense the flow is
predicted and the structural response is simulated.
3.3

Setting up a FIV model

3.3.1 Finite element method
The finite element method (FEM) is a numerical method for solving boundary value
problems. It is based on a spatial discretization in a computational grid or ‘mesh’. There are
two other grid‐based methods in CFD: finite difference method (FDM) and, the most widely
used, finite volume method (FVM). Differences between these approaches are discussed in
Van Kan et al. (2008). They still have plenty of computational features in common compared
to CFD methods that are not grid‐based. For instance, a shared issue is the importance of grid
size and grid type, since we are dealing with a convection problem, see again Van Kan et al.
(2008). Another typical aspect is that a large system of equations is being solved. The
indication ‘large’ refers to the fact that standard solver algorithms will run into trouble when
faced with systems of this size. A measure for the computational load is the grid size, i.e. the
numbers of cells and nodes, times the number of computed time steps.
The FEM is also a classical tool for solving eigenvalue problems for the analysis of structures
and elastic solids (Hughes, 2000). Eigenvalue problems (or ‘eigenproblems’) describe all
sorts of frequency analyses such as the problem of determining natural frequencies and
mode shapes of free vibrations of structural elements. Modal analysis, which involves solving
eigenproblems, is usually performed in the design stage of structures, in order to make
safety assessments. The ability to solve deformations and stresses of a solid (with a complex
geometry) and the fluid flow makes the FEM a suitable approach for FSI problems.
3.3.2 Turbulence modelling
Direct numerical simulation (DNS) is a very costly technique that simulates all turbulent
scales. All other methods apply parametrization of the turbulent dynamics to cut down on
costs. Large eddy simulation (LES) divides the turbulent energy spectrum up in a
parameterized part for the smaller scales and a simulated part for the larger scales, but this
is still a computationally intensive approach. Application of DNS for real‐life cases at high Re
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brings great numerical challenges and is therefore very rare. LES is more accessible, but still
far from a standard option for CFD applications. The household approach for real‐life
applications is to use a turbulent model. In this case the turbulence is approximated by
averaging the Navier‐Stokes equations after substitution of the Reynolds decomposition
(Section 2.2) and to solve an extra set of equations to approximate the Reynolds stress term
that describes the turbulence (see e.g. Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 2000).
For the present application three arguments are given why this last approach will be used.
First of all, as argued in the previous section, there is reason to think that simulation of small‐
scale turbulence is not essential for representing the most important excitations. Secondly,
combining LES with a moving object and possibly a moving free surface would become a
very costly and experimental endeavour – not in line with the aims of this study. A third
reason is that it is not sensible to compute small turbulence scales for concrete application
purposes if there is no flow measurement data available at all – let alone data that cover a
comparable level of detail.
The main flow equations will be given in Section 6.1. The two‐equation k‐ε model is used to
model the Reynolds stresses, this is called the ‘closure’. This turbulence model works by
estimating the turbulent (eddy) viscosity νT using the formula

,

(3.1)

where cμ is a fixed model constant and k, the turbulence kinetic energy (TKE), and ε, the
turbulent dissipation, are both solved from their own transport equation. Details are found
in Rodi (1993), a good reference for the analytical background and use of turbulent models
in hydrodynamics. The two extra variables of the turbulent model need initial and boundary
values. Moreover, their transport equations are not valid in the vicinity of walls. This is why a
wall function is necessary to estimate the velocities and turbulent production and dissipation
near walls.
3.3.3 The arbitrary Lagrangian‐Eulerian mesh
Modelling a moving object interacting with fluid
For a grid‐based computation of fluid‐structure interaction we have to ensure that the body
is able to move freely through the fluid domain and that it experiences static and dynamic
water forces. To capture the active interaction, the feedback effect of a changed position of
the body should also be included. This implies for the numerics that in addition to
descriptions of the fluid and solid domain and their outside boundaries, conditions for the
fluid‐solid interface are necessary. These consist of dynamic and kinematic conditions,
expressed in three parts (Wall et al., 2006):
∙
∙ ,
‐ force equilibirum, i.e. equility of stress vectors:
‐ no mass flow through the interface, i.e. equality of normal velocities: ∙
∙ ,
‐ the fluid viscosity also gives tangential components, resulting in the ‘no‐slip’ condition
.
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Here the bold symbols represent vectors, n is the normal vector, u is the flow velocity and y
is the solid’s displacement. If these conditions are met precisely, this implies a conservation
of mass, momentum and energy at the interface (Wall et al., 2006).
The resulting system of equations can be solved in different ways. These have to do with a
principal dilemma: most flow models use a Eulerian approach and most solid models use a
Lagrangian approach, and both domains need information from each other at the interface to
compute the next step (Dunne and Rannacher, 2006). The various classes of solver options
are shown in Figure 3.2. The first option is a separation of the two domains. This is the
‘partitioned’ or ‘segregated’ approach. The domains are solved separately, i.e. in series, using
an initial guess for the solid interface. In ‘iterative’ (or ‘iteratively staggered’) solving
algorithms, in each time step, the serial steps are repeated until the solutions for both
domains converge with respect to the interface conditions. A simpler and faster option is the
‘sequential’ (or ‘sequentially staggered’) scheme where you do the same with only one
update step for the coupling information. That is, the initial prediction of the solid
displacement is replaced once for each time step after the fluid and structural domains have
been computed.

solving the
discrete equations

fully coupled
(monolithic)

partitioned
(segregated)

sequential
(staggered)

iterative
(staggered)

Figure 3.2. Computational approaches for fluid‐structure interfaces, based on terminology by Wall et al.
(2006) and Dunne and Rannacher (2006).

In a different setting, the equations of both domains are solved together as one system; this
is the ‘fully coupled’ or ‘monolithic’ method. Two reasons why not to use fully coupled
solving is that this prevents the use of dedicated solvers for each of the domains and the
computational difficulties arising from the larger size of the system matrix. An advantage is
of course the strong coupling type which –once solved– leads to a robust solution of the
interface position.
One way to deal with the adaptation of the computational mesh to new interface positions at
each time step is to introduce a mapping φ between the Eulerian fluid domain, with fixed or
spatial coordinates, and a deforming reference system χ (following notation by Wall et al.,
2006). All physical quantities find their actual position in the physical space x from the
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transformation x = φ(χ,t) before they are actually computed in the fixed domain. Figure 3.3
illustrates this.

φ(χ,t)

χ2

χ2
χ1

x1

χ1
x2

Figure 3.3. Mapping used in ALE mesh, diagram after Wall et al. (2006).

This deformation mapping has to be determined anew on each time step as part of the
computations. Analytically, the transformation is achieved by inserting a time‐dependent
Jacobian of the mapping, Jt = det( ⁄ ), into the Navier‐Stokes equation. The method
sketched here is called the arbitrary Lagrangian‐Eulerian method (ALE). It basically adapts
the fluid domain to changing boundaries and lets the structural domain keep its favorite
Lagrangian form. Specific background in different modelling contexts is found in Ferziger
and Perić (2002) and Donea et al. (2004).
The preceding discussion only tells how the mesh deals with changing domain boundaries.
The interior nodes naturally also need to change their positions in time following these
boundary changes and internal deformations (in the structural domain). This is organised
via an extra set of mesh smoothing equations.
The ALE mesh adaptation only works if the node connectivities remain intact and grid cells
do not turn inside out. This puts limits on what kind of squeezing and stretching is allowed,
that is, on the (rate of) mesh deformation. One way to keep going when these limits are
exceeded is to remesh the whole domain. This comes at a high cost when there are fine mesh
regions, which there typically will be in the fluid domain. Of course, even without mesh
deformations the mesh can contain substandard elements, e.g. tight cell angles or strongly
elongated cells, so that the modeler needs to keep an eye on mesh quality before and during
the simulation.
The free surface
Dynamic forces caused by the presence of water around a structure fall into two categories:
waves and flow (sometimes called ‘current’). These are two profoundly different classes of
physical phenomena and therefore lead to drastically different modelling requirements.
Simulation of (long‐period) ocean waves or (e.g. ship‐induced) short‐period waves in time
and space is already a computation‐intensive task, so combining this with the simulation of
flow effects in the same model at realistically high Re is nearly always avoided.
For simulation of the free surface near a structure there are several options. The ALE method
is sometimes called an interface tracking method, as opposed to interface capturing methods.
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An example of the latter is the volume of fluid method (VOF). It could be described as an
Eulerian‐Eulerian format, with a fixed Cartesian background grid and a special function that
determines the density ratio of the two fluids inside each cell. This method can be applied for
fluid density problems (fresh‐salt) and free‐surface problems (air‐water). The package
COMFLOW is an example of a VOF model (Veltman et al., 2007). It is used in hydraulic
engineering to simulate local wave effects from which the heights of waves slamming into
offshore structures such as wind turbines can be computed. See Wellens (2012) for
background on VOF and numerical tests with COMFLOW. Other interface capturing methods
are the ‘level set’ and the ‘phase field’ methods. Relatively recently other CFD approaches
such as the smooth particle hydraulics (SPH) method and the lattice Boltzmann method
(LBM) have also gained attention.
If high Froude numbers downstream of the gate, in particular hydraulic jumps, are excluded
from the range of analysed conditions, it makes sense not to use interface capturing
methods, because these are more difficult to combine with turbulent flow. Instead, the ALE
mesh can be used for tracking mild flow‐induced surface disruptions. The free surface is a
special boundary in the sense that the pressure and tangential force ought to be zero there
and that it corresponds to the outer edge of the material fluid particles for every time step
(Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 2000). In essence the same interface conditions apply as listed at
the start of this section, but without the influence of a solid.
It is decided to explore the ALE mesh in this study for modelling both foregoing phenomena:
the moving gate and the free surface curvature behind the gate. Table 3.1 contains an
overview of the two models.

gate motion

turbulence
modelling

free surface

validation
data

model I

4

transient with
steady pre‐run

fixed

k‐ε
model

ALE mesh

Nago (1978,
1983)

model II

6

transient

1 d.o.f.
(vertical
translation)

k‐ε
model

rigid lid

experimental data
gate motion
(Chapter 5)

chapter

time
dependency

Table 3.1. Characteristics of the two numerical physics‐based models.
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4

Multi‐scale model for discharge control and flow
impact2

4.1

Introduction

This chapter explores the incorporation of a physics‐based numerical model for simulating
the local flow around the gate of a hydraulic structure in hydrodynamic flow models of a
larger scale. The local flow is captured both by parametrization and simulation. The purpose
of this modelling effort is twofold: (i) to investigate whether this approach can give
reasonable estimates of gate discharges usable for discharge control, and (ii) use model
results for judging the impact of the flow on the structure. The designation multi‐scale in the
chapter title refers to the fact that the local flow model runs inside a model operating at a
different physical scale. No explicit links are made with research on computational aspects of
multi‐scale modelling.
Barrier operation is commonly based on water level predictions from system‐scale far‐field
flow models containing river sections and sometimes coastal regions. The procedures are
aimed at fulfilling the main function of the structure: for a weir in a river this is to maintain
the upstream water level, for a discharge sluice this is to transfer river water out to the sea
while keeping a safe inland level. Present‐day hydraulic structures have various secondary
functions, such as providing favourable ecological conditions, for which usually no numerical
aids are available in daily operation. A better prediction of the flow near structures would be
beneficial to durable performance of all barrier tasks.
Proper design studies pay attention to all functions of a structure and assess the impact of all
relevant flow features. However, operational constraints change in time for natural reasons
(e.g. sea‐level rise) or political reasons (e.g. “Kierbesluit Haringvlietsluizen”, see
Rijkswaterstaat, 2004). In addition, sometimes the design criteria that were originally
applied cannot be retrieved, yielding uncertainty about safety levels and allowable limits of
gate settings in the present.
There are several aspects of contemporary barrier management for which an informed view
on discharge and flow properties around gates is essential. Apart from dynamic gate loads
(vibrations), the prediction of bed material stability and scour, including local erosion
(Hoffmans and Pilarczyk, 1995; Azamattula, 2012) as well as large‐scale morphological
changes of surrounding bathymetry (Nam et al., 2011) greatly depend on the flow. These
aspects relate to (long‐term) safety of aging structures. Additionally, ecological issues such as
fish migration, salt water intrusion and mobile fauna are also linked with local flow
characteristics (Martin et al., 2005). The possible impact of flow around structures on nearby

2

This chapter uses text and content from the paper “Free‐surface flow simulations for discharge‐based
operation of hydraulic structure gates” by C.D. Erdbrink, V.V. Krzhizhanovskaya, P.M.A. Sloot, published
in January 2014 in the Journal of Hydroinformatics, Vol.16, No.1, pp.189‐206,
http://dx.doi.org/10.2166/hydro.2013.215.
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shipping traffic is another feature. Above considerations motivate quantification of flow
around a hydraulic structure.
There exist several non‐hydrostatic CFD sotware options for simulating detail
hydrodynamics (e.g. ANSYS‐CFX, OpenFOAM, COMSOL, STAR‐CD). Bollaert et al. (2012)
employ numerical modelling to assess the influence of gate usage on the formation of plunge
pool scour of a hydropower dam. Scheffermann and Stockstill (2009) made a transient
simulation of a closing gate in a culvert of a navigation lock with STAR‐CD and compared
calculated pressures with physical model data. Numerous other numerical studies have
looked into sluice gate flow (Akoz et al. 2009; Kim 2007; Khan et al. 2005), but transient
simulations of both turbulent levels and the free surface remain challenging. Furthermore,
estimating the discharge over weirs and over or under gates is not trivial. New discharge
equations are still being introduced, from data‐driven numerical modelling (Khorchani and
Blanpain, 2005) and from physical experiments (Habibzadeh et al., 2011).
System‐scale models of inland water systems simulate the flow in river branches by solving
the one‐dimensional or quasi‐two dimensional shallow water equations, also known as
Saint‐Vernant equations (Deltares 2012a, b). The fact that these hydrostatic models do not
simulate the flow around hydraulic structures explicitly is not a severe limitation for most
applications. The system effect of the operation of various gates on the water levels in
adjacent water bodies (river branches) can be studied, for instance (Becker and
Schwanenberg, 2012). For stability of granular bed material and salt water transport,
however, the flow acceleration in the vertical dimension needs to be simulated. Moreover,
the downside of primarily water level‐centered validation and calibration in combination
with parameterized structure representations (such as constant discharge coefficients) is
that the prediction quality of discharges in system‐scale models is often unclear. Warmink et
al. (2007, 2008) investigated the uncertainty in calibration of water levels in river models
resulting from the limited availability of discharge data. It was concluded that the necessary
extrapolation of the calibration parameter (bed roughness of main channel) leads to
significant uncertainty in simulated design water levels. More intensive measurement of
discharges, for which most gated structures are ideal, and a physically more realistic
representation of hydraulic structures in models are self‐evident improvements that
nevertheless require a culture shift.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: first, we describe the overall approach,
then the method is described in three sections about discharge modelling, free‐surface flow
simulation and analysis of the modelling results. Next, the results of a series of validation
runs for the free‐surface model are discussed, followed by results of a test case that gives
numerical examples of all modelling steps. We end the chapter with recommendations,
conclusions and an outlook on future work.
4.2

Approach and method

4.2.1 General
For obtaining a timely prediction of the flow around gates, we propose a multi‐step physics‐
based modelling strategy which uses data input from a system‐scale model. The work‐flow of
the suggested gate operation system is shown in Figure 4.1.
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system model
1. predict
future water
levels
upstream and
downstream
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discharge
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free-surface model
& flow analysis
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flow and
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optimal gate
configuration.

5. decision
support system
for gate
operation
Figure 4.1. Scheme of evaluation steps leading to a decision on optimal gate operation. Steps 1‐4 are
treated in this chapter. The dashed line shows the shorter decision sequence taken by barrier systems that
do not take into account flow effects.

The first step consists of the extraction of predicted water levels on both sides of the
structure from a far‐field (system‐scale) model that contains the structure. Different possible
gate settings (when to open, how many gates to use) are identified in the second step. All
options need to be assessed in terms of discharge capacity; this happens in step 3. In the
fourth step of Figure 4.1, for all gate configurations capable of discharging the required
volume, the resulting flow is simulated using CFD. Subsequent analysis of the simulation
results determines the impact of the flow for specific issues such as bed stability. The fifth
and final step comprises the actual decision of gate operation actions. The conventional
sequence of steps taken by most operational systems follows the dashed line in Figure 4.1,
skipping steps 3 and 4. The present study focuses on steps 2‐4, which can be seen as an
addition to computational decision support systems (steps 1 and 5) by Boukhanovsky and
Ivanov (2012) and Ivanov et al.(2012).
A multi‐gated discharge sluice with underflow gates will be used to describe the modelling
method. The central question addressed is how to find the set of gate configurations capable
of delivering the required discharge that also meet the relevant constraints on flow
properties.
4.2.2 Configurations of multi‐gated structure
Let us consider the gate configurations of a discharge structure consisting of n similar
openings, each accommodating a movable gate. See Figure 4.2. In its idle state, all n gates
close off the openings between the piers and the total discharge is zero. During a discharge
event, m gates will be opened partially or completely, allowing a certain discharge through
the structure. A 'gate configuration' is defined as the allocation of a number of gates (m ≤ n)
that are opened with a gate opening a(t) while the other gates remain closed. All gates
selected for opening will be operated similarly, i.e. with the same a(t).
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Figure 4.2. A multi‐gated discharge sluice in plan view. In this example, gates 3, 4, 5 are opened, the others
are closed; so n = 7 and m = 3. The dotted line depicts plane of symmetry.

Before deciding which gates to open, first the possible combinations of opening gates are
identified and counted. In general, flow instabilities are not favourable for maintaining an
efficient and controllable discharge. As in other parts of physics, symmetry is a global
measure for stability of free‐surface flows. If asymmetry is allowed, m gates can be chosen
freely from the total of n available slots. Then the number of possible combinations is
, using the common notation for combinatorial choice of m objects out of n. For
obviously
the condition of symmetry to hold, gates may only be opened in such a way that the pattern
is symmetric about the vertical plane of symmetry in flow direction (see Figure 4.2). This
⁄
for all 0
, where m cannot be
implies that the number of options reduces to
⁄
chosen odd if n is even – in which case there are no options at all.
For a structure with seven gates (n = 7), for instance, the total number of possible ways to
⁄
open 1, 2, .., 7 gates is ∑
1 2
1 127 if asymmetry is allowed and ∑
⁄
2

⁄

1

15 if only symmetric configurations are permitted.

This shows that the symmetry constraint greatly reduces the number of ways to open a given
number of gates. Furthermore, an even number of gates has roughly half the number of
possibilities, because opening any odd number of gates then results in asymmetric inflow.
This could also hold for an odd‐numbered gate structure which misses one (or any odd m <
n) of the gates due to maintenance or operational failure.
4.2.3 System model and gate control
The basis is formed by a classic box model, see e.g. Stelling and Booij (1999). The focus is on
submerged flow through a multi‐gated outlet barrier that blocks seawater from entering the
lake at high tide and discharges river water to sea at low tide, see Figure 4.3. This basic
model serves in the present study as a surrogate system‐scale model. The water levels it
generates will be used as boundary conditions for the near‐field modelling.
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lake
sea

Qriver

hlake
Alake

hsea

Figure 4.3. Classic box model of outflow of a river to sea. An outlet barrier structure regulates the lake
level while keeping salt seawater out.

Assuming barrier gates are closed (except when discharging under natural head from lake to
sea) and assuming zero evaporation and precipitation, the system is described by:
(4.1)

,

where Qriver is discharge from a river, Qbarrier is the total discharge through the gates of the
barrier, hlake is the water level in the lake, Alake is the area of the lake assumed independent of
hlake. Submerged flow past an underflow gate is by definition affected by the downstream
water level. As Section 4.2 described, the associated discharge depends on both water levels
(sea and lake), the gate opening a and a discharge coefficient for submerged flow CD that
includes vertical contraction effect. The discharge Q through a barrier gate at time t is
written as
2

,

(4.2)

where w is the flow width (see Figure 4.2) and the subscript “barrier” is dropped from now
on. Sea level hsea is approximated by a sine function. The total discharged volume that passes
the barrier in the period during which hlake > hsea is found after summing over all m gates and
integrating with respect to time.
Two gate opening scenarios will be considered. In both scenarios equal gate openings a(t)
are applied to all m gates selected for opening. The first scenario uses a constant gate
opening aconst for the whole discharge period (from tstart to tend). The opening required to
lower the lake level to a desired lake level htarget is found by estimating the average required
discharge Qtot,req to achieve this and by making estimates of the average discharge coefficient
and water levels during the discharge period:
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,

̅

with

2

,

,

,

(4.3)

where bars are time‐averages and primes indicate predictions of future values. In the second
scenario, the discharge is regulated by a proportional integral derivative (PID) controller
(Brown, 2007). The goal of this scenario is to have a more constant gate discharge by varying
the gate openings in time, whilst still achieving the same htarget as in the first scenario. The
discrete PID formula for discharge at ti is

∆

,

(4.4)

. In
where Ki are the gain parameters and the error value is defined as
the simulations, KP = 0.10, KI = 0.45 and KD = 0.55 are used. The setpoint Qset is constant and
equal to Qtot,req, except for linear setpoint ramping applied at the start of discharge to prevent
undue fluctuations of gate position. At each time step, the required gate opening is derived
from this discharge divided by
2
. Figure 4.4 captures the flow
chart of the system model. It includes computations of the two gate operation scenarios.
input
m
hlake(t0)
htarget
Alake

PID
discharge control

YES
apply
discharge
control?

determine
hsea and
Qriver

NO

NO

hsea < hlake?

YES

start of
discharge
event?

YES

calculate
t’end
Q’tot,req
update CD’

NO

all gates closed, Qgate = 0

determine
gate opening a(t)
that gives desired
discharge

discharge
model
calculate
local water
levels, achieved
gate discharge
and CD*

calculate
Qtot = m Qgate
Qnet = Qriver – Qgate
calculate hlake

time loop

output
Qgate(t), Qtot(t)
a(t)
hlake(t), hsea(t)

Figure 4.4. System model: flow chart of gate control and water level computations.

Figure 4.4 shows that the total discharge computed by the system model Qtot is being used to
calculate the new lake level. Additionally, it shows that at the start of each discharge event,
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i.e. when the gates are opened, the prediction of the discharge coefficient CD´ is updated using
data from the discharge model. For both situations, with and without PID control, this
coefficient is found by a relaxation formula with the mean discharge coefficient CD* of the
previous discharge event computed by the discharge model. For the n‐th discharge event the
update formula reads
∗

1

1

1

(4.5)

In all computations a relaxation factor β = 0.75 is applied. Discharge coefficients actually
depend on numerous factors. Also, flows through neighbouring gates influence each other.
To distinguish between different gate configurations with the same total flow‐through area
, these two things need to be taken into account. This is done in the discharge
∙ ∙
model described in the next subsection, see also the bold block in Figure 4.4.
4.2.4 Discharge model
Vertical lift gates with underflow are raised vertically between piers of a structure. When the
gates are lifted higher than the water surface, there exists free or submerged Venturi flow
(Boiten, 1994). These flow types have different discharge characteristics and associated
formulae. For estimating the submerged flow discharge with a partly lowered gate, the local
water depths are schematized according to Figure 4.5 (after Kolkman, 1994).
pier between gates ( top view )

connection to
barrier structure

gate
body

lake
level
main flow
direction

h0

h1

h3
h2
a

h4

sea
level

Сс a
z=0

sill height
z’ = 0

Figure 4.5. Definitions of local water depths hi for underflow gate in hydraulic structure, after Kolkman
(1994). Above: top view of pier; below: cross section free water surface around gate. Sketch not to scale.

Bernoulli’s equation and the momentum balance together give a system of four equations.
Each equation is denoted [hi, hi+1] and describes the transition from water level hi to hi+1 (hi+1
being located downstream of hi), in line with Figure 4.5.
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(4.6)

0.6

These equations are solved from their polynomial forms, which works because the smallest
positive root gives the desired water level in each case. In order of computation in the
discharge model, these forms are:
2

1

2

,

2
1
2

2

,

1

2

2
1
2

0

0

0.

(4.7)

These polynomials are solved for 0 < Q ≤ QMF. The constraint h2,forward = h2,backward may be
solved graphically, yielding the actually achieved discharge. Transitions h0–h1 and h3–h4 with
loss coefficients ξin and ξout represent the effects of flow entering and leaving the narrow area
between two piers. Transitions h1–h2–h3 are the characteristic underflow gate zones.
Computations were carried out according to the flow chart in Figure 4.6. The lake and sea
levels computed in the system model served as boundary conditions – for variables h0 and h4
of this model, respectively.
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determine
ξin, ξout

system of gate
equations

h0→h1
h1→h2,forward

input
m
hlake
hsea
a

determine
modular flow
limit

h2 ≤ Cc*a
?

YES

QMF
found

h4→h3
h3→h2,backward

no submerged flow
at this gate opening
NO

Q < QMF
exists at
which h2's
match?

YES

compare h2's

NO
iterate on discharge Q

Q found
for
current
a, hlake,
hsea

output
QDM
CD*

from Q = 0 to QMF
until h2,forward = h2,backward

Figure 4.6. Flow chart of discharge model. This computation is repeated each time step; it is fully
contained in the block named “discharge model” in Figure 4.4.

A good geometric design of a discharge‐regulator is such that no transition occurs from one
flow type to another during regular usage. The model therefore checks if indeed submerged
discharge occurs. As criterion for reaching the modular flow discharge QMF, the minimum
flow depth in the control section h2 is compared to the flow height in the point of maximum
vertical contraction Cc∙a. Free and intermediate flow regimes are thus detected, but are not
being calculated. Submerged Venturi flow is not considered either, since the idea is to
actively control the flow.
All four non‐linear equations are reshaped into third‐order polynomials f(hi, hi+1, Q) = 0.
Discharge Q is substituted for the velocity terms and remains as the only unknown in the
system of equations. As prescribed for sub‐critical flow conditions (Chow, 1959),
computational direction behind the gate is from downstream to upstream (h4 to h2). On the
lake side, computations go in flow direction up to the control section (h0 to h2). The discharge
coefficient CD is derived from the contraction coefficient Cc for sharp‐edged gates, fitted on
experimental data cited in Kolkman (1994) so that the full range of gate openings a/h1 is
covered. Combining two empirical formulations, the contraction coefficient for sharp‐edged
gates is assumed equal to:
0.782
⁄
1.782
0.004 log ⁄

for

0.5 regime Henry, 1950 and

0.6074 for

0.5 regime Cozzo, 1978 .

(4.8)

Iterations on Q ultimately yield a value at which h2,forward, computed from upstream, is equal
to h2,backward computed from downstream. This is the achieved value of Q for the given gate
opening a. The entrance and exit losses are assumed to depend on the number of gates in use
(m). The method does not distinguish between different gate configurations with equal m,
however. Numerical results are shown in the results section.
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4.3

CFD simulations

Step 4 in Figure 4.1 consists of two parts: free‐surface CFD simulations, called “Model I” in
Table 3.1 and discussed in Section 4.4.1; and flow impact analysis, discussed in Section 4.4.2.
4.3.1 Model set‐up
A non‐hydrostatic flow model is applied to find out which of the selected gate settings is
most favourable in terms of flow properties. The two‐dimensional domain is defined by a
vertical cross section through the gate section (abbreviated as 2DV) from a lake to the sea,
see Figure 4.8. A rigid rectangular gate with a sharp‐edged bottom is modelled implicitly by
cutting its shape out of the flow domain. The Reynolds‐Averaged Navier‐Stokes (RANS)
equations for incompressible flow are the basis for the simulations. These will be given in
Chapter 6. Figure 4.7 gives the flow chart of the CFD simulations. The model domain covers
the flow from h1 to h3. These input values are taken from the discharge model.
input
h1
h3
a
Qgate

output
pressure = 0
at surface at
outlet?

steady-state run
with rigid lid

initial guess
of u(z)

YES

transient run
with ALE-mesh
for free surface

convergence of
h3, Q and TKE ?

NO

NO

YES

u, p, k, ε
free surface

start CFD
analysis

simulate longer

if p > 0 then increase u(z)
if p < 0 then decrease u(z)

Figure 4.7. Flow chart of FEM free‐surface flow simulations.

For each simulated flow situation two consecutive runs are made: a steady‐state run and a
time‐dependent transient run. In the former run, iterations on the outflow velocity profile
are done until pressure at the surface becomes zero. The results of this pre‐run are then
implemented as initial conditions for the transient run, which uses a moving mesh to
simulate the free surface. Boundary conditions are similar for both runs except for the
surface downstream of the gate, see Figure 4.8.
free slip in steady-state run
and in transient run

GATE

free slip in steady-state run;
open boundary in transient run

hydrostatic
pressure

no slip &
wall function

u-velocity
profile

no slip &
wall function

z
0

main
flow direction

x

Figure 4.8. Boundary conditions of CFD model. The main flow direction is from left to right. Not drawn to
scale.

The upstream flow boundary consists of a hydrostatic pressure profile
The downstream boundary is a block profile u‐velocity. No slip is applied at the walls (u
along with a wall function. The steady pre‐run uses a ‘rigid lid’ (free slip boundary, ∙
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.
0)
0)

for the downstream water surface. The upstream free surface is modelled as a rigid lid in
both runs.
An unstructured computational mesh is used with refinements near the bottom wall and
gate boundaries, made up of around 35,000 triangular elements and yielding about 230,000
degrees of freedom for a transient run. The Arbitrary Langrangian‐Eulerian (ALE) method,
see previous chapter, is used to compute the deformation of the computational mesh.
Winslow smoothing (Donea et al., 2004) is applied to find the location of the inner nodes.
Figure 4.9 shows part of the mesh. At the top boundary in the transient run, the velocity
condition is an open boundary with zero stress in normal direction. At the same boundary
∙
∙ (Ferziger and
the mesh velocity in normal direction is prescribed as
,
Perić, 2002). Mesh convergence tests showed that the applied mesh is sufficiently dense so
that results do not improve on further mesh refinement.

Figure 4.9. Example snapshot showing part of the computational mesh. A deformed free surface boundary
downstream of the gate is visible. Flow is from left to right, units in meters.

The more common choice of applying a velocity condition upstream and a pressure
boundary downstream conflicts with the required ALE moving mesh condition at the outlet
boundary. Vertical mesh freedom is necessary for the surface movement. A hydrostatic
pressure profile cannot be prescribed at the outlet, since any change in water depth at this
boundary would imply a change of local pressure, which contradicts the applied pressure
profile.
In the course of the transient run, the free surface adapts to the pressure field and vice versa.
Because the physical flow situation is quasi‐steady, with fluctuations depending on degree of
submergence and gate opening, the surface may show oscillations in time in its equilibrium
state. As a consequence the flow discharge is also not strictly constant in the equilibrium
state.
The package COMSOL Multiphysics (version 4.2) is used to simulate the gate flow (COMSOL,
2013). This finite element method (FEM) solver is applied to solve the discretised RANS
equations. The generalized alpha time‐implicit stepping method is applied to ensure Courant
stability, with a strict maximum time step of ∆t = 0.02s. The time step in the CFD model is
completely independent of the time step in the system model and discharge model. The
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variables are solved in two segregated groups using a combination of the PARDISO solver
and the iterative BiCGStab solver in combination with a VANKA preconditioner. The
standard k‐ε model is used for turbulence closure. Simulation of 24 seconds of physical time
took around six hours of wall‐clock time on Intel 8‐core i7 processor, 2.93 GHz, 8 Gb RAM,
occupying on average 1 Gb RAM and 50% of total CPU power.
4.3.2 Analysis of simulation output: flow impact
The second part of step 4 in Figure 4.1 is the post analysis of the modelling results obtained
in previous steps. Three aspects are discussed: flow parameters, vibrations and bed stability.
Flow parameters
Three parameters that are required for assessing various types of flow impact are extracted
from the CFD model: the contraction coefficient Cc, the velocity in the vena contracta Uvc and
the Froude number Fr. The flow field is interpolated to a regular grid, so that the edge of the
separated layer is found, see Figure 4.13. The contraction coefficient is thus found directly.
The cross‐sectional averaged velocity in the vena contracta defined by a spatial average in
the separated shear zone, is a function of time here:
1

∙

,

,

(4.9)

where U is the velocity magnitude scalar at the point of maximum flow contraction. For gate
, may be used. The
flow with significant fluctuations, the temporal mean of this quantity,
Froude number Fr is used as an aid for finding the transitions to intermediate and free flow
regimes. It is considered time‐dependent too:
,

Fr

(4.10)

in which obviously
∙ in fully free flow. An overview of critical flow theory from a
historical perspective is given by Castro‐Orgaz and Hager (2010) and from a more practical
viewpoint by Boiten (1994). In a more complete flow assessment, not only the vertical
contraction caused by the underflow gate is used as a criterion for modular flow, as is done
here, but also contraction caused by horizontal and possibly vertical flow domain transitions
at the inlet of the structure should be included.
Vibrations
As a simple estimating factor for occurrence of FIVs, a time‐dependent version of the
reduced flow velocity Vr (Section 2.4) is introduced:

∙

,

(4.11)

where fgate is the response frequency of the structure in Hz; D is the gate thickness. The best
option to find the gate frequency is to measure it in situ by installing sensors. An elaboration
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of this idea is discussed in Chapter 7. In a first, crude estimate of the risk of a vibration
initiating, it can be assumed that the amplitude A due to FIV is a function of Vr, a and the
, ,
.
lower water level:
Scour and bed protection
The classical prediction of local scour downstream of weirs and sluice structures caused by
outlet currents is described by Breusers (1966) and Hoffmans and Pilarczyk (1995). More
recently, contemporary computational techniques were introduced for scour estimation, e.g.
Azmathullah et al. (2006). In the classical physics‐based design formulae, turbulence
parameters are used to predict the depth of the scour hole in unprotected beds. For beds
protected with granular material (loose rocks), the Shields parameter is a classic non‐
dimensional measure applied as a first indicator for instability (Shields 1936). An adapted
version of this parameter used by Jongeling et al. (2003) and elaborated upon by Hofland
(2005) and Hoan et al. (2011) is defined as
Ψ

〈

α
Δ

〉

with Δ

.

(4.12)

where 〈. . 〉 denotes spatial averaging over the whole water depth, k is the turbulent kinetic
energy (TKE), d is the local water depth, is the mean flow velocity magnitude and α is an
empirical parameter for bringing into account the turbulence (that depends on flow type and
local geometry, e.g. slopes in bottom profile).

4.4

Model validation

A series of validation runs was done for the free‐surface model. ‘Validation run’ is used here
in the meaning discussed by Stelling and Booij (1999): the uncalibrated model is run without
any tweaking of parameters to see if it can reproduce the most important physical features.
Experimental laboratory data by Nago (1978, 1983) for a vertical sharp‐edged gate under
submerged efflux serve as comparison. Nago’s (1978, 1983) dimensions were used without
2
does not contain the downstream level
any scaling. His discharge formula
h3 explicitly. Its influence is instead incorporated in CE. The two coefficients are connected
through

2

,

(4.13)

The simulated discharge is computed by spatial integration of horizontal velocity at the
outflow boundary. In Figure 4.10 coefficient CE is plotted for different series of dimensionless
gate openings and for a range of dimensionless downstream levels.
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Figure 4.10. Results of validation runs showing discharge coefficient CE simulated by the free‐surface CFD
model versus experimental data of submerged flow of a sharp‐edged underflow gate by Nago (1978,
1983). Above: Sorted by gate opening (a/h1) and downstream level (h3/a). Below: direct comparison of
the same data. Dashed lines mark 10% deviation.

The results of the validation runs make clear that the simulations capture the discharges of
the experimental data quite accurately: the correlation coefficient is 0.994 and the root mean
square error is 1.14%. The fact that the uncalibrated model shows good discharge estimates
gives confidence in the predictive power of this modelling approach. Physical output not
validated here (such as TKE) may be calibrated in future studies by adjusting suitable model
parameters. Convergence of various flow variables occurs at different rates. First, the mean
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velocities stabilize, and then the forces on the gate converge, then the discharge, and lastly
the turbulent energy.
The chosen boundary conditions proved to lead to stable results for all submergence ratios
of Nago’s (1978, 1983) data. It was found that the moving mesh is the critical factor for
numerical stability. ALE is a suitable method for computing the free surface for quasi‐steady
gate flow as long as the flow remains submerged. Steep surface gradients associated with
lowering h3 cause inverted mesh elements and hence numerical instabilities.
4.5

Results of test case simulations

The described methods are illustrated by a test case example. The results of three modelling
steps are discussed: the sluice model containing the system model (for water levels) plus the
discharge model (Figures 4.4 and 4.6), the free‐surface model (Figure 4.7) and analysis of
vibrations and bed stability. Four tidal cycles and four discharge events were modelled for a
discharge sluice with seven gates regulating a lake with constant river inflow. The goal is to
determine the optimal number of gates to open and the best gate operation scenario.
4.5.1 Results of system and discharge model
Model parameters
‐ n = 7, m = 1, ... , 7
‐ Alake = 1.9∙107 m2
‐ Qriver = 100 m3/s
‐ hlake(t=0) = 6.1 m
‐ htarget = 6.0 m
‐ w = 22.5 m
‐ sill height: 3 m
‐ mean sea level = z’ + 6.1 m
‐ tidal amplitude = 0.60 m
‐ tidal period = 12.5 hours
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Figure 4.11. Results of sluice model for 3 ≤ m ≤ 7: sea and lake level for gate operation scenario with and
without PID‐controlled discharge. Vertical line indicates moment of maximum head difference.

The sluice model was run for 1 ≤ m ≤ 7. When opening only one gate, the target lake level
could not be reached even when lifting the gate completely. When using two gates, the target
level is reached, but the modular flow limit is exceeded for the greatest part of the discharge
period. This results in unwanted transitions to intermediate and free flow with fluctuating
discharges that are hard to control. For 3 ≤ m ≤ 7 strictly submerged flow exists and the
target is met. Therefore, only these configurations are modelled further. The water levels
(plotted for one cycle in Figure 4.11) show that the lake level fluctuates in a controlled way
and nearly identically for the scenarios with and without discharge control. Note that the
target lake level indicates not a desired average level, but the level where we want the lake to
be at the end of a discharge event. In the case of Figure 4.11 it is reached exactly around t =
24.5 h, and both discharge methods are slightly above the target at the end of the next event
around t = 37.0h.
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Figure 4.12. Results of sluice model for using three gates and seven gates: gate openings (upper plot) and
achieved discharges per gate (lower plot).

In Figure 4.12, the gate openings and achieved gate discharges in time are plotted for one
tidal period for the situations with three or seven gates opened during the discharge event.
Intermediate numbers of operated gates (4 ≤ m ≤ 6) lie between the shown curves for m = 3
and m = 7, but are not plotted for clarity. It can be seen that constant gate openings give
discharges that vary in time following the time‐dependent hydraulic head difference. In the
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PID‐controlled scenario, the gate opening is automatically operated in such a way that the
discharge stabilizes quickly after the start.
In this multi‐scale modelling approach, averaged values from the discharge model are used
to improve discharge predictions at system scale. However, instantaneous discharges and
gate openings computed in both models inevitably differ. Largest discrepancies are around
10%. This could be improved by examining different update methods, at the cost of longer
computation time.
Three configurations are selected for evaluation by free‐surface simulations. These cases are
marked in Figure 4.12 as runs I, II and III. Runs I and III represent extremes: a constant gate
opening with only three gates in use (high Q) and a controlled opening with all seven gates in
use (low Q). All three runs are at the time of maximum head difference. In real‐life practice,
more cases could be selected for simulation depending on specific interests and available
computing power.
4.5.2 Results of CFD simulations
To simulate the two selected runs I and II within the validated range, the levels and opening
are scaled down with length scale 1:10, see Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Values of selected CFD runs.
gate
run
I

II

III

gate

length

configuration

scale

h0 (m)

h1 (m)

h3 (m)

h4 (m)

(m)

m = 3,

1:1

3.07

2.93

2.38

2.50

1.30

constant opening

1:10

0.307

0.293

0.238

0.250

0.130

m=3,

1:1

3.07

3.00

2.44

2.50

1.14

PID control

1:10

0.307

0.300

0.244

0.250

0.114

m = 7,

1:1

3.07

3.06

2.49

2.50

0.610

PID control

1:10

0.307

0.306

0.249

0.250

0.0610

opening a

input values for CFD runs.
All water levels hi are relative to z = 0.
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Table 4.1 (Continued).
run
I
II
III

total discharge Qtot

discharge per gate

discharge per gate,

(m3/s)

Qi (m3/s)

per unit width qi (m2/s)

270

90.1

4.00

0.855

0.285

0.127

237

79.02

3.51

0.750

0.250

0.111

237

33.86

1.51

0.750

0.107

0.0476

The near‐gate flow velocities, pressures, TKE and dissipation are simulated. Figure 4.13
shows a plot of the simulated flow field of run II (at length scale 1:10) by indicating .

Figure 4.13. Vector flow field of run II. Flow is from left to right. The computed free surface behind the
gate shows local lowering. Dashed line indicates separation between positive and negative u1‐velocity.
The figure shows only part of the actual computational domain. Total domain length is 3.6 m.

The simulated free surface as expected sinks in the region directly downstream of the gate
(solid line in Figure 4.13). In this case, the vena contracta is located at short distance
downstream of the flow separation point. The separation between positive and negative
horizontal velocities in the recirculation area is derived (dashed line in Figure 4.13). At a
distance of around five times the downstream water level past the gate, the flow reattaches
at the surface and the velocity starts to return to a more uniform profile.
Figure 4.14 shows plots of the pressure and turbulent kinetic energy of run II.
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Figure 4.14. Pressure p in Pa (above) and turbulent kinetic energy k (TKE) in m2/s2 (below) of run II.

In the case shown in the plots, the equilibrium state reached in the simulations is fully
steady. Pressure gradients are mild; the pressure returns smoothly to a hydrostatic shape as
the streamlines become parallel downstream. The TKE reaches a maximum in the middle of
the water column at about two times the downstream water depth past the gate. Run I has a
steeper surface behind the gate than run II (shown in Figures 4.13 and 4.14) and higher TKE
levels, while run III has the lowest TKE levels and the most level surface downstream of the
gate.
4.5.3 Results of flow analysis
The output of the CFD free‐surface model is used for computing the values of the three flow
parameters that were discussed in an earlier section, see Table 4.2.
Table 4.2. Computed flow parameters derived from CFD model results.
run

Cc (‐)

Uvc (m/s)

I

0.88

3.56

0.83

II

0.86

3.50

0.78

III

0.84

2.74

0.57

Fr (‐)

Table 4.2 shows that the contraction coefficients do not differ much, which is expected for
similar gate types. The velocity in the control section Uvc is highest for the situation with
highest discharge per gate (run I) and lowest for the situation with smallest discharge per
gate (run III). The same holds for the Froude number. This matches observations from the
free surface curvatures of the final solution of the transient simulations.
The flow impact on the bed protection material is estimated by computing Ψ for two
different α for the selected runs, see Equation (4.12). Variation of α controls the relative
contribution of turbulent kinetic energy to the flow impact. The whole water depth d is used
for averaging the square of the maximum local velocity term
plotted in Figure 4.15.
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√

. The results are

Figure 4.15. Computed values of bed stability parameter Ψ downstream of the gate for two different
values of turbulence impact parameter α. Runs I, II and III are shown.

The plot shows that run I (three gates with constant opening) has the strongest flow impact
on the bed material of the three runs irrespective of the choice for α. The Ψ–values of run II
show that controlling the discharge without opening more gates already has a lower flow
impact on the bed. Run III (seven gates with controlled discharge) has the lowest flow
impact. All runs reach their maximum flow impact on the bed around the same (limited)
distance downstream of the gate. For all runs the general shape of the curves is quite similar
for both values of α, indicating that turbulence is dominant over mean velocity for the flow
impact.
Overall the values of the bed stability parameter are somehwat low compared to previous
numerical investigations by Erdbrink and Jongeling (2008) and Erdbrink (2009), which
could be attributed to the use of the standard k‐ε model in this study instead of the RNG k‐ε
turbulence model used in the two mentioned studies. Choosing higher α values could
compensate the lower TKE. For practical application one should fix α after calibration in
experimental investigations and one should define a threshold value for Ψ not to be
exceeded during operation to be used for measuring the fitness of different flow scenarios.
Turning to the assessment of gate vibrations, a measured range of structural response
frequencies would give the reduced velocity number. If response characteristics of the gate
would be known, this would yield an estimate of vibration levels. For now, this computation
is postponed; in the next chapter such response data will be found experimentally.
Based on the discussed modelling results and flow analysis, it may be decided to implement
the discharge scenario of run II, because it gives a lower impact on the bed material than run
I – while still ensuring sufficient discharge volume to reach the target lake level.
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4.6

Model coupling tests

In the calculation of aconst at the start of discharge, some value for CD is needed. From the
second discharge event onwards there is data available from the discharge model on
previously achieved discharges. This data computes the discharges more accurately than the
system model, because it solves the local flow equations (that include contraction, losses,
etc.) and hence works with one value of CD for each time step, rather than keeping it constant
thoughout the discharge event as does the system model.
Six scenarios were tested for using information from the discharge in the system model for
estimating CD. For each scenario the lake level is updated using the discharge through the
structure as computed by the system model. All test runs use five gates (m = 5). Table 4.3 and
Table 4.4 contain the definitions and the achieved results of the tested coupling scenarios.
Table 4.3. Testing scenarios for model coupling.

target
PID
level
discharge
reached?
control
scenario
1
off
yes
2
off
yes
3
off
yes
4
off
yes
5
on
yes
6
on
yes
* Average values converge.

discharge
model
results used
in system
model?
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

convergence
of CD
no
yes*
no
yes
yes*
yes

convergence
of a
no
no
yes
maybe
yes
yes

convergence
of Q
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes

Table 4.4. Results of testing scenarios.

scenario
1
2
3
4
5
6

opening in
system
model aSM
(m)
0.80
0.93
0.89
0.92
0.73
0.81

opening in
discharge
model aDM
(m)
1.04
1.04
0.87
1.03
0.83
0.77

error
|aSM – aDM|
⁄ aDM (%)
23
11
2
11
12
5

discharge in
system
model QSM
(m3/s)
270
270
284
269
229
231

discharge in
discharge
model QDM
(m3/s)
230
279
252
275
208
231.5

error
|QSM – QDM|
⁄ QDM (%)
17
3
13
2
10
0

A good coupling method feeds the system model with enough information to improve its
estimates of Qgate, a and CD. Coupling errors are expressed in Table 4.4 as relative differences
at the time of maximum head difference in the fourth discharge event. When constant gate
openings are applied, the tests show that without updating the discharge coefficient, the
system model is unable to make accurate estimates of the required gate opening and
discharges.
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Testing all scenarios revealed that scenario 6 gives the best results in terms of errors. See
Figure 4.16. This alternative offers the best way to control the discharge and at the same
time obtain the best possible match between the models. But the price for this is a more
complex trimming of the update parameters (three PID gain parameters and α) and longer
computation time.

Figure 4.16. Test results of scenario 6. Dotted line indicates discharge model and continuous line indicates
system model.

For the choice which scenarios are applied in the main study the ease of parameter trimming
and the stability of maximum discharge maxima were considered most important. This led to
choosing scenario 2 for the uncontrolled runs and scenario 5 for the controlled runs.
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4.7

Conclusions of this chapter

The described case of a multi‐gated outlet barrier sluice has shown how discharge estimates
from elementary flow equations and free‐surface time‐dependent CFD simulations can aid in
deciding on optimal gate configuration and opening scenarios. This introduces discharge
computations in operational management of hydraulic structures for issues that at present
are decided upon by judgement of the operator. The method connects modelling scales with
a minimum of data exchange (coupling) and applies a PID‐controller to achieve a more
constant discharge throughout the entire discharge event under natural head difference.
Validation runs showed that the free‐surface model produces discharge values for a range of
gate openings and submergence levels within an acceptable accuracy of experimental values.
Applying PID‐control to discharge instead of to water levels is more complicated and
requires more gate adjustments (optimisation of this was not investigated here), but it
achieves something that PID‐control on water levels cannot achieve: control of the flow
impact on the structure and its surroundings.
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5

Physical experiment3

5.1

Preface

This chapter and the next are connected by a common aim: to investigate the dynamics of a
new gate lay‐out. The physical model discussed in this chapter was prepared and executed at
Deltares in Delft, The Netherlands. A more detailed description of the experiment is reported
in Erdbrink (2012a). Chapter 6 continues the study of the same gate shape by numerical
physics‐based simulation of its FIV response. This will give an idea of the feasibility of
applying fundamental numerical models as assessment tools for gate designs, as a
complementary tool next to physical modelling. In the present chapter, the set‐up and the
results of the physical scale model experiment are given. Conclusions and a more
comprehensive discussion are included in Chapter 6.
5.2

Introduction

As laid out in Chapter 2, the dynamic response of a hydraulic gate due to its interaction with
the flow strongly depends on details of the gate bottom geometry. Numerous experimental
studies of flow‐induced vibrations (FIV) of gates have previously looked into the
characteristics of gate shapes (Hardwick 1974, Vrijer 1979, Kolkman 1984). The gained
insight in excitation mechanisms has resulted in widespread rules of thumb for unfavourable
designs that should be avoided as well as favourable design features (e.g. Thang 1990,
Naudascher and Rockwell, 1994). However, fundamental knowledge and practical
experience have not culminated in one ideal universal shape – partly because the
surrounding structure is an important factor.
Experimental and numerical models are incapable of capturing all degrees of freedom (d.o.f.)
experienced by real‐life gates (mass‐vibration mode in cross‐flow and in‐flow direction,
bending, torsion). Streamwise (horizontal) vibrations are usually studied separately (e.g.
Jongeling 1988) and sometimes in combination with the cross‐flow mode (Billeter and
Staubli, 2000). In this study we consider the most frequently encountered and investigated
mode for a vertical‐lift gate: one d.o.f. in the cross‐flow direction.
The emergence and severity of flow‐related dynamic forces on the gate are related to flow
instabilities and body motion effects (Section 2.4). Fluctuations of the separated flow’s shear
layer may incite a mechanism called Impinging Leading Edge Vibrations (ILEV) for gates
with a sharp upstream edge. If the gate bottom has an extending lip in streamwise direction,
the shear layer separated from the upstream edge may reattach to the gate bottom in an
unstable way, giving dynamic excitation. In a different mechanism, periodic forces are the
result of initially small gate movements. This self‐exciting process is called Movement‐
Induced Excitation (MIE).
3

This chapter is based on and uses text and content from “Reducing cross‐flow vibrations of underflow
gates: experiments and numerical studies” by C.D. Erdbrink, V.V. Krzhizhanovskaya, P.M.A. Sloot,
currently under review at the Journal of Fluids and Structures.
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Previous investigations have proved that most severe vibrations of underflow gates in
submerged flow occur at small gate openings and are predominantly caused by ILEV and
MIE mechanisms (Hardwick, 1974; Thang and Naudascher, 1986a and 1986b). The current
investigation therefore focuses on small gate openings and does not look at the distinctly
different mechanism of noise excitation. Other notable experimental studies are Kapur and
Reynolds (1967), Naudascher and Rockwell (1980), Thang (1990), Kanne et al. (1991), Ishii
(1992) and Gomes et al. (2001). Only the last study also includes numerical modelling.
Assuming that adding structural damping or avoiding critical gate openings are unfeasible
options, the shape of the gate bottom is the decisive factor determining the tendency to
vibrate. If the flow passes the gate while remaining attached, or if there is a fixed separation
point and a stable reattachment, or if the shear layer is kept away from the bottom in all
circumstances, then the ILEV mechanism may be avoided. A thin, sharp‐edged geometry with
separation from the trailing edge is favourable (e.g. the rightmost profile in Figure 2 in
Section 2.2.2), because potential shear layer instabilities occur downstream from the gate
and a small bottom area inhibits the occurrence of large lift forces on the gate, thus
minimizing the risk of MIE vibrations. But such a design is often not possible due to other
design constraints.
At the start of this study a number of new ideas for attenuation meaures were identified4:
(i). Counter‐balance the vibrating gate mass by adding an extra elastically mounted
weight to the gate that is set into motion to compensate the gate movement.
(ii). Tondl (1998) has made several analytical studies into the quenching of self‐excited
vibrations by varying the stiffness of the support (this is called parametric
excitation).
(iii). Influence the hydrodynamic gate pressures actively by injecting or sucking water
through a pump‐regulated system of tubes flowing out through the gate bottom. This
should work to disturb the excitations.
(iv). Make holes (or shafts or slots) in the gate bottom profile so that an intentional
leakage flow can develop, again with the goal of influencing the bottom pressures
beneficially.
(v). Adjust the bottom geometry in such a way that the profile acts as a (semi‐)aerofoil.
This would enable active ‘steering’ of the gate by using (rotations of) the profile to
increase or reduce the steady lift force. This acts as an aid for gate lifting and
lowering under a head difference and may help to avoid critical gate openings where
vibrations occur.
As far as known from literature studies, none of these measures have been investigated
before or tested for their achievability for use in hydraulic structures. The investigation at
hand chooses measure (iv) as the central new idea. An unfavourable thick flat‐bottom
rectangular gate is taken as a reference gate and a new design with leakage flow through two
openings in the bottom section is investigated as a potential way of improving the vibration
properties, see Figure 5.1.
4 Ideas (i) and (iii)‐(v) originate from discussions at Deltares with Tom Jongeling, who helped
enormously in the design stage of the experiment.
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Figure 5.1. Streamwise cross‐section of gate configuration showing ventilated gate design (detail of
bottom element on the right). Dimensions in millimetres; not drawn to scale.

5.3

Experimental set‐up

The experiment of a gate section was performed in a 1 m wide and about 90 m long
laboratory flume. A straight, vertically placed underflow gate is suspended in a steel frame
that is fixed to the flume. Figure 5.2 contains drawings of the placement of the gate and the
frame in the flume. The dimensions of the gate are 1100x600x50 mm (height x width x
thickness); it is a stiff plate and thus acts as a linear mass‐spring oscillator body with one
degree of freedom in the cross‐flow vertical direction. To prevent measurement equipment
and frame parts from influencing the flow, the flume was locally narrowed to 0.5 m by
constructing side walls out of waterproof film‐coated plywood and a sloped ramp of the
same material around the gate. In the section closest to the gate, the walls were made out of
transparent Perspex plastic to allow visual inspection. The flow directly upstream from the
gate was attached to the walls and has low turbulence intensity.
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Figure 5.2. Set‐up of gate experiment in the flume.
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Figure 5.3 shows the gate’s front view and suspension. As mentioned in the Introduction, two
gate types were tested. The flat rectangular‐shaped bottom (with smooth surface, sharp
edges and without extending lip) will be called ‘original gate’. The adapted gate differs from
the original gate in that it has five horizontal slots in the upstream face of the bottom
section, as shown in Figure 5.3, and five identical slots in the bottom face of the bottom
section, as shown in Figure 5.4. This gate will be called ‘ventilated gate’. The slots on the
upstream side act as inflow openings for leakage flow and the slots on the downward facing
side act as outflow openings. The dimensions of the slots were chosen such that the effect of
the leakage would be distinctly perceptible, but without compromising the rigidity of the
gate.
connection
to frame
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L
side spring

blocks for adjusting
stiffness
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1100
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20
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85

100
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Figure 5.3. Front view from upstream side, showing inflow ventilation slots in the bottom section of the
gate and the three supporting springs. Measurement frame is left out for clarity. Dimensions are in
millimetres. Only the bottom element is drawn to scale.

The gate is supported in vertical direction by three springs, one spring in the center with
adjustable stiffness and two side springs of lower stiffness. Prior to each measurement, the
gate was set to the desired height and the main central spring was set to the desired
stiffness. Then the tension in the two side springs was adjusted (symmetrically) by changing
the length of the chains connecting the side springs with the frame, see Figure 5.3. This was
done in such a way that the two low stiffness side springs carried most of the static loads in
vertical direction. The dynamic loads were mostly carried by the stiff central spring. Its
adjustable stiffness enabled a controlled variation of the natural frequency. For the two weak
side springs, linear coil springs (Alcomex TR‐1540) were used; for the stiff main spring a
double leaf spring was custom‐built with high yield strength steel and a high elastic limit
(Armco 17‐7PH, hardening condition TH1050).
The two bending blades of the main spring have dimensions 600 mm x 30 mm x 4 mm (l x b x
t). The bending length L (< 600 mm) can be adjusted by movable blocks with clamps, thus
varying structural stiffness, see Figure 5.3. Linearity of this spring was confirmed by static
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loading tests for different bending lengths. The main spring is installed in parallel with two
side springs, each with constant kside = 0.57 N/mm. The relation between bending length and
total stiffness of the three springs is derived from constitutive relations plus Hookes law:
8

2

(5.1)

1.14,

with ktotal the combined spring stiffness in N/mm, E the modulus of elasticity in N/mm2, b the
width and t the thickness of the leaf spring blades in mm and L the length between the
clamps in mm. This formula was calibrated with free vibration tests in air to increase
accuracy between chosen L and achieved ktotal and dry natural frequency f0.
The main gate body consists of a rigid steel grid filled with water‐resisting foam and covered
with thin plastic plates on both sides. The bottom element is carved out of PVC material and
is screwed onto the main body, thus forming one stiff mass with it. In order to reduce weight,
the bottom element is hollow; it contains five chambers (see Figure 5.4). The total mass of
the original gate was 17.2 kg. The bottom element of the ventilated gate is lighter due to
removal of material, but the openings allow more water into the cavities of the bottom
element so that the total mass of the modified gate was only slightly higher: 17.3 kg. These
values exclude added mass due to water displacement during oscillation.
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Figure 5.4. Plan view of gate with cross section through bottom element, revealing the outflow slots in the
bottom face of the gate. The supporting frame is left out for clarity. Measurements in millimetres. Only the
gate is drawn to scale.

A plan view of the gate is sketched in Figure 5.4. The water flows between the perspex walls,
in the figure from bottom to top. The space between the perspex walls and the flume walls is
filled with still water at the downstream water level. The side seals consist of thin vertical
strips that are carefully installed such that side leakage is minimized and at the same time no
contact is made with the gate. Observations during the experiment indicated that the
inevitable sideways leakage was only significant at relatively high hydraulic heads, although
the leakage appeared to be only a small fraction of the total gate discharge. It was also
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observed that the distance between gate and side walls on the downstream side had little
impact on the underflow discharge. Figure 5.4 contains a gate cross‐section through the
bottom section, such that the outflow openings of the ventilated gate become visible. These
five openings are identical to the five openings on the upstream face of the gate. All slots
were cut perpendicularly to the faces, see Figure 5.1.
Five horizontal supports, three hinged steel rods in longitudinal direction and two in cross
direction, enable vertical movement of the gate while fixing the gate position horizontally.
Six force meters were installed: vertically one for each spring and horizontally one for each
longitudinal support. Only the main vertical support force is used in the analysis of the gate
response. The sample frequency was 200 Hz. The length of the analysed data files was 90 s
on average and had a minimum of 60 s, yielding a frequency resolution of at least 0.0017 Hz.
Recording started after reaching equilibrium water levels and horizontal support forces.
Figure 5.5 shows a sample from an analysed measurement signal of the mean leaf spring. The
signal analysis was done in MATLAB and consisted of a fast Fourier transforms analysis
(FFT). First, the time average of the remaining steady component of the main spring force
was subtracted from the signal. Then a sliding window was used to calculate the moving
average and the amplitude envelopes, which were smoothed with a simple triangular
smoothing function. The Hilbert transform was used to find the envelopes. For each
measurement signal, the representative vibration amplitude was determined as the mean
difference between the envelopes and the moving average.

Figure 5.5. An example excerpt from a measured signal of the main spring, with computed moving average
and envelopes added.

Furthermore, the discharge and the water levels on the upstream (h1) and the downstream
side (h2) of the gate were measured using resistance‐type water level meters. The locations
of the water level meters are shown in Figure 5.2. See Erdbrink (2012a) for more details on
the experimental set‐up.
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5.4

Definitions

The motion equation in vertical z‐direction for partly submerged bodies includes
hydrodynamic coefficients (cf. Sections 2.3‐2.4):
.

(5.2)

Here, m is mass, c is damping, k is stiffness, F is the excitation force and the subscript w
indicates the added coefficients. The excitation is a time‐dependent hydraulic force which
can be written as
1
2

,

(5.3)

with W the cross‐flow width of the gate section on which F works, F0 a stationary reference
fluid force and CF is a periodically varying force coefficient. In this chapter not the
displacement z but the response force Fz is measured, the amplitude of which is denoted .
Furthermore, for the pressure on the gate bottom boundary pbound we use the pressure
coefficient CP defined logically as pbound divided by ρg∆h. The two‐dimensional discharge
formula for an underflow gate section in submerged flow is
2 ∆ ,

(5.4)

with q the discharge per unit width in m3/s/m or m2/s, CD the dimensionless discharge
coefficient for submerged flow, a the lifting height or gate opening, U the flow velocity in the
. The reduced
vena contracta, estimated with Bernoulli’s formula, in m/s and ∆
velocity Vr is used as dimensionless descriptive quantity for the flow‐induced vibrations. It is
defined here as
2 ∆

(5.5)

,

where fz is the dominant response frequency, the numerator represents the characteristic
flow velocity and the gate thickness in flow direction D (see Figure 5.1) is taken as
characteristic length scale. To find the added mass mw, it is here estimated experimentally
from free vibration tests in air and still water. It follows from the ratio of the wet and dry
natural undamped frequencies. For f0,water we have

,

and the ratio is thus
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1
2

,

(5.6)

,

⁄
⁄

1
1

.

(5.7)

because the added rigidity (hydraulic stiffness) kw due to buoyancy on the submerged part of
. The error made by neglecting
the gate is found via Hooke’s law:
,
damping here is less than 2%. Numerically, mw near a wall in still water was computed in a
potential flow model with a finite difference method by Kolkman (1988), and studied many
times since then in the context of gates (e.g. Anami et al., 2012). A very universal approach is
the observation in Kolkman (1984) that the total kinetic energy of the fluid can be expressed
as
1
2

.

(5.8)

Summing the velocity magnitude over all computational nodes should yield a value for mw,
assuming that the object velocity is known.
5.5

Measurement conditions and variation of parameters

The measurement procedure was to vary Vr and a/D, which was done mostly by changing
suspension stiffness and gate height and occasionally by changing the pump discharge and
height of the outflow weir of the flume. The present study deals with the critical gate opening
range for cross‐flow vibrations: 98% of the measurements lie in the interval 0.48 ≤ a/D ≤
1.50. During the experiment the stiffness was varied between and 19.3 N/mm and 967
N/mm, corresponding to a range in achieved undamped natural frequency in air of 5.33 Hz <
< 37.7 Hz for the original gate with closed bottom section. The gate submergence
⁄ , with h2 the water depth measured downstream from the gate was in the
range 4.2 < Cs < 6.2, for 98% of the data. This means flow conditions were close to fully
submerged with minor free surface fluctuations. Discharge coefficient CD is estimated from
the measured pump discharge to be on average 0.80 with standard deviation 0.11 for the
original gate and on average 0.83 with standard deviation 0.10 for the ventilated gate. The
achieved Vr ranges were 1.2 < Vr < 11.6 for the original gate and 1.8 < Vr < 9.5 for the
modified gate. The Reynolds number defined as Re = UD/ν, again with U = (2g∆h)0.5, was in
/
, is
the range 3.2·104 < Re < 1.3·105. The mass ratio, defined as
computed for the original gate as 12.3 ≤ mr ≤ 12.7, and for the ventilated gate as 12.3 ≤ mr ≤
12.8.
Damping was monitored throughout the experiment in 32 free vibration tests in still water,
where the gate was set in motion by a manual tap on the top. For each test, the logarithmic
decrement of damping was determined over the first ten periods. At small damping levels,
we have
2 . This formula is used to compute values of the damping ratio . For the
original gate, was on average 0.013 and had a standard deviation of 0.0065. For the
ventilated gate, the average value of was 0.020 with a standard deviation of 0.0061. The
damping values contain no trends related to water depth or stiffness and did not change over
time during the experiment. However, there is some inherent variability caused by the
manual excitation force not being the same each time. Also, it makes a difference which part
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of the decaying free vibration is used for determining δ. The ventilated gate showed a small
number of deviant values of higher damping at small openings a/D < 0.7, these are not
included in the given ranges. The highest recorded damping ratio in this particular situation
was = 0.093. A possible explanation is that flow resistance inside the chambers between
the inflow and outflow slots is more pronounced at small gate openings due to higher
relative velocities. Furthermore, even though damping was not higher at larger water depths
in still water, the observed leakage through the side seals at high hydraulic heads (that
existed for a small part of the measurements) may have had a significant effect on damping
due to skinplate friction. This was not quantifiable, since the free vibration tests were only
feasible in stagnant water.
The dimensionless Scruton number combines the mass and damping ratios and is, for low
4
. It was found that for the original gate 1.0 ≤ Sc ≤
damping, defined by Sc 2
2.3 and for the ventilated gate 0.9 ≤ Sc ≤ 3.7. The variation in the Scruton number is almost
completely due to the discussed variation in damping. The outliers for the ventilated gate at
small openings are not included in the Sc ranges. Table 5.1 gives additional information on
measurement conditions.
Table 5.1. Flume settings during measurements.

pump discharge Qpump
gate opening a
upstream water depth h1
downstream water depth h2
head difference ∆h

min

max

unit

13.0
22.5
0.297
0.120
0.063

50.0
100
0.656
0.352
0.355

l/s
mm
m
m
m

Parameter ranges given in Table 1 are based on the combined data set for both gates,
consisting of 145 measurements for the original gate plus 85 measurements for the modified
gate. The achieved underflow discharge was somewhat lower than the pump discharge as a
result of the sideways leakage through the seals. An observed variation in the pump
discharge of +/‐ 0.5 l/s was of little influence since the frequency of this variation was very
small compared to signal recording length.
5.6

Results of physical experiment

The focus of the experimental data analysis is on determining how dominant force
amplitudes in cross‐flow direction change with Vr for both gate types. Absolute maximum
force amplitudes depend on structural damping of a particular set‐up and are of less interest;
therefore response amplitudes are presented for different settings relative to the stationary
hydrodynamic force F0.
Figure 5.6 shows the dimensionless dynamic force response of the closed gate and the
ventilated gate. Judging from the plot, the response may be divided into three different
regions: 2 < Vr < 3 (relatively high stiffness), 3 < Vr < 8.5 (medium stiffness) and Vr > 8.5
(relatively low stiffness). Response values of
5 represent significant, regular
oscillations with response frequencies in the range 4.6 Hz < fresp,z < 20.2 Hz. Vertical
⁄ were overall less
displacement amplitudes estimated from the force amplitude as ̂
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than 0.1D. The strongest recorded force amplitude in the high stiffness region was found at
Vr = 2.54. The maximum response in the relatively low stiffness vibration region occurred at
Vr = 10.16. The excitation mechanisms associated with these two regions are discussed in
section 4.1.

Figure 5.6. Overview of vibration characteristics of the original rectangular gate (left) and the new
ventilated gate (right): reduced velocity Vr versus dimensionless vibration amplitude ⁄ of the main
vertical force meter; a is the gate opening, gate thickness D is 50 mm.

The results show that the vibrations found at low Vr occur quite suddenly. There are steep
increases in force amplitude around Vr = 2 and Vr = 3.0–3.5; most significantly for gate
openings less than or equal to D. Tests at gate openings smaller than 0.5D were hindered by
the risk of the gate hitting the flume bottom. Although the gate opening was not varied over a
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large range, the data seems to show that the force response at Vr ≈ 2.5 occurs at a smaller
gate opening than for the response maximum at Vr ≈ 10. Zooming in on the densely sampled
area of relatively high frequency response at 2 < Vr < 3 gives further insights (Figure 5.7).
The measurements were done by making series of about ten data points of different stiffness
settings, keeping gate opening and discharge constant.

Figure 5.7. The most significant vibrations at 1.5 < Vr < 4. Measurements series represent constant gate
opening a/D and head difference ∆h for varying suspension stiffness. Gate submergence relative to
downstream level is denoted Cs. The solid triangles mark the gate with slots, all other symbols denote the
original gate. Responses with ⁄
0.25 not belonging to these series are left out for clarity.

These results reconfirm that in this reduced velocity region significant cross‐flow vibrations
occur at gate openings in the range 0.5D ≤ a ≤ D. For 1.5 < Vr < 4, with the strongest force
amplitudes around a/D = 0.5. From Figure 5.7 it appears that for head differences ∆h ≈ 1.5D–
1.75D, vibration maxima decrease with increasing gate opening. The series with high head
difference ∆h = 283 mm ≈ 5.7D differs from the rest by its higher hydraulic head and higher
stiffness settings. Because the still water damping tests proved that damping is not
significantly higher for high spring stiffness settings, the most likely explanation of the
smaller response of this series is an increased damping associated with the higher hydraulic
head. This is possibly related to the observed leakage through the side seals at high hydraulic
head. This finding does not influence the comparisons between the two gate types. However,
the reported higher damping for the ventilated gate at a/D < 0.7, see Section 2.3, suggests
that the responses of the ventilated gate series at a/D = 0.52 are underestimated.
Despite the smaller data set size of the new gate design, the overall effect of applying
ventilation holes seems clear. For very similar conditions at 1.5 < Vr < 3.5, the force
amplitude of the vibration is a factor 3 less for the rectangular gate with added holes. For 3.5
< Vr < 9.5, the holed gate shows a very low response for similar conditions (openings and
head difference) as the original gate. From the available data points at Vr > 8.5, the picture of
the effect of adding holes is incomplete. More data is needed for Vr ≥ 10. The available data
suggests that the ventilation succeeds in having a mitigating effect on the vibrations in that
range as well.
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The ventilated gate shows an overall shift towards lower achieved Vr‐values compared to the
original gate. The maximum force response of the new gate lies at Vr = 2.19. Also, this
maximum is found at a higher gate opening than the maximum of the closed gate (0.74D
against 0.48D). This is the net effect of the altered gate design: a slightly different mass and
additional discharge caused by the jet of relatively high velocity through the gate.
5.7

Comparison with other experimental results

The measurement data of the original rectangular gate resembles results from previous
experimental research. It is important to realise that most other studies measure response in
displacement instead of force. In the high stiffness at Vr < 5, which has been studied most
frequently, the reduced velocity at which highest amplitude is found lies close to Vr = 2.75
found by Hardwick (1974) and Vr,nat = 2.5 found by Thang and Naudascher (1986a,b). The
reduced velocity based on the natural frequency Vr,nat is somewhat lower than the Vr used in
this study. The gate openings of maximum amplitude were a/D = 0.67 and a/D = 0.65 for
these two studies, slightly higher than what is found here. Billeter and Staubli (2000) report
maximum force coefficients in z‐direction at Vr = 2.75 and Vr = 3.0.
The experiments of Vrijer (1979) covered vibrations in the range 10 < Vr < 80. Their model
dimensions were smaller (gate width of 10 mm). A comparison based on the small overlap of
less than ten data points suggests that the lower bound of vibrations in the low stiffness
region in the present study is at a slightly lower Vr value (Vr = 9.0‐9.5) than in Vrijer (1979)
where amplitudes start to increase for Vr > 10.
5.8

Summary

This experimental study investigates a new way to reduce cross‐flow vibrations of hydraulic
gates with underflow. A rectangular gate section placed in a flume was given freedom to
vibrate in the vertical direction. Horizontal slots in the gate bottom enabled leakage flow
through the gate to enter the area directly under the gate which is known to play a key role
in most excitation mechanisms. For submerged discharge conditions with small gate
openings the vertical dynamic support force was measured in the reduced velocity range 1.5
< Vr < 10.5 for a gate with and without ventilation slots. The leakage flow significantly
reduced vibrations. This attenuation was most profound in the high stiffness region at 2 < Vr
< 3.5.
5.9

Photographs from the experiment

Figures 5.8‐5.12 show photographs taken during the physical experiment.
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Figure 5.8. Side view of measurement frame in flume. Flow from left to right.
low stiffness side
spring to balance
static forces

main
force
meter

frame

leaf
spring
bending length

gate body
Figure 5.9. Detail of the measurement installation: gate body, frame and main leaf spring.
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Figure 5.10. Original closed flat‐bottom gate profile (top) and modified gate profile with ventilation holes
(bottom).
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Figure 5.11. Close‐up of gate bottom section with original bottom profile installed. Flow from left to right.
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Figure 5.12. Adjusting the stiffness of the leaf spring.
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6

Numerical simulation study of gate vibration5

6.1

Introduction

Physics‐based numerical simulations of gate vibrations that give the displacement of the gate
in time are inevitably complex and computationally involved. The computational Fluid‐
Structure Interaction (FSI) model needs to deal with very small displacements of varying
frequencies and should represent the boundary forces accurately (see Chapter 3). Many
modelling simplifications, such as lowering the fluid's viscosity or including only partial
interaction between fluid and solid, are not permitted as they misrepresent the physics too
drastically so that excitation mechanisms have no chance to develop correctly. Meshes that
do not match up at the fluid‐solid interface have the disadvantage of requiring interpolation
functions (De Boer 2008) and dedicated load transfer schemes (Jaiman et al., 2006). Rugonyi
and Bathe (2001) explore FEM for FSI problems with incompressible fluid flow.
It was clarified in previous chapters that studies flow‐induced vibrations of bluff bodies in
general usually relate to vortex‐induced vibrations (VIV) which differs fundamentally from
gate vibrations. Examples for the famous problem of flow around stationary and vibrating
cylinders are Al‐Jamal and Dalton (2004) and Dai et al. (2013). Numerical modelling of gates
often has the goal of verifying the design of a specific hydraulic structure. Determining static
support forces is then a greater concern than addressing vibrations (Scheffermann and
Stockstill, 2009; Liu et al., 2011). Those studies that do consider vibrations more often than
not fail to make links to the existing state of the art, thus not optimally contributing to
fundamental knowledge (e.g. Lupuleac et al. 2007).
6.2

Model set‐up

The goal of the numerical simulations is to describe the physical features that are decisive for
causing the difference in response between the two gate types that were introduced in the
previous chapter; a standard rectangular gate and a rectangular gate with ventilation slots
added. The numerical model is two‐dimensional in the vertical direction (2DV), see the
figure in Section 5.2. Model dimensions are identical to the physical scale model. The flow‐
wise model length is 3.5 m. The static vertical equilibrium is achieved by a suspension
support force equal to the difference between gravitational and buoyancy and mean lift
forces. The flow velocity vector is defined as
, . The fluid flow is modelled by the
incompressible Reynolds‐Averaged Navier‐Stokes (RANS) equations in combination with the
standard k‐ε turbulence model. The governing equations are:
∙

∙

⨂

̅

∙

,

5

This chapter is based on and uses text and content from “Reducing cross‐flow vibrations of underflow
gates: experiments and numerical studies” by C.D. Erdbrink, V.V. Krzhizhanovskaya, P.M.A. Sloot,
currently under review at the Journal of Fluids and Structures.
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and

0,

∙

(6.1)

where ρ is density of water, μ is the dynamic viscosity of water, p is the water pressure, bars
indicate time‐averaged values and primes indicate variational variables, according to the
Reynolds decomposition. The gravity term is a force per unit volume:
0

.

(6.2)

The k‐ε turbulence model provides closure by solving a coupled pair of PDE’s for turbulent
kinetic energy k and turbulent dissipation ε (see section 3.3 and COMSOL 2013). For the
boundary conditions of the fluid domain, there is a block velocity at the inlet:
0

,

(6.3)

with U0 a chosen constant. At the outlet a hydrostatic pressure profile is imposed:
, where hout is the water depth at the outlet, equal to the height of the
flow domain. The bottom flow boundary is
0, no slip with a wall function describing the
near‐wall velocity profile. The boundary at the water surface is ∙
0, free slip or ‘rigid
lid’, with n the normal vector.
0,
0 for all , , and
For the initial conditions of the fluid domain, we have at t
0 , with S t a smooth S‐curve increasing from 0 to 1 for 0 t 0.5 s. The
wall function condition for full resolution consists of wall lift‐off dimensionless wall
11.06 with:
distance of
with shear or friction velocity

⁄

√ .

(6.4)

This prescribes the distance at which the viscous sub‐layer and the logarithmic layer meet
(see e.g. COMSOL, 2013).
The description of the solid domain includes displacement of the whole body, with
and σs as
displacement vector us, and deformation due to stresses. Defining
, ;
,
the stresses it experiences, we have
∙

(6.5)

.

The applied external forces Fv acting on the gate body are

0

0
,
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,

,

(6.6)

where Fwater represents the dynamic load of the water flow on the submerged part of the
solid. The spring and damping forces depends on chosen constants for stiffness (k) and
damping (c). The last force represents the steady suspension force in the structural element
that connects the gate object with the bigger (fixed) structure. The constitutive relation, or
: ε ε with sub‐indices 0 indicating
stress‐strain relation, can be written as
initial values, C the elasticity tensor representing material properties (Young’s modulus and
Poisson ratio) and : denoting the double‐dot tensor product. The strain tensor is given by
, which is equivalent to
1⁄2
,

and

1
2

.

(6.7)

0 and the initial
The displacement of the solid is fixed in horizontal direction: ,
⁄
conditions of the solid domain are
0 and
0. The load that the water flow
forces exert on the boundaries of the solid body, Fwater, is defined as a force per unit area
∙ (in N/m2), where n is the normal vector on the solid boundary and T is the 2x2
tensor containing all stresses of the flow. The normal stresses, on the diagonal of T, represent
the pressure. The remaining elements of T represent the viscous shear stresses – each of
these elements consist of a stress contribution from the turbulent viscosity (μT) and from the
0. For 0 < t ≤ 0.5 s the force on the boundary
laminar viscosity (μ). At t = 0,
∙ ∙
increases according to the same sigmoid function S(t) as for the flow velocity:
.
The ALE method is again used to make a moving mesh for the entire model domain, see also
Section 3.3. This means that the mesh covers fluid and solid domain together. The mesh
adapts to the translational motion of the gate without changing its connectivity. The initially
straight upper fluid boundary, the rigid lid, slightly bends up and down along with the gate,
as it is part of the ALE mesh. The boundary conditions for the mesh displacement vector um
are
,

0 on the fluid surface boundaries,

0 on all remaining boundaries of the fluid domain,
on the solid boundaries.

(6.8)

For the inner area, the mesh deformation is smoothed using ‘hyper‐elastic smoothing’,
inspired by an description of neo‐Hookean materials, an approach that seeks for a minimum
of ‘mesh deformation energy’ (see COMSOL 2013). This smoothing type proved more robust
during the preliminary runs than the Winslow type used in Chapter 4.
Again the finite element method (FEM) is used. The model is called “model II” in Table 1 in
Section 3.3.3. The transient runs are preceded by steady‐state pre‐runs with the gate held
fixed in order to iteratively determine the inlet velocity at which the upstream pressure
away from the gate is zero at the surface. The grid consists of unstructured triangular
elements and inflated boundary refinements adjacent to the gate walls and flow bottom. A
typical grid contained around 35,000 elements and 200,000 degrees of freedom. The cell size
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in the near‐wall flow regions is dictated by the dimensionless wall distance by ensuring that
y+max = 11.06 at all walls where wall functions are applied; this was checked after each run.
The FEM solver COMSOL Multiphysics v4.3a (COMSOL 2013) is used to solve the system of
equations of seven dependent variables. The solution procedure is solved in a fully coupled
way with the PARDISO direct solver. The implicit backward differentiation formula (BDF)
with adaptive time stepping is used, an extension of the backward Euler method for variable
order. The simulations were done on a cluster, using 24 cores on a single node. Typically,
three seconds of simulated time took around 12 hours of computing time.
6.3

Selected cases and model validation

Two cases from the experimental data set are selected for simulation; these are
representative of strong vibrations in the low and high Vr region. See Table 6.1.
Table 6.1. Selected cases for numerical simulations (values from experiment).
Q (l/s)

k (N/m)

h1 (m)

∆h (m)

a/D (‐)

Vr (‐)

Cs (‐)

fz (Hz)

case 1

23

82502

0.398

0.088

1.00

2.6

5.2

10.1

25.6

case 2

40

19298

0.605

0.285

0.86

10.2

5.5

4.66

63.0

(N)

We are interested in the behaviour of both gates for conditions as close as possible to those
found in the experiment. The followed approach was to assign applicable physical
parameters from the experiment to the numerical model. Firstly, the added mass coefficient
mw in still water is derived from a zero discharge model and compared to experimental
values. Secondly, iterative validation runs are made in a model with discharge to achieve the
settings necessary for attaining the response frequency as found in the experiment. These
two preparatory modelling steps should be seen as efforts towards model validation
(comparing the modelled value of a universal physical parameter with the experimental
value) and calibration (adjusting the numerical model for the specific modelling task),
respectively.
6.3.1 Added mass validation
The kinetic energy approach is followed to find mw in still water. Because flow velocities are
low, the laminar incompressible flow equations are solved. The oscillating gate is simulated
by a moving wall with a prescribed vertical periodic velocity with a frequency of 4.7 Hz and
amplitude of 0.15 m/s. The rigid lid assumption is justified for this situation because the
⁄
36 ≫ 10, the usual criterion
wave radiation effect is small: for h = 0.40m, we have
for wave radiation (Kolkman, 1976).
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Figure 6.1. Added mass coefficient in still water for various openings a and water depths h, from
experiment (exp) and simulations (sim).

In Figure 6.1 experimental values of non‐dimensional added mass in still water are plotted
for three water depths, together with simulation results for h = 0.40 m. The added mass
simulations show that the wall proximity effect at low a/D is somewhat more pronounced
than in the available experimental values. For vibrations at high gate openings, the influence
of the bottom disappears. The simulations show a gradient reduction in correspondence
with this, while experimental data at higher a/D would be needed to cover this stabilisation.
Experimental data by Nguyen (1982) in Naudascher and Rockwell (1994) show stabilisation
of the added mass for a/D > 2–3. The dependence on water depth that is shown by the
experimental values is not sufficiently captured by the FEM model: for other water depths,
the results are too close to the plotted relation for h = 0.40 m. The influence of domain width
was neutralised by ignoring very small flow velocities in the computation, at distances far
away from the gate. In summary, for the combinations of water depths and gate openings
that are considered in this study, the physical added mass is reasonably well approximated
by the numerical model.
6.3.2 Artificial added coefficients
In the numerical model, the gate mass is defined by assigning a solid density ρs, and the
suspension stiffness k is defined in a spring suspension support. The added rigidity kw due to
buoyancy is in all studied cases negligibly small, i.e. kw << k. Despite the fact that for
oscillating bodies in flowing water mw and kw are in general not equal to their still water
values (nor constants for that matter), it is reasoned that mismatches of simulated response
frequencies with experimental values, must be traced back to artificial added coefficients.
Such misrepresentations were indeed found. It was checked that the natural frequency of the
isolated gate in vacuum calculated by the same FEM model exactly matched the analytical
value.
A possible cause of numerical complications in FSI is the so‐called ‘artificial added mass’
effect. This has been investigated and partially described and explained for sequentially
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staggered schemes (Förster et al., 2007), but no literature was found for FSI with fully
coupled schemes in FEM for relatively stiff solids. Similar to Jamal and Dalton (2004), we
define the mass factor m* to be the ratio of solid density over fluid density. The term “mass
ratio” is also used for this sometimes but can be confused with the dimensionless mass mr.
The sensitivity of the simulated response frequency fz,num to the mass factor m* is plotted in
Figure 6.2.
Using the true mass factor of the experiment, which is less than one, gives crude
underestimates of the measured response frequency fz,exp for both investigated cases. The
mass factor is increased to m* = 1.1 simply by using a lower gate height in the simulation
than in the experiment. When m* is increased further by means of increasing solid density ρs,
while at the same time adjusting k proportionally such that the dry natural frequency f0
remained constant, the numerical model gives better estimates of fz,exp. Grid refinements did
not noticeably influence the trends.

Figure 6.2. The artificial added mass effect for the two cases of Table 1. The simulated frequencies fz,num
are given for different mass factors m*. For both cases, all data points have the same theoretical natural
frequency. The horizontal lines show the experimental response frequencies fz,exp.

Increasing m* at fixed f0 does not yield an asymptotic approach to the experimental values,
however. In addition, the achieved displacement amplitudes of the gate vibration are
inconveniently small for m* ≥ 10 (order 0.1 mm and smaller). As a tradeoff it is decided to
take m* = 3 and adapt k accordingly so that natural frequency and response frequency are
well represented by the numerical model for both cases and displacements are in order of
millimeters. It is noted that this measure distorts the absolute values of the modelled
displacements.
6.4

Results of calibrated numerical model

Next, cases 1 and 2 were simulated with the calibrated numerical model. In each transient
run, only three to four seconds were simulated. The numerical perturbations related to
initialisation of the run were enough to kick‐start a vibration – then the simulated vibration
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either quickly grew in amplitude or damped out. After a substantial number of test runs, no
active response has been found for case 1 for neither gate type. This is presumably related to
an underestimation of the dynamics of the impinging shear layer, see Section 4.1. For case 2
growing amplitudes were found at a slightly larger gate opening than in the experiment (46
mm in the simulation versus 43 mm in the experiment). All plots in this section are
simulations of case 2; subsequent analysis also focuses on case 2. Movies of simulation case 2
in the online material show pressure, velocity and turbulent kinetic energy fields for both
gates.
Figure 6.3 shows time signals of the simulated displacement normalized to the gate width D.
After an initially similar disturbance, the ventilated gate follows a damped vibration and the
original gate is amplified. The frequency of the ventilated gate is a little lower than the closed
gate.

Figure 6.3. Simulated vertical displacements of original, closed gate (thin continuous line) and gate with
ventilation slots added (thick dashed line). The displacement is plotted relative to the original gate
position z = a and normalized to the gate width D.

Zooming in on the gate response, Figure 6.4 provides a closer look on the displacement
signal, giving also acceleration and lift force oscillation.
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Figure 6.4. Simulation case 2: time signal excerpts of gate displacement, gate acceleration and
dimensionless lift force, for both gate types. The acceleration is computed with a first‐order finite‐
difference scheme without filtering.

For further comparison of the modelled response of both gate types, a number of profile
plots is made in Figures 6.6‐6.10. Figure 6.5 gives the locations of output profiles for
pressure, velocity and turbulent kinetic energy, which are plotted in Figures 6.6‐6.10.
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Figure 6.5. Location of output profiles (dashed lines) used in Figures 6.6‐6.10.

In each plot of Figures 6.6‐6.10, the nine thin lines correspond to different moments in one
full sine period, according to π⁄4 with 0 ≤ i ≤ 8, starting in equilibrium position (moving
upwards) at t = 1.35 s. For the original gate, the i values are indicated explicitly. Additionally,
Figures 6‐10 display the situation where the gate is fixed at the equilibrium position for both
gate types. The variation of flow parameters is much smaller in the fixed gate scenario and
therefore these are depicted as single thick dashed lines, which denote time‐averaged values
over two consecutive periods, after four seconds of simulation. Figures 6.6‐6.10 show that
the oscillating ventilated gate experiences significantly lower periodic variation in
streamwise pressure, velocity and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) at the trailing edge, and in
bottom pressure, than the gate without holes. Obviously this is associated with the difference
in displacement amplitude at the time of output, but nevertheless an insightful comparison
can be made.
The streamwise pressure plot (Figure 6.6) shows that, at a height of half the gate opening,
the original gate experiences larger temporal variation and higher maximum streamwise
pressure gradients directly under the gate (0 < x/D < 1) than the ventilated gate. The latter
experiences low |dp/dx|‐values for x/D < 2. The u‐velocity profiles (Figure 6.7) clearly show
the influence of the extra stream through the hole. For the ventilated gate the area of
negative streamwise velocity is very limited, 0.8 < z/a < 1 versus 0.7 < z/a < 1 for the original
gate, and the negative u‐velocities are much smaller as well.
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Figure 6.6. Simulated streamwise pressure variation at z = a/2 for moving gate without (left) and with
ventilation holes (right); phydr is the hydrostatic pressure at z = a/2. Thick dashed lines show the situation
where the gate is held fixed. Vertical thin dashed lines indicate location of the gate. The nine lines
correspond to different moments in one full period, according to iπ/4 with 0 ≤ i ≤ 8.
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Figure 6.7. Simulated vertical profile of horizontal velocity component u at downstream gate edge. (from
bottom to gate). Thick dashed lines indicate the fixed gate scenario. Positive values indicate the mean
streamwise direction.
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Figure 6.8. Simulated vertical profile of vertical velocity component v at downstream gate edge. (from
bottom to gate). Thick dashed lines indicate fixed gate scenario. Positive values indicate upward direction.
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Figure 6.9. Turbulent kinetic energy in vertical profile at the trailing edge of the gate. Thick dashed lines
indicate fixed gate scenario.
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Figure 6.10. Spatial variation of hydrodynamic pressure on the gate bottom boundary for both gate types.
Thick dashed lines indicate fixed gate scenario. The vertical dashed lines show the location of the
ventilation slot.
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The effect of the downward jet through the hole on v‐velocity (Figure 6.8) is that the outflow
direction through the slot is now almost completely downward during the whole oscillation
period, whereas significant upward velocities exist for the original gate. The TKE plots in
Figure 6.9 show that the TKE maximum is greatly reduced. In the ventilated case, there are
no large TKE levels close to the gate and maximum levels occur around z = 0.75a. The
asymmetric shape of the TKE profile of the ventilated gate is due to the combined presence
of two shear layers, resulting from flow separation from the downstream edge of the slot
outlet (upper part of profile) and from the leading edge of the gate bottom (lower part of
profile).
The boundary pressures in Figure 6.10 are given by the pressure parameter Cp, defined as
the total pressure divided by ∆ . The plots indicate that the reduced temporal fluctuation
for the new gate results in positive pressures during the whole cycle, whereas the boundary
pressure on the original gate is largely negative in the second part of the cycle when the gate
is between lowest and midway position. The spatial pressure variations towards the trailing
edge of the original gate seem to signify unstable flow fluctuations. These are virtually absent
at the slotted gate, for which a smooth pressure drop is visible across the outflow from the
ventilation slot.
Figure 6.11 gives more simulation results of both gate types for different moments in time
for one oscillation period of case 2. The flow fields of the original gate are outlined on the left
and; the ventilated is on the right. Section 6.8 shows similar plots for case 1 for the original
gate type.
Case 2: original gate, fz = 4.7 Hz

Case 2: ventilated gate, fz = 4.7 Hz
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2.
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3.

4.
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5.

Figure 6.11. Flow velocity vectors and pressure fields for the simulated motion of both gate types for case 2
(f = 4.7 Hz). The plots are numbered according to the time steps of one full period as indicated in the top
plots.

The plots of pressure contour lines and flow velocity vectors in Figure 6.11 serve to point out
qualitative differences between the two gate types. Overall, the modified gate with
ventilation slots has a flow field that is more constant in time with less vena contracta
variation and less wake fluctuations. It can be seen that the flow through the slot works as an
extra separated shear layer and also keeps instabilities from the wake away from the gate,
see plots 3 and 4. At this time, during the first part of the upward movement, the reversion of
streamwise flow velocity at the bottom boundary (which is part of a permanent recirculation
zone) is strongest. Instantaneous spatial pressure gradients near the trailing edge appear for
the gate without holes in plots 3 and 4. For the gate with slots this feature is not visible. This
is discussed more deeply in Section 4.1 in the context of excitation. The jet through the hole
persists in its downward flow during the whole oscillation period. This causes a relief in
pressure build‐up and prevents pressure fluctuations from the wake to enter the region
under the gate. The intersections of contour pressure lines with the gate bottom present in
the plots of the original gate help to illustrate the difference in pressure variations between
the two gate types.
Comparing Figure 6.11 with the simulations of case 1 for the original gate in Section 6.8, it is
immediately clear that case 1 has a considerably more stable flow field. The vena contracta,
the large wake recirculation and the small recirculation zone under the gate hardly vary in
time.
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original gate in fixed position

ventilated gate in fixed position

Figure 6.12. Flow velocity vectors for the situation where the gate is fixed. Boundary conditions are
according to case 2. The gate position corresponds to the equilibrium position of the moving gate
simulations as given in Figure 6.11.

Additional transient simulations with the gate held fixed (Figure 6.12) again show the
stronger reversed flow along the gate bottom for the gate without slots. There is also
evidence for flow entering the near‐bottom region from downstream, similar to plot 4 of
Figure 6.11. This entrainment feature is discussed in the next section. Table 6.2 gives the
maximum flow velocities for the simulations. Velocities are much higher in the situation
where the gate is free to move. There is little difference between the two gate types
regarding maximum velocity. For the moving gate scenario the maxima were attained during
the first part of the downward movement of the gate.
Table 6.2. Maximum simulated flow velocities for case 2.
moving gate

fixed gate

original gate

3.38 m/s

2.38 m/s

ventilated gate

3.30 m/s

2.40 m/s

An additional series of numerical simulations was made with a different ventilation slot
design: it lacks a hollow chamber and the ventilation slot now makes a 45 degrees angle with
the gate sides. The flow field plots for conditions equivalent to case 2 are included in Section
6.9. These simulations show quite similar flow characteristics as the ventilated gate type
discussed thus far. There is no wake entrainment during the vibration (plot 4 of Figure 6.14),
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nor when the gate is fixed (Figure 6.15). Whether the higher u‐velocity at the ventilation
outflow, due to the outflow angle being tilted more in streamwise direction, is beneficial, is
inconclusive from these tests. Complicating factor in comparing different gate designs is that
the discharge coefficients vary and therefore other upstream velocities are required to reach
the same flow conditions, and moreover that different masses give different submerged
natural frequencies and hence different Vr values.
6.5

Combined discussion of physical experiment and FEM modelling

6.5.1 Vibration mechanism
As explained in the introduction, past research largely agrees on the existence and working
of two excitation mechanisms for cross‐flow gate vibrations: ILEV and MIE (noise excitation
or Extraneously Induced Excitation (EIE) is not considered here). Based on literature, the
instability‐induced or vortex‐excited type is the most likely mechanism for the vibrations
found around Vr ≈ 2.5, while the movement‐induced type is probably the dominant
mechanism for the vibrations at Vr ≈ 9.5.
Let us consider the fluid‐structure dynamics of the original gate. The separation point is fixed
at the sharp leading edge – irrespective of discharge and gate position – and the boundary
pressure fluctuates near the trailing edge, both in space and time. However, given the fact
that the strongest vibrations in the experiment occurred for conditions similar to case 1 (viz.
at Vr ≈ 2.5), it is remarkable that the simulation of case 1 vibrations damped out. Runs with
adapted settings in the neighborhoud of case 1 (higher or lower gate opening, higher or
lower discharge) were attempted, but did not yield different results. A transient simulation
of case 1 conditions with the gate held fixed showed only small flow instabilities in the shear
layer, making it impossible to determine the Strouhal number and identify small‐scale
vortices.
Simulation case 2 displays the main feature of movement‐induced excitation (MIE) or self‐
excitation, because not only is a motion required to initiate the vibration process, the
fluctuations in the boundary excitation force do not appear at all in the transient simulation
when the gate position is fixed. The fact that the phase shift between excitation force and
displacement is close to zero and the mean lift is only negative for a quarter of the period,
implies that there is no direct evidence of galloping‐type MIE excitation (Billeter and Staubli,
2000).
From the vector plots of the original gate (case 2), it is apparent that a delay exists between
the motion of the gate and the oscillating shear layer. During the downward gate movement
(plots 1‐3 in Figure 6.11), the reduction of the vena contracta lags behind the gate
displacement, which results in a minimal vertical distance between the region of separated
high velocity flow and the trailing edge at t = 2.125 s, at the lowest gate position. The profile
plot of v‐velocity in Figure 6.8 shows that there is mild upward flow at x = D at this part of
the period (6π/4 to 7π/4 or i = 6, 7), but it occurs away from the gate, with strongest v‐
velocities at z = 0.5a–0.7a. As the gate moves upwards through the equilibrium position (plot
4 of Figure 6.11, at t = 2.175 s), the vena contracta attains its minimum. This leaves a sizeable
gap between separated flow and gate bottom. Clearly visible from the same plot, entrainment
from the wake into the recirculation zone directly under the gate leads to high local
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velocities around the trailing edge. For a short time there is a small region of relatively low
pressure at the trailing edge and the reverse flow coming from the wake seems to separate
from the trailing edge as it moves from right to left in Figure 6.11, plot 4. This phenomenon is
reflected in the profile plots in Figure 6.7 by negative u‐velocities at 0.8a < z < a for i = 7, 8, 0,
1. The highest TKE levels are found at the same part of the period, see Figure 6.9. The gate
appears to receive a significant upward push from the pressure fluctuations associated with
the entrainment. If this happens right at this moment of the period (t = 2.175 s, time step 4 in
Figure 6.11), as the results suggest, then this push does positive work on the gate motion,
since it is in phase with the gate velocity. The vector plot suggests that this push takes place
at x = 0.6D–0.7D. However, the boundary pressure plot (Figure 6.10) contains small dents for
i = 7, 8, 0, 1 around x = 0.9D, indicating that it might happen closer to the trailing edge. The
movies of the original gate in the supplementary on‐line material provide further visual
support of this excitation process.
Kolkman and Vrijer (1987) reported on a mechanism based on streamwise flow inertia
caused by the discharge not instantly adapting to the new gate position during low frequency
vibrations at small gate openings. Because the discharge is never choked in the numerical
model, this mechanism is by definition not simulated. However, the role of this mechanism
cannot easily be put aside, judging from the prominent streamwise pressure irregularities in
the simulations.
6.5.2 Effect of flow through the ventilated gate
Comparing the described entrainment effect of the original flat‐bottom gate to the flow
dynamics of the ventilated gate, as plotted in Figure 6.11, it is seen that the vena contracta
does not experience the same oscillatory variation. The free shear layer and the high velocity
separated flow maintain a constant, safe distance from the gate bottom. Moreover, there are
no signs of wake entrainment for the ventilated gate, so that an excitation by this mechanism
must be absent. The profile plots in Figures 6–10 demonstrate the lack of near‐bottom
pressure fluctuations capable of excitation by the virtual absence of negative u‐velocities and
positive v‐velocities and much smaller TKE levels. The flow fields for the fixed gates (Figure
6.12) illustrate the differences between the two gate types as well: the original gate shows
reverse flow near the trailing edge and a significant recirculation bubble under the gate,
while the two recirculation zones under the ventilated gate (that are visible only from close
inspection) are smaller in size and have negligibly small velocities.
For the MIE mechanism, the general working of the leakage flow through the ventilated gate
is that it alleviates the fluctuation of the streamwise pressure and the fluctuation of the
boundary pressure (thus reducing or removing negative lift). In particular, it works by
preventing wake fluctuations from entering the near‐gate region. The simulations were
unfortunately unable to capture the effect of added slots in the case of vibration due to ILEV.
It is plausible, however, that the leakage flow in this case disrupts the separated shear layer
and vortices shed from the leading edge. The downward flow would consequently remove
instabilities from the gate bottom and hence reduce the probability and impact of unstable
reattachment.
The jet that flows out the middle of the bottom boundary not only removes local
disturbances from the vicinity of the gate, as we have seen, but also has the effect of splitting
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the flat bottom surface into two parts as if there were two thin gates. This is favourable since
thinner profiles are less prone to vibrations, or at least reduce the risky gate opening region.
An alternative explanation of the response reduction could be found in the fact that the
presence of the slot simply decreases the surface area for the lift pressure to work on.
However, simulations of a closed rectangular gate with a bottom surface area equivalent to
that of the gate with a hole showed that the diminished dynamic force amplitude cannot be
explained by the smaller area. The different response must therefore be caused by the
leakage flow.
The location of the outflow openings and the angle at which the jets flow (relative to the
gate’s bottom surface and the mean flow) are undoubtedly important design parameters.
Another factor is the widthwise distribution of the slots in the design, that is, the distance
between consecutive openings. A jet originating from flow through a small circular opening
into a wide domain expands in all three dimensions, this is related to entrainment of
surrounding fluid of relatively low velocities, an inherently turbulent process. The situation
of flow through horizontal slots in the present study is different from the canonical jet, since
the openings are elongated in one direction and the outflow domain has strong velocity
gradients. The spaces between the slots, that were necessary in the present design to
preserve structural rigidity, influence the outflows from the gate bottom slots and the three‐
dimensional aspect of the flow. So, although the slot configuration in this study is symmetric
around the middle of the gate, three‐dimensional flow phenomena may play a non‐negligible
role. The impact of this on gate stability and the effectiveness of the leakage flow can only be
clarified through additional physical and numerical modelling.
6.5.3 Implementation in prototype gates
In principle, there is no reason why the ventilated gate design would not be applicable to an
actual gate. The gate would function as a conventional gate most of the time, with an added
leak flow discharge through the ventilation slots. Perhaps the most critical issue is the gate’s
behaviour at very small gate openings, directly prior to full closure. In closed position, the
leakage flow through the slots must be zero. This requires good seals that at the same time
should not deteriorate the vibration properties of the gate’s bottom geometry. The idea to
add a movable element (gate or valve) to control the inflow through the upstream inflow
slots seems interesting, but of course might engage itself in flow‐induced vibrations. Another
point of attention would be to prevent the accumulation of sediment and trash inside the
ventilation holes.
6.5.4 Evaluation of numerical modelling
The rigid‐lid approach makes it impossible for the model to capture the effect of wave
radiation. This is a form of hydraulic damping that involves vibration energy to be
transformed irreversibly into free‐surface waves. Not modelling this is not a severe
omission, see also section 3.2. In the experiment wave radiation was only observed once at
the upstream water surface in the low stiffness vibration region. Another free‐surface effect
that is completely neglected by using the rigid lid approximation is the coupling of flow‐
induced undulations of the downstream surface with the gate oscillation at increasing
Froude number (see Naudascher and Rockwell, 1994). However, these undulations only
occur at much lower submergence levels than investigated in this study. A consequence of
the fixed free surface boundary in connection with the constant discharge is furthermore
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that global pressure oscillations are exaggerated. A lowering of the gate results in an
immediate pressure increase in the upstream region, for instance. It is not easily found to
what extent this affects the emergence of gate instabilities in the simulations; there is
presumably a link with the representation of the MIE vibrations. The complication of this
numerical modelling aspect lies in the fact that methods that do simulate the free surface
(such as Volume Of Fluid or Phase Field) are usually not suitable for including both moving
objects and turbulent flow, or they are computationally impractically expensive.
In physical experiments, comparisons of measured gate displacement and excitation force
cannot always distinguish between added mass and rigidity since both coefficients are part
of terms in‐phase with the displacement (e.g. Kolkman 1984). Similarly, in a numerical study
it is not sufficiently clear whether a deviating response frequency should be attributed to
artificial mass or rigidity effects. Either way, the distorting influence of artificial added
coefficients must be elucidated before the full working of all physical mechanisms can be
uncovered by numerical modelling.
Artificial damping or numerical diffusion can be traced back to the use of an implicit time
scheme and ‘consistent stabilisors’ (COMSOL 2013). The effect of this is inherent to the
followed numerical approach; without it the simulation of the flow fails. Naturally, too much
artificial damping of turbulent flow results in vibrations not being induced in the simulations
where they do occur in real life. In particular, negative damping plays a key role in self‐
excited vibrations – if negative damping is neutralised by artificial factors, MIE‐type
vibrations will be inaccurately represented. As mentioned in Section 4.1, another limitation
of the numerical model is the constant discharge that in real life fluctuates as a result of gate
displacements (most prominently for low frequency oscillations at small gate openings).
Finally, the obvious limitation of the RANS approach with a turbulence model is that not all
turbulence scales are simulated. The fact that vortex shedding and velocity and pressure
fluctuations at small‐length scales connected to the shear layer are parametrised too
coarsely could be the reason why the (presumably ILEV‐dominated) vibrations of case 1
were not reproduced. Applying a different turbulence model is unlikely to improve this;
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) could be the only way forward.
6.6

Combined conclusions of physical experiment and FEM modelling

The goal of this the this chapter and the previous one was to experimentally and numerically
test a new hydraulic gate design for reducing flow‐induced cross‐flow vibrations. The
addition of ventilation slots to a rectangular flat‐bottom gate allowed a controlled leakage
flow through the bottom of the gate, which produced a less severe vibration response
compared to an unaltered reference gate.
The experimental data set fully covers the transitions between conditions with and without
significant flow‐induced vibrations in the reduced velocity region 2 < Vr < 3.5. Two distinct
vibration regimes are recognized with maximum response force amplitudes at Vr = 2.54 and
Vr = 10.16 for gate openings a/D = 0.48 and a/D = 0.86, respectively. The results show that
the gate with perforated bottom profile significantly reduces cross‐flow vibrations in the
region 2 < Vr < 3.5. Although not exhaustively covered, the measurements give reason to
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believe that the same holds for the higher region at Vr > 8.5. It was found that damping
appeared to be higher for high hydraulic heads, but this did not affect the comparison
between the two gate types.
The obtained data set was used to evaluate and improve the performance of a numerical
model. Time‐dependent FEM simulations on a moving grid were performed to solve the
RANS equations for the flow and the gate displacement of the mass‐spring system. An initial
model validation step for the added mass in still water showed reasonable estimates
compared to the measurements and reproduced the wall proximity effect. Subsequently, as a
form of calibration, the sensitivity of the response frequency in flowing water to variation of
the mass factor was used to select an appropriate solid density and spring stiffness while
keeping the natural frequency in air equal to experimental values. Then, two cases of strong
vibrations were simulated from the low and high Vr regions. For the high Vr case with
response frequency 4.7 Hz, vibrations with growing amplitude were reproduced for the
rectangular gate while the modified gate with a hole showed decreasing amplitudes in the
same conditions. This matches results from the physical experiment.
Even though the numerical model does not capture all features relevant for a complete
representation of the excitation mechanisms, the results nevertheless give valuable
information about the working of the new gate design. The downward jets through the slots
remove flow instabilities from the bottom boundary and smoothens local pressure gradients.
In particular, the simulations show that for the standard rectangular gate, entrainment from
the wake into the zone directly under the gate leads to a transfer of momentum from the
flow to the gate. This movement‐induced excitation is absent in the gate with slots, because
the leakage flow prevents this entrainment.
6.7

Summary

Two‐dimensional numerical simulations were performed with the Finite Element Method to
assess local velocities and pressures for both gate types. A moving mesh covering both solid
and fluid domain allowed free gate movement and two‐way fluid‐structure interactions.
Modelling assumptions and observed numerical effects are discussed and quantified. The
simulated added mass in still water is shown to be close to experimental values. The spring
stiffness and mass factor were varied to achieve similar response frequencies at the same
dry natural frequencies as in the experiment. Although it was not possible to reproduce the
vibrations dominated by impinging leading edge vortices (ILEV) at relatively low Vr, the
simulations at high Vr showed strong vibrations with movement‐induced excitation (MIE).
For the latter case, the simulated response reduction of the ventilated gate agrees with the
experimental results. The numerical modelling results suggest that the leakage flow
diminishes pressure fluctuations close to the trailing edge associated with entrainment from
the wake into the recirculation zone directly under the gate that most likely cause the
growing oscillations of the ordinary rectangular gate.
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6.8

Additional simulations: flow velocity and pressure of case 1
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Figure 6.13. Simulated flow fields of one cycle for case 1, original gate, fz = 10.1 Hz.

6.9

Additional simulations: an alternative ventilation design
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Figure 6.14. Simulated flow field of alternative slot design for case 2, fz = 4.7 Hz.
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Figure 6.15. Simulated flow field of alternative slot design with gate in fixed position.

The maximum global flow velocity magnitude of this gate geometry for case 2 is 3.22 m/s
and 2.36 m/s for the fixed gate case.
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7

Data‐driven operation6

7.1

Introduction

The introduction of informatics in the field of hydrodynamic modelling has led to many
applications of data‐driven modelling (DDM) and machine learning, studied in the cross‐field
of ‘hydroinformatics’. An overview of DDM in river basin management is given by Solomatine
and Ostfeld (2008). Quoting the proceedings of the first international conference on the
topic, “Hydroinformatics, understood as the application of advanced information technology
to the problems of the aquatic environment, evolved through the 1980s, received its proper
name in 1989 and was given a first published expression in 1991.”(Verwey et al., 1994).
More recent examples are Pengel et al. 2012, Pyayt et al. 2011a‐b, Krzhizhanovskaya et al.
(2011) and Melnikova et al. (2011), who combine physics‐based and data‐driven model
types into hybrid models in order to develop integral early warning systems for detecting
dike instabilities and other flood safety issues. What sparked this data‐driven paradigm is
not only the steady increase in computational capacity and power, but also the growing
availability and sophistication of sensors. In fact, it is not the hardware but the development
of data processing algorithms that may be considered the bottleneck in most endeavours of
putting the collected data to intelligent use.
In this chapter we work with the premise that the barrier gate contains certain sub‐optimal
properties with respect to dynamic loads. Reasons why this not unlikely were given in
Section 1.1. Moreover, it is assumed that the FIV characteristics of the gate are not fully
known. The aim of this chapter is to introduce a data‐driven system for monitoring and
preventing flow‐induced gate vibrations based on data from sensors on the gates. That is, a
model is built through data‐intensive system identification and the model use is for
prediction and control (see Section 1.2). Another way of saying essentially the same is that
measurements are used to feed a self‐learning system that facilitates (automated) decisions
for gate operation. The trend of increasingly using remote operation of gates underlines the
need to check that no long‐running vibrations occur; an automated detection system would
cover this need.
The past decade has seen several research groups working on the design and
implementation of decision support systems for the control of flooding risks. The EU project
Urban Flood (2012) made meaningful progress by proposing an artificial intelligence
environment as a central component in an early‐warning system that checks the states of
flood barriers and detects anomalies. A five‐year project with a similar scope, Flood Control
2015 (2012) consisted of a consortium of Dutch water‐oriented companies, but did not look
6 This chapter is based on and uses text and content from “Controlling flow‐induced vibrations of flood
barrier gates with data‐driven and finite‐element modelling” by C.D. Erdbrink, V.V. Krzhizhanovskaya,
P.M.A. Sloot, published in: Klijn, F. & Schweckendiek, T. (Eds.) “Comprehensive Flood Risk
Management”, CRC Press / Balkema (Taylor & Francis group), Leiden. Proceedings of the 2nd European
Conference on Flood Risk Management FLOODrisk2012. 20‐22 November 2012, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands, pg.425‐434.
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into the dynamics of hydraulic structures with gates. The Leading Scientist Programme (LSP)
comprises the development of an Advanced Computing Laboratory (2012), which has
developed a computational infrastructure for studying complex systems and providing
decision support, among others for flood defences. A literature survey revealed only one
comparable study of a proposal to use sensors for the monitoring of gate dynamics, reported
by Han et al. (2011). This proposal does not include artificial intelligence or control,
however.
First a few remarks about measurements are made in Section 7.2. Then in Section 7.3 the
overall set‐up of the system is given. Sections 7.4 reflects on the applicability of the system
and discusses possible extensions. Section 7.5 draws conclusions.
7.2

What quantities to measure?

The first step is to decide which physical quantities should be measured. In a situation where
vibrations are observed or operational difficulties arise that are possibly the result of FIV, it
is common practice to carry out field measurements. A good approach is to install
acceleration sensors on the gates and monitor the gate behaviour for a certain period of time
during which a representative range of conditions occurs. Figure 7.1 shows a temporary
installation of an accelerometer that was used during several sessions of in situ
measurements spread out over a few months.

measured
direction

gate
body

accelerometer in
waterproof case
(± 2 kg)

Figure 7.1. Temporary installations of acceleration sensors on the gate of a hydraulic structure. Both types
measure acceleration in one direction, as shown by the black arrows. Pictures by Deltares.

For the response, acceleration is generally easier to measure than displacement or velocity.
For a harmonic oscillation these three quantities are naturally linked by differentiation (or
integration) with respect to time. In the complex notation, differentiating with respect to
time corresponds to multiplication with a factor iω. Support forces and pressures on the
submerged gate are not easily measured in prototype, therefore the acceleration
is
taken as the main structural response signal. Moreover, the gate lifting height or equivalently
the gate opening in time a(t) should be measured. This quantity is usually part of the gate
lifting system anyway, so it just has to be registered.
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For the hydraulic conditions, it is necessary to measure upstream and downstream water
levels h1(t) and h2(t). These quantities are relatively easily measured for long periods of time.
Main point of attention is to choose suitable measurement locations, so as not to be
influenced by the surface roller or other effects directly related to the structure, including
local bathymetry changes. Stationary measurements of point velocities near a structure don’t
make much sense. This would have to be done at a great many locations in order to give a
useful picture of the flow field. There exist different techniques to measure the discharge
through a confined cross‐section. Monitoring the flow discharge past a gate gives very useful
information, for one because it would allow a data‐driven model equivalent of the flow
impact model cascade discussed in Chapter 4. However, accurate discharge measurements
can be costly; some equipment is sensitive to sedimentation and debris, and a multi‐gated
barrier would need discharge meters in every gate. Moreover, one has to be aware that a
single Q‐H relation does not describe all states of an unsteady flow due to hysteresis effects
(e.g. Travaš et al. 2012). In this chapter discharge signals are not used.
The step from incidental prototype measurements to permanent gate monitoring is not
expected to be complicated hardware‐wise – it mostly relies on the installation of durable
acceleration sensors. The use of wireless sensors would be a great improvement.
7.3

System set‐up

gate

7.3.1 Overview of the components
The proposed system consists of a control loop with a numerical model fed by data from
sensors attached to the gate. For now a single gate with submerged discharge is considered.
Other than using the vertically measured gate opening as a measure for gate position, there
is no principal reason to restrict the discussion to underflow gates. Figure 7.2 shows the
functional block diagram of the system. The shaded grey rectangle marks the components
that are discussed in this chapter.

data
acquisition

sensors
measure
process

h1(t)
h2(t)
yi(t)
a(t)

controller

design

gate
operation

decision
about new
gate setting

primary
data analysis

signal
processing

fdom
Ai
∆h
a

prediction
model

ML

classification
database

anew
h1
h2

future
hydraulic
parameters

fdom
ydom,i
physicsbased
simulations

Figure 7.2. Schematic overview of the control system for gate dynamics. The components inside the grey
rectangle are discussed in this chapter. The variables with hats are predictions.
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The starting point is the gate itself, which holds a certain position that is assumed to be
described by its gate opening a. The “data acquisition” module collects data from sensors
installed on the gate, see previous section. The acquired signals are input for the “primary
data analysis” module. It consists of appropriate signal processing methods (see Section 5.3)
to derive the dominant frequency fdom,i and mean displacement amplitudes Ai from the
acceleration signals of the most recent time window. Subscripts i refer to the orientation and
location of the sensor that produced the signal – for the one d.o.f. process discussed in
previous chapters this simply corresponds to the vertical direction. The hydraulic head
difference ∆h = h1 – h2 and the mean gate opening a during this time are also registered.
The central module is the “machine learning” (ML) module which consists of a database of
prior states plus a set of artificial intelligence algorithms that classify and interpret data. The
ML module receives data from several sources. It receives input about the most recent
situation (achieved hydraulic conditions and gate status) from the “primary data analysis”
module. Furthermore it receives the latest predictions of water levels on both sides of the
gate 1 and 2 from a separate, external numerical model of the flow system at a larger scale
that produces water level predictions. The computed water levels of this system are used to
propose the next gate opening anew needed to accomplish certain far‐field targets (e.g.
minimum water depths for navigation). The ML module has the goal of determining the
expected gate behaviour of the proposed setting anew from the recently achieved state and
the predicted water levels. If the recently measured situation closely resembles past states
captured by data already present in the database, it will be relatively easy to draw a
conclusion about the stability of proposed new gate settings. If necessary though, the ML unit
will suggest an alternative, safer gate setting or opening/closing scenario.
Then this information is used in a decision step that chooses the most suitable scenario and
prescribes (designs) the required operation. The decision step is shown in Figure 7.2 as a
separate block, because it may not always be automated. The designed measure is carried
out by the operation mechanism (controller) and the gate will attain a new position. The new
situation will again be monitored by the sensors, thus completing the control loop. There is
an optional extension to this system: the ML module can receive complementary data from
another numerical model that performs physics‐based simulations and produces a response
prediction. The purpose of this is to fill in regions of missing data.
The system adopts a straightforward way of vibration control: avoidance of critical
parameter range. This is done by adjusting settings of gate opening, by selection of starting
time of the operation, or by adjusting the speed of the gate movement (this is not always
possible technically).
7.3.2 Machine learning module
From a ML perspective, the sensory data (and possibly the simulation model) provide the
database module with labeled data points. The ML operations on this data are therefore in
the realm of supervised learning, more specifically, they are classification operations.
The reduced flow velocity Vr helps to classify flow‐induced vibrations in different physical
2 ∆
is convenient and
regimes (as seen in Chapter 5). Computing it as
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adheres to past studies. The acquired data (measured or calculated) occupies the three‐
dimensional space shown in Figure 7.3 (left).

Ai

Ai

a2

a
Acrit,i

a1
0

known state
unknown state

1

2

3

4

Vr

Vr,1

Vr,2

Vr,3

Vr

Figure 7.3. Left plot: typical results of vibrations measurements. Vr is reduced velocity, a is gate opening, Ai
is gate displacement amplitude detected by sensor i. Right plot: the problem of predicting gate response
for increasing Vr at constant gate opening. In this figure and in Figure 7.4, fictitious data is shown for
illustration purposes.

For different gate openings a1 and a2, the gate response is quantified by displacement
amplitude as function of the Vr number. In this example, the strongest vibration at gate
opening a2 is found at about Vr = 2.6. Now, the problem that the control system should tackle
is shown in the other plot of Figure 7.3. Suppose the gate has a constant position, so that the
a‐dimension drops out, and the head difference increases such that the dynamic state moves
from Vr,1 to Vr,2, the question is then what response is expected if Vr continuous to grow to
Vr,3. The empirical data points of the recent states between Vr,1 and Vr,2 and the known states
for Vr > Vr,3 may be wrong indicators of the unknown state at Vr3. Obviously, interpolation
between the nearest known states in the (Vr, A)‐plane will not predict the state at Vr,3
correctly.
To enable the use of efficient artificial intelligence, we introduce a critical mean amplitude
threshold xcrit (see Figure 7.3), below which the gate is said to be in a safe condition and
above which vibrations are harmful. This allows a transformation of the problem into a
binary classification problem: all data points belong either to a ‘critical’ or ‘unsafe’ class (A >
Acrit) or to a ‘safe state’ class (A ≤ Acrit). This is in essence a projection onto the (Vr, a)‐plane.
Figure 7.4 shows the binary data points in the new plane. In this form, closure or opening
under constant head difference is a vertical line. A changing head difference in time at fixed
gate opening is shown as a horizontal line in this plane. The projected binary data points
constitute a training set. The training objects are characterized by two attributes (Vr and a)
and one label ("safe" or "unsafe"). Most entries will be safe situations and in certain regions
islands of critical vibration states will be found.
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a

0

Ai < Acrit,i
Ai > Acrit,i
new state

Vr

Figure 7.4. Fictitious example of measured data points in the (Vr, a)‐plane. Vibrations above the critical
limit are indicated with triangles and vibrations below the critical limit with squares. This data is used as
training data for classification of new states (+).

A classification algorithm is required that is capable of making accurate predictions to which
class a new point is most likely to belong to. There exist many such algorithms. A basic choice
is the K‐nearest neighbours (KNN) algorithm (e.g. Rogers and Girolami, 2012 and Bishop,
2006). This non‐probabilistic classification method associates a new point with a label based
on the majority of the label values of the K data points nearest to it. In this algorithm there is
in fact no specific training stage other than the construction of a matrix with all distances
between the points. Parameter K must be chosen carefully as it determines the amount of
smoothing; if K is too low there is a risk of overfitting and if it is too high underfitting can
occur. Here, it is proposed to determine the value of K by a N‐fold cross‐validation, i.e. by
repeatedly using different parts of the training set as validation data (also called test data).
The data set is divided into N subsets of equal size. One subset plays the role of validation
data and the other N‐1 subsets are the training points. This is done N times, so that all
subsets play the role of validation data once, producing one error (defined as the proportion
of incorrect classifications) each time. Below a concise pseudo‐code for cross‐validation
applied to the KNN algorithm is given.

For K = 1 to k
% loop for K values (using only odd values)
For fold=1 to N
% loop for N-fold cross-validation
randomly sudivide data in folds
D = [empty]
construct matrix D of Euclidean distances of training data
D = sort(D)
For j=1 to K
% loop of actual KNN
find distances of j closest points
check binary label value of closest points
End
determine majority of votes of closest points, this is the predicted label
compute error of this fold
End
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compute error for this K as average of the N fold errors
End

A typical question the system should provide an answer to is whether it is safe to open a gate
under certain conditions. First, Vr should be determined using measured ∆h and response
frequency f estimated from nearby available data or using the gate’s natural frequency.
Figure 7.4 shows two options of opening scenarios that the system needs to evaluate,
indicated by +'s, these are new points that require classification. In the case of opening in the
lower of the two Vr conditions, the system may give advice to wait with gate operation until
the expected Vr is reduced, in order to stay clear from the unsafe zone. Alternatively, the
system may decide to open the gate at a faster rate, so that the critical zone is visited only
briefly.
7.3.3 Physics‐based model
The goal of employing a physics‐based numerical model in this control system would be to
provide the database with training data points in areas where no measured data is available.
Next to water level data for boundary conditions, past response data would also be available
to this model, making it essentially a prediction model. However, it was found in Chapter 6
that setting up, validating and applying a computational model for simulating fluid‐structure
interaction requires a large effort. It was concluded that it definitely has value for analysis of
the (excitation) process, but that it not necessarily gives a sound representation of damping
and
as
and amplitudes. Therefore, employing a physics‐based model for providing
shown in Figure 7.2 will be challenging. The best approach would be to carefully select a
limited number of unknown states and attempt to use the analysis based on the outcomes of
this physics‐based model to evaluate the gate stability. The fact that running and interpreting
this model is time‐consuming and hard to automate, makes it as yet unfeasible to include it
in the operational control chain.
7.4

Results of experimental data classification

The procedure of Section 7.3.2 is applied to the experimental data from Chapter 5. The data
set used here for the classification consists of 145 observed vibrations. Figure 7.5 shows this
data set in the same way as depicted by Figure 3. The dimensionless displacement amplitude
⁄ ⁄ . The data represents measurements at various gate openings.
was found by ⁄
During each test (corresponding to one data point in Figures 7.5 and 7.6), the discharge, gate
opening and hence water levels were kept constant – the same can be assumed for field
sensor data over short time windows.
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Figure 7.5. Experimental vibration data of the original gate type from the physical scale model of Chapter
5. The plot shows non‐dimensional displacement amplitude as a function of reduced velocity for steady‐
state conditions. The data set is divided into two classes using a threshold at A/D = 0.004. One high
amplitude outlier at Vr = 10 is not plotted.

As known from Chapter 5, there are two regions of Vr at which the vibrations grow in size
considerably: 2 < Vr < 3.5 and Vr > 7. A threshold at A = 0.004D divides the data into two
classes named "vibrations" and "no vibrations". The signals below this threshold contain
irregular vibrations of small amplitude, above it more regular vibrations are found. Using
this binary division, the experimental data is plotted as functions of Vr and dimensionless
gate opening a/D in Figure 7.6 (left).

Figure 7.6. Left: binary identification of vibration regions: reduced velocity versus dimensionless gate
opening. Right: result of cross‐validation of classification showing that K = 3 gives the best classification.

It can be seen from Figure 7.6 (left) that vibrations are actually found for specific regions of
Vr in combination with certain gate opening ranges. While obviously the limited amount of
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data does not give the full picture, it is for example shown that vibrations in the region 2 < Vr
< 3.5 vanish when the gate is opened to 1.4 times the gate thickness and higher. The same
cannot be concluded from the available data for vibrations detected at Vr > 7.
To classify this data, it was first nominalized to scales from 0 to 1. A ten‐fold cross‐validation
was then done on the value of K according to the algorithm of Section 7.3.2. This showed that
K = 3 is the choice that gives the minimal error in this case, as plotted in Figure 7.6 (right).
The code that was used is an adaptation from Matlab scripts by Rogers and Girolami (2012).
This KNN algorithm with K = 3 is now ready to be used as an automated tool for tracking
critical gate conditions. The contours of vibration regions are represented by classification
decision boundaries, up to a certain accuracy. The purpose of this technique has overlap with
that of physical model tests, but it automates and hence accelerates the identification of
significant dynamic response regions.
7.5

Application challenges

7.5.1 General
Some remarks on the proposed system:
‐ The system outline so far assumed a unique response for one gate opening and Vr value. In
other words, the classification in Sections 7.3 and 7.4 was based on the assumption that the
function f: (a/D, Vr) → A/D is well‐defined. But many dimensionless parameters from Section
2.4.2 are missing here. A more easily measured alternative to Fr is the submergence Cs
defined in Section 5.5. Including this parameter as a classification label means including the
effect of the varying free surface. Also, the amplitude is intimately linked to damping.
Including Sc or ζ does not make sense, however. It will be practically impossible to monitor
these in prototype and besides, a single structure will experience very similar hydrodynamic
damping for one hydraulic condition each time. Small changes in time of structural damping
will be captured automatically by changes in the self‐learning model. The same holds for all
structural parameters that gradually change with time as the structure is aging. In
conclusion, the ML module works best if the mapping A/D = f (a/D, Vr, Cs) is indeed well‐
defined. So we end up making a classification in three‐dimensional space, which is
computationally quite the same as what was done in Section 7.4. The experimental data is
not suitable for testing 3D classification because it contains very little Cs variation.
‐ A challenge for the classification algorithm is that the training set is very asymmetric,
because there will always be many more data points for safe situations than for situations
with regular high‐level vibrations. The experimental data set is in this respect not
representative of real‐life monitoring data, as the experiment focused on finding and
recording vibration regions.
‐ A second aspect that is rather likely to be different in prototype, is the occurrence of more
than one vibration region. There were two regions (fixed by values of reduced velocity and
gate opening) in which significant vibrations are found in the experiment, by actively
changing stiffness. This does not mean that one region cannot have multiple physical causes
(excitation mechanisms) simultaneously.
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‐ The system is built with ‘online ML’, a self‐learning process that gradually improves by
taking up new sensor data as time progresses. The rate at which the database is filled with
data points of critical situations depends on chosen critical limits (threshold) and occurrence
of extreme events. Collected vibration data of real barrier gates will at first not be distributed
in a way that makes determining the regime boundaries straightforward. In particular, water
level variations and gate openings are usually not sufficiently varied during everyday
operation to get a complete view on vibration states. Dedicated measurement events in
which gate openings are prescribed when specific hydraulic heads occur are useful, if not
necessary, to collect specific data to fill in blank spots.
‐ Every time a gate condition is visited that was already measured before, the database is
updated. If the newly visited condition was an unknown point previously simulated by the
physics‐based model, the new measurements also act as calibration data for this model.
‐ The strategy parameters of the classification operation are linked with a safety factor that
follows from the question of what the consequences are of making an incorrect classification.
Optimisation of the threshold value of the binary split and the parameters of the
classification algorithm (for the KNN‐algorithm this is K) should take this into account.
7.5.2 Multiple degrees of freedom
The application of one sensor on a gate matches the single d.o.f. (SDOF) schematization,
provided the vibration mode is known. The most common gate vibration modes are vertical
translation, horizontal translation and rotational motion (for tainter valves), which are all
described aptly by the single mass‐spring analogy. This was discussed in Section 2.5.
Ultimately, the hydro‐elastic conditions determine if a certain vibration mode actually
initiates. Any prototype investigation should first focus on identifying the primary vibration
mode. The use of sensors can facilitate this process and confirm analytical studies. Gates with
considerable longitudinal spans can suffer from bending vibration modes (Ishii, 1992),
which are found only when additional accelerometers are placed strategically and their
signals are analysed jointly. It is remarked by Kolkman and Jongeling (1996) that the rising
demand for structures with larger dimensions results in relatively weaker, i.e. less stiff
structural elements, thus increasing the risk for vibrations.
There could be more than one significant mode of vibration. Systems of multiple d.o.f.
(MDOF) have n > 1 distinct eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies (for n d.o.f.s) and are
analytically described by a matrix‐version of the motion equation:
,

(7.1)

where the capitals are n x n‐matrices of mass, damping and stiffness, respectively, w(t) is the
response vector and f(t) is the forcing vector. The added mass matrix already mentioned in
Section 2.4 has to be included in M. An arbitrary damping matrix will cause displacements in
one d.o.f. influencing the forces on another: coupling. The solution of (7.1) has the form
∙
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,

(7.2)

with ei the eigenvectors and αi(t) ‘participation functions’ giving the contributions of the
force vector to each d.o.f. (Kolkman and Jongeling, 1996).
The relative ease of analytical generalisation from the SDOF mechanical vibrations (Section
2.3) to multiple modes of vibration conceals the fact that analytical descriptions of fluid‐solid
interactions (Section 2.4) for multiple coupled modes are always complex and the physical
understanding of MDOF FIV systems is incomplete. The study of gate vibrations of
simultaneous cross‐flow plus in‐flow modes by Billeter and Staubli (2000) illustrates the
extra complexity of experimentation. Moreover, they claim that the addition of only one d.o.f.
increased the region of conditions in which non‐linear response can be expected. This
implies that hopes for tackling forward MDOF problems are slim; physics‐based numerical
modelling for real‐life MDOF conditions is practically out of reach. This is another argument
in favour of the data‐driven approach.
Let us suppose it is not clear what the most stringent modes are and plenty of sensors are
installed in an attempt to catch these. Then frequency domain decomposition (FDD) is one
way of finding the modes from the collective matrix of all measured signals. Brincker et al.
(2001) shows how to apply this for a modal identification using only output signals. This is a
relatively easy computation that distinguishes separate vibration modes from a set of signals
and can be added to the ‘primary data analysis’ block.
7.5.3 Applying machine learning in engineering
Even though computational hydraulics research has made use of artificial intelligence from
relatively early dates (Verwey et al., 1994), state‐of‐the‐art ML applications are not
commonplace for real‐life (consultancy) projects in the conservative field of hydraulic
engineering. Approaches that bypass process analysis and expert judgement are often met
with scepticism. Before a control system such as the one presented in this chapter will be
trusted to replace manual operation, it has to be thoroughly tested in pilot projects. Seen
from the opposite side, ML is sadly abused frequently as a quick way of producing scientific
papers – this has resulted in an uncontrollable growth of superfluous ML ‘tricks’ that will
never be picked up by others, let alone see any form of application. Attempting to reverse
this trend, Wagstaff (2012) presents two necessary conditions for producing “ML that
matters”: (i) instead of testing new algorithms on isolated benchmarks, choose meaningful
and relevant domain tests; and (ii) communicate the results back to the problem’s research
field.
A numerical model in ML is trained on a dataset by considering errors between predicted
and actual data points. To prevent the model from becoming a ‘one‐trick pony’ that performs
poor on other data of a similar problem, it is custom to split the dataset into a training set
and a test (or validation) set. The trained model is then applied to the test dataset to produce
a test error (or validation error), which is a better measure for how the model will actually
perform on new problems (in the same domain). However, as Wagstaff (2012) points out,
the fact that acceptable levels of test errors greatly vary over application domains is often
overlooked.
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7.6

Conclusions

This chapter has outlined and partly tested a data‐driven approach to vibration
characterisation for implementation in an operational system that controls the gate position
such that dynamic excitations are avoided. Gate response data from sensors undergo a
classification with the goal of predicting whether a future gate state is safe or not. The
presented ML application fulfills Wagstaff’s (2012) conditions and included cross‐validation.
The test result suggests that in the KNN algorithm only a small number of neighbours should
be used to determine the assigned class. These straightforward computations reflect a proof
of concept rather than an optimised algorithm choice. There are many refined alternative
classification methods available.
The proposed binary classification of the vibration regions in the (Vr, a)‐plane or (Vr, a, Cs)‐
plane is an automated way to recognise transition characteristics between stable an unstable
dynamic behaviour. It is reasonable to assume that the contours between safe/unsafe classes
correspond to transitions from irregular to regular oscillations (on a signal level) and to a
transition from net energy dissipation to net energy transfer from the flow to the gate
motion (on a physics level). Ideally, the sensors are sensitive enough to record these
transitions and thus produce training points of the unsafe state without actually entering
states that are potentially dangerous for the structure.
Despite the fact that physics‐based simulations lead to better insights into the gate response
in unmeasured future conditions than the status quo of complete uncertainty faced
otherwise, the incorporation of these simulations in an operational control loop seems
inappropriate. They are too time‐consuming and require careful interpretation that is hard
to capture in an algorithm. Their value lies in analysis and possibly in offline generation of
complementary input data for the classification database.
Finally, this system can also be used for stand‐alone field monitoring, namely when the water
level prediction, decision and operation blocks are disabled. As such it is a useful aid in
analyses by tracking the conditions under which vibrations occur. This knowledge is useful
for improving a flawed gate design.
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8

Evolutionary computing for system
identification7

8.1

Introduction

Classes of computational methods for hydraulic structure dynamics can be categorised in a
similar way as for general structural analysis, namely by distinguishing direct and indirect
methods in the time and frequency domain. The forward approach of Chapter 6 is a direct
method in the time domain and has the advantage of capturing potential non‐linearities, but
the disadvantage that only a single configuration (defined by mass and stiffness of the mass‐
spring and by the hydraulic boundary conditions) can be considered per simulation. This is
highly inconvenient if the added coefficients and response frequency have a mutual
dependence – which was rightly assumed not to be the case in Chapter 6 because of a
negligible free‐surface influence. Frequency domain methods have been mentioned briefly in
Sections 2.3 and 7.5.2. The straightforward extension to more degrees of freedom is an
advantage of modal analyses. This involves the assumption of equal damping distributions,
however, and non‐linearities are not apparent from frequency spectra. An approach not yet
mentioned is the impulse response method, which derives the response to an arbitrary time‐
varying force from the response to a unit impulse using Duhamel’s convolution integral (e.g.
Maymon, 1998). This computation includes the whole frequency range, but the obvious catch
is that the unit impulse response has to be known first.
So established computational methods for gate vibrations meet with three obstacles:
‐ The assumption of low positive damping, this is convenient computationally, but
irrealistic in many scenarios.
‐ The possibility of mutual dependency between added coefficients and response
frequency.
‐ The existence of non‐linear behaviour, caused for instance by the stiffness force
varying non‐linearly with displacement (e.g. when the suspension consists of a
hydraulic cylinder) or the combined time‐dependent working of negative hydraulic
damping and increased structural damping at high amplitudes.
A fourth practical complication is that often only the gate response can be measured, as was
the case in the experiment of Chapter 5, and not the flow forces on the gate. This chapter
therefore looks into a new way of model building with the gate motion represented as a
dynamical system.
System identification studies embarked on the task of inferring ODE models a few decades
ago (Åström and Eykhoff, 1971). However, the fixed structure acting as a vehicle for the
parameter optimization was usually not an ODE itself, but rather an easy‐to‐compute basis
function like a polynomial. Non‐linear system identification techniques for structural
7 This chapter is partly based on texts and content from the paper “Identifying self‐excited vibrations
with evolutionary computing”, Procedia Computer Science, Vol.29, pp.637‐647, 2014. ISSN 1877‐0509.
This will be presented at the ICCS 2014 conference in June 2014.
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dynamics are extensively described in Kerschen et al. (2006). There is no mention of
heuristic techniques; the evolutionary approach of this chapter does not appear in this
overview. The advent of modern heuristics and the steady increase in computing power has
enormously boosted possibilities for regression of all kinds (e.g. by artificial neural
networks), but many techniques do not provide clear insights into the working of the system.
In applied hydrodynamics, working with pitch‐black models is seen as an inconvenient
drawback. There is always a desire to build feeling and confidence along with building the
model.
The second‐order ODE of motion together with initial conditions form an initial value
problem (or Cauchy problem). Solving it numerically, for example with Runge‐Kutta
schemes, is a forward problem: the time series y t is unknown. If, on the contrary, y t is
known, then the inverse task of finding the ODE that produced it is a system identification
problem, see Figure 8.1.
known

known

initial conditions (y0, y0)
ODE solver
algorithm

unknown

known

y (t)

ODE f( t, y, y, y ) = 0
Figure 8.1. The problem of finding the ODE responsible for producing a given one‐dimensional time series.
The ODE can have an unknown algebraic structure and/or unknown coefficients. This scheme is
reminiscent of the optimization scheme in Section 1.2.

If only the numerical coefficients of the ODE are unknown, but the structure of the
expression is known, an optimization problem in continuous space (of dimension n equal to
the number of coefficients) needs to be solved. Let us look at a few instances of ODEs in
Figure 8.2.

time domain

ODE
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0

1

0

0

phase plane
Figure 8.2. Vibrations in time domain (upper row) and phase plane (lower row). Left column: constant
negative damping; middle column: non‐linear damping by Van der Pol oscillator; right column: non‐linear
mass term. The corresponding ODE equations are written on top; y is the vertical displacement of the
mass. The initial states are indicated by thick dots.

The first two columns in Figure 8.2 show quintessential self‐excitation: a negative damping
constant and the Van der Pol oscillator. The latter famous example has a non‐linear damping
term and for high enough values of the parameter , so‐called ‘relaxation vibrations’ occur
which show sudden transitions with short moments of high velocity at certain parts of the
period. The third example in the right column of Figure 8.2 shows an undamped oscillation
with a non‐linear mass term. A standard way of depicting non‐linearities is in the phase‐
plane; a deformed limit cycle is a good telltale of non‐linear behaviour.
The aim in this chapter is to explore evolutionary computing EC for uncovering ODEs
describing non‐linear, in particular self‐excited vibration types. This identification
overcomes the first and the third obstacle mentioned in this section and certainly meets the
criterion of fostering ‘Fingerspitzengefühl’. In fact, knowing the exact ODE reveals very
useful information for the analyst not found from Fourier analyses: non‐linear terms
dependencies on frequency and added mass terms. The desire is to contribute to the
development of a tool for detecting self‐excited vibrations before they grow beyond safe
limits and cause dangerously high dynamic forces on the structure.
First a ridiculously short introduction to heuristics and evolutionary computing is given in
Section 8.2. Then Section 8.3 zooms in on differential evolution, which is applied to the
problem of system identification (Section 8.4). Section 8.5 shares thoughts on and gives a
proof of concept of the application of the presented method to the experimental data of
Chapter 5. Section 8.6 then gives remarks on genetic programming and symbolic regression
and Section 8.7 draws conclusions and gives an outlook on future work.
8.2

Meta‐heuristics and evolutionary computing

In optimization there are two kinds of methods: exact methods that guarantee to find an
optimal solution, and heuristic methods that do not give this guarantee. The issue with exact
methods is that they become practically unusable for larger and harder optimization
problems. Heuristic optimization methods were developed as faster alternatives, but without
the assurance of returning the optimal solution. Rothlauf (2011) remarks that standard
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heuristics “are problem‐specific and exploit known rules of thumb, tricks or simplifications
to obtain a high‐quality solution”. The same author distinguishes three classes of heuristic
optimization methods:
‐ heuristics (divided in construction heuristics and improvement heuristics)
‐ approximation algorithms (which provide a quality bound for the solution)
‐ modern heuristics, also called meta‐heuristics.
A typical feature of meta‐heuristics is the iterative improvement of solutions, while at the
same time solutions of lower quality are allowed to be part of the search. This has to do with
exploitation and exploration phases in the search. Meta‐heuristics are seen as general‐
purpose techniques that can be applied to many different problems.
A popular meta‐heuristic, evolutionary computing (EC) is a form of computational
intelligence inspired by nature. Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are stochastic population‐
based search algorithms with a common basic loop: the reproduction cycle. A comprehensive
introduction to EC is given by Eiben and Smith 2007 . In short, a population of candidate
solutions (individuals) gradually evolves under the influence of one or more objectives
dictated by a fitness function. In the reproduction cycle, successively parents are selected
from the population to engage in variation operations (recombination and mutation), giving
offspring, from which eventually individuals are selected to move to the next generation
(survivor selection). Figure 8.3 depicts a (debatable) family tree of evolutionary algorithms.

evolutionary algorithms

Figure 8.3. Family tree of evolutionary algorithms, listed chronologically from left to right.

8.3

Differential evolution

Not generally considered as one of the classic EAs, differential evolution (DE) is a
competitive derivative‐free global optimization method introduced by Storn and Price
(1997). Its distinguishing feature is the use of difference vectors in the mutation operation.
The global scheme of DE is shown in Figure 8.4, adopting the terminology by Das and
Sugantham (2011). This is the most basic version with a mutation based on three vectors
and strategy parameters F and CR.
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initialization of
parameter vectors

mutation

3 random
parameter vectors

crossover

target vector
(parent)

selection

fittest vector survives

&

F

donor

& vector & CR

donor
vector

trial
vector

Figure 8.4. Global scheme of basic differential evolution: definition of vectors.

It has a natural robustness that makes it stand out from some earlier EAs. Its performance
has grown by several improvements (Das and Suganthan, 2011), most notably by the use of
parameter control. In this technique the strategy parameters change during the run, see
Eiben et al. (1999). We apply a recent version of DE by Choi et al. (2013) that has self‐
adaptive parameter control. They call it ‘Cauchy DE’ because the strategy parameters are
varied by drawing from Cauchy distributions. The pseudo‐code of the algorithm is given
below.
Initialization
-Initialize population of NP vector individuals X1,G, … , XNP,G where Xi,G = [x1,i,G, x2,i,G, … , xC,i,G] and
where C is the number of coefficients that are being evolved, G the generation (G = 0, ... , Gmax).
Entries xj,i,0 are uniformly random from [-1,1] for i = 1, … , NP and j = 1, … , C.
-Initialize control parameters CRi,0 = 0.25, Fi,0 = 0.6 (acc. to Choi et al. 2013) and adaptation
parameters CRavg,0 = CRi,0 and Favg,0 = Fi,0
-Generate target data y(t), y’(t) and divide into training and test sets.
% run loop
FOR R = 1 to Rmax DO
% generation loop
FOR G = 1 to Gmax DO
FOR i = 1 to NP DO
% individuals loop
Main loop: Differential Evolution
-Determine fitness f(Xi,G) of individuals (see routine)
-Mutation: generate a mutant vector Vi,G = Xr1 + Fi,G*(Xr2 – Xr3) from three donor vectors Xr1, Xr2,
Xr3 randomly selected from the individuals of generation G-1.
-Crossover: generate a trial vector Ui,G composed of uj,i,G (j = 1, … , C) by applying the rule IF
rand[0,1] ≤ CRi,G-1 OR j = jrand THEN uj,i,G = vj,i,G , ELSE uj,i,G = xj,i,G-1 , where jrand is a random
integer 1 ≤ jrand ≤ C and vj,i,G is an entry of Vi,G.
-Selection: determine fitness f(Ui,G) of trial vectors. IF f(Ui,G) ≥ f(Xi,G-1) THEN Xi,G = Ui,G and
inherit associated fitness and control parameters, ELSE Xi,G = Xi,G-1 and leave fitness and
control parameters unchanged.
END FOR
-Update control parameters Fi,G and CRi,G by adding a randomly drawn number from the Cauchy
distribution Ca(0,0.1) to the mean value of the control parameters of all successfully evolved
vectors. Truncate if necessary.
-Replace a non-fittest individual by a newly generated individual.
END FOR
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Post analysis
Compute test error of run R by solving the ODE with the winning set of coefficients and determining
the mean absolute error of all predicted values compared to the test values.
END FOR
Compute mean duration and mean and min of test errors of all runs R…Rmax.
Fitness computation
-Insert the coefficients of each candidate vector in the fixed, assumed ODE equation structure.
-Apply Runge-Kutta, with adaptive step-size and predetermined relative error tolerance for numerical
integration.
-Fitness := -1*MAE*penalty, where MAE is the mean absolute error of the training data compared to
the result from solving the ODE with candidate coefficients. The penalty punishes candidate models
for which the integration failed to determine values at all training times, penalty := ((size of training
set – size of candidate set) / size of candidate set)*100 and penalty = 1 if the integration was
completely successful.

8.4

Identifying self‐excited vibrations using differential evolution

8.4.1 Approach
The aim of this section is to identify vibrations from only a displacement (output) signal y(t).
That is, without using signals of pressures on the gates (input). This is preferably done in a
way that permits speed‐up to practical time frames for early‐warning systems. It will be
assumed that the main part of the structure is already known: the second order ODE for all
vibrations without external forcing, with optional unknown non‐linear terms. Differential
evolution is used to optimise a set of coefficients of these ODEs.
A generated synthetic data set is randomly divided into a training set and a test set, based on
a chosen percentage of data to be used for training. After the evolution has ended, the unseen
target points are used to quantify the predictive power of the candidate model by computing
a test error. In order to compare the test errors of different target data sets, we normalize
the mean absolute test error (MAE) as follows:
,

≔

1

1 1

|

|

,

,

(8.1)

where contains the predictions and the target values for testing, is the mean of and
is the standard deviation of . All results in the figures and in the table of this paper are
given as normalized mean absolute test errors (NMAE). The computations were done
unparallellized on a single Intel i7 processor, 2.93 GHz, 8 Gb RAM.
The numerical experiments consist of three parts: a validation case, the self‐excited cases
and a sensitivity analysis. The results are reported in Sections 8.4.2 and 8.4.3.
The case of forced vibrations for a linear system with constant coefficients is used for
validation:
sin
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,

(8.2)

where y is the displacement, t is time (the independent variable) and all other symbols are
physical constants. Newtonian notation is used for time derivatives. Together with the real‐
valued initial conditions and , equation 8.2 constitutes an initial value problem that will
be solved in two ways: (i) non‐linear regression on the analytical solution and (ii) regression
on a fixed ODE structure:
The first approach uses the sum of the general and particular solution of forced vibration
with viscous damping as an assumed equation structure:
sin

,

sin

(8.3)

∈

The second approach stays at the level of ODE:
sin

,

,

,

∈

(8.4)

For both approaches, the coefficients are initialized randomly between ‐1 and 1. They are
stored in a seven‐dimensional vector and optimized via DE, as described in the pseudo‐code
in Section 8.3. A variation of the second approach where only five coefficients are evolved is
also considered, where the initial conditions (IC) are assumed known.
Practically all non‐linear vibration problems defy full analytical treatment, so there is no
closed‐form equation available for y(t). For these problems we work with the ODE structure
0, where mass m or damping c are replaced by a first or second order
polynomial term in y to account for the non‐linearity. The results of this are summarised in
Section 8.4.2. Also, a non‐linear mass system and a system with time‐varying stiffness
(Mathieu equation) are examined. These are all unforced oscillators where chaos does not
play a role.
8.4.2 Results
Validation: Forced vibrations with constant coefficients
The following target function is defined for the validation runs:
2.5

0.35

0.3

3.0 sin 2.2 , with initial conditions

0,

0.25.

(8.5)

Figure 8.5 (left) shows the sampled target data‐set and an example of a candidate solution.
The total data set consists of 465 points, meets the Nyquist criterion, and is split in training
and test data in different ratios (in Figure 8.5 half of the data are training points, and half are
test points). Population size was set at 80 and 250 generations were computed.
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Figure 8.5. Differential evolution applied to regression on the signal of a forced vibration. Left: the target
data. In this example 50% of the data is used for training. Right: The best‐so‐far fitness of three runs, for
an assumed structure of the analytical solution and for the ODE structure.

The right plot in Figure 8.5 shows three examples of how the solutions improved with
generations. The two applied expression structures were laid out in the previous section, the
only necessary addition is that the fitness evaluation of the analytical solution structure runs
differs from the pseudo‐code in Section 8.3 because there is no need to solve an ODE; the
candidate values follow right away after substitution in the assumed y(t) expression. The
resulting coefficients reflect the multimodality, since for example sin(t) = sin(t+2). It was
generally found that the less successful computed functions capture the low‐frequency
damped free vibration quite well, but give a rather poor estimate of the forced vibration.
Figure 8.6 below gives an overview of the results based on 10 runs per plotted point. The
plot on the left gives test errors expressed as NMAE, according to equation 8.1. The plot on
the right shows the average runtime in seconds.
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Figure 8.6. Results of evolving the forced vibration based on analytical solution structure and ODE
structure as a function of the percentage of data used for training. Left: test errors (NMAE); right:
computing time. IC stands for initial conditions, P stands for population size. Every point represents an
average of 10 runs, for an evolution of 250 generations with a population of 80; except for the ODE with
initial conditions, for which only five lengthy runs were made for each training data set.

The plots show that the analytical structure requires the least computation time, but it is
significantly less accurate than the ODE structure with five evolved coefficients where the
initial conditions are known (“ODE without IC”). The analytical structure is more accurate
than the ODE case that also evolves the two initial conditions (“ODE with IC”). An attempt to
reduce the computation time for the ODE structure by using a smaller population of 40
(“ODE without IC, P=40”) resulted in higher test errors and computation times comparable
to the analytical runs. The results show that including or excluding the two initial conditions
makes no difference for computation time. Additionally, the validation proves that there is
little overall dependence on the percentage of data used for training. The test errors are only
slightly worse when less than 40% of the data is used for training. Computational factors
related to the convergence of the DE algorithm and the ODE solution process are apparently
dominant. In particular, it was found that the settings of relative tolerance that determine the
number of iterations of the ODE solver during the error computation have a profound
influence on the standard deviation of the achieved total runtimes.
Main runs
Table 8.1 shows the results of computing coefficients for various self‐excited vibrations. All
computations had a population of 50 individuals with 120 generations computed, and used
50% of 500 data points for training, and the remainder for testing. For each case the mean
and standard deviation of the NMAE test error is computed over 25 evolutionary runs.
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Table 8.1. Computation results based on normalized mean absolute error (NMAE). #C denotes the number
of evolved coefficients. For each case, 25 runs of 120 generations were done with a population size of 50,
using 250 training points and 250 test points.
standard
average deviation of
NMAE
vibration
target ODE
#C of NMAE
linear, constant coeff.*

2.5

0.35

negative damping

0.3

3.0 sin 2.2

0.1434

0

5

39.2∙10‐3

69.5∙10‐3

1
3**

3.44∙10‐3
3.07∙10‐3
3.23∙10‐3

0.89∙10‐18
1.77∙10‐18
1.88∙10‐3

3

287∙10‐3

373∙10‐3

2
3

3.13∙10‐3
3.26∙10‐3

0.42∙10‐3
0.82∙10‐3

3

3.28∙10‐3

0.0776∙10‐3

3

70.8∙10‐3

25.9∙10‐3

2

non‐linear damping

0.450

Van der Pol oscillator
non‐linear mass
Mathieu equation***

2.728

1.903

1.2218 1
1.7120

1.4815
0.25

0
0
0

0.4903

0.34sin 2.18

0

* Based on the ODE‐runs with 50% training data and without evolving initial conditions.
** Only three runs were made due to poor convergence of ODE solver.
*** The Mathieu equation describes not self‐excited but parametrically excited vibrations.

The results in Table 8.1 show that the constant negative damping and non‐linear mass cases
have low test errors compared to the validation case of the forced linear vibration with
constant coefficients. Moreover, their test errors show very little variation. For the negative
damping case, it makes no difference whether the constant coefficient is found using a single
coefficient, C1, or a linear term with two coefficients, C1+C2y, or a second‐order polynomial
term with three coefficients, C1+C2y+C3y2. Similarly, the Van der Pol oscillator shows a small,
insignificant deterioration when a linear term is added to the C1+C2y2 term that is strictly
required. The poor result for the non‐linear damping case is due to suboptimal convergence
of eight runs out of 25. Extending the runs to more generations will most likely improve the
mean NMAE. The same can be said of the Mathieu equation, which belongs to the class of
parametrically excited vibrations.
The test errors of the best runs are plotted in Figure 8.7 as function of their computation
times. The errors are the minima of the NMAE values of the 25 runs for the vibrations
mentioned in Table 8.1. There are two outliers: the negative damping evolved with a
polynomial term took much longer to compute and the best run for the Mathieu equation is
significantly less accurate. It is remarkable that the best non‐linear damping run is slightly
better than the other non‐linear cases.
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Figure 8.7. The best achieved test errors (NMAE) out of 25 runs as function of the computing time of the
best runs for the cases listed in Table 8.1. The numbers inside the figure denote the number of evolved
coefficients.

8.4.3 Sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity analysis was done to study the effect of different population sizes, number of
generations and tolerance settings of the ODE solver. The results are summarized in Figure
8.8. The test errors are NMAE values over 25 runs, as defined in equation 8.1. The sensitivity
analysis is based on the three‐dimensional optimization problem of finding the coefficients
of an unforced vibration with non‐linear damping term ‐0.4501+1.0283y+1.903y2.

Figure 8.8. Sensitivity analysis results. Left: sensitivity on population size and number of generations
showing normalized mean absolute errors (NMAE) of 25 runs. Right: sensitivity of test error (NMAE) on
tolerances of ODE solvers for computing fitness values (“evaluation tolerance”) and test errors (“testing
tolerance”). On the axes, “1e‐2” means 10‐2, etc. and the grey scale refers to base‐10 logarithms of NMAE
values.
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Population size and number of generations
The results show that a population size of 50 yields far better results than a population size
of 25 (Figure 8.8, left), and 100 generations score far better than 50 generations. Further
increases in population size and generations give considerably smaller improvements.
Solver tolerance
The right plot of Figure 8.8 shows the effect of different combinations of termination settings
for the numerical integration algorithm used for computing errors of the candidate ODE
models “evaluation tolerance” and of the winning model “testing tolerance” .
Unsurprisingly, stricter lower tolerances lead to more accurate results “‐4” in the
colourbar refers to a NMAE value of 10‐4, etc. . The worst results occur for a strict evaluation
tolerance in combination with a coarse testing tolerance. Furthermore, it is seen that
relatively low test errors are found if the relative tolerance of the ODE solver for evaluation
and testing are the same. Of course we need to realise that the lower the evaluation
tolerance, the longer on average the runs are likely to be and that the testing tolerance
should always be relatively strict in order to make a fair judgment. Based on these
observations, a relative evaluation tolerance of 10‐3 and a testing tolerance of 10‐5 were
chosen for the simulations in the previous sections.
Solver algorithm
Apart from the choice of residual error as a model parameter, a suitable choice of integration
algorithm is also paramount accuracy and runtime. MATLAB suggests the use of specific
build‐in ODE solvers for stiff problems (MathWorks, 2010). Quateroni et al. (2010) discuss
the application of different ODE solvers in MATLAB. From this, stiff solver ‘ode15s’ was
selected to compete with ‘ode45’, the standard solver that was used in all work in this
chapter and the next. The Van der Pol oscillator was used as test problem: increasing μ
values make the problem stiffer. The results of 25 runs for each solver are plotted in Figure
8.9.

Figure 8.9. Comparing ODE solvers of MATLAB. Left: NMAE test errors over 25 runs plotted as a function
of the μ parameter of a Van der Pol oscillator test problem with two constants in the non‐linear damping
term. All other settings were identical to the main runs in Section 8.4.2. Right: the standard deviation of
these errors.
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The results indicate that for μ ≤ 1.0, both solvers have much lower errors and smaller spread
than for μ > 1.0. Moreover, the stiff solver ‘ode15s’ has lower maximum test errors and a
smaller standard deviation of errors for μ > 1.0. It was indeed expected that the stiff solver
performs relatively well for increasing μ. This probably becomes even more apparent for
stiffer test problems. Next to testing the ODE solvers, this was of course at the same time a
test for the DE algorithm to solve increasingly hard optimisation problems.
8.4.4 Improving the search by including results from FFT
An idea put forward by Howard and Oakley (1994) is to use information from the frequency
domain of the target data in the evolutionary search. This section gives a brief exploration of
this idea within the context of the preceding numerical experiments. The spectral
information can for instance be applied to introduce a bias at the initialisation or during the
search. Let us have a look how the period and stability of the total system relate to the
coefficients.
The following non‐linear ODE with a polynomial damping factor is considered:
1

0,

(8.6)

which includes the Van der Pol oscillator as a special case. A few definitions:
0
1
1

⁄
1⁄

0

undamped natural radial frequency, as before
natural radial frequency of the system as a whole
standardized natural radial frequency of the system as a whole

In equation 8.2, k = m = 1, such that for this system 0 1 and 1
1 . If a one‐to‐one
relation between 1 and the coefficients μ, ν and ρ would be found, then measuring 1 would
immediately give good estimates of their values. However, the effect of non‐linear damping
on frequency of free vibrations is much less obvious than for non‐linearity in the springs.
Two illustrative cases are treated.
Case 1: ν = 0, ρ = 1
Schmild and Guicking (1980) give a good approximation of 1 for the standard unforced Van
der Pol system. Figure 8.10 shows three analytically derived relations mentioned in Schmild
and Guicking (1980) as lines. Numerical experiments were done by simply solving the Van
der Pol equation numerically and performing a FFT of the result, to find 1 (plotted as +’s in
Figure 8.10).
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Figure 8.10. Analytical estimates of the natural frequency of the Van der Pol system. The values from the
numerical experiment were achieved by solving the ODE over a reasonably long time interval and
subsequently performing a fast Fourier transform with triangular windowed smoothing to find the
dominant frequency.

Indeed, the analytical model and the Schild and Guicking model coincide. This implies that
for the standard Van der Pol ODE, performing a FFT gives μ directly and further
computations are not necessary.
Case 2: ρ = 1
2
0. A series of experiments was done
Now, a more difficult case:
1
for various μ and ν. Figure 8.11 (left) shows the phase plane for three different ν for constant
μ. Figure 8.11 (right) gives the equivalent of Figure 8.10.

Figure 8.11. Non‐linear damping simulations. Left: μ = 3, varying linear term coefficient ν. Right:
normalized natural frequency of the oscillator as function of μ and ν.
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It is seen from Figure 8.11 (right) that different (μ, ν)‐pairs give identical system frequency.
The plot shows that the sign of ν is irrelevant for 1 and hence cannot be found from Fourier
analysis, which is also true for the damping coefficient c in the standard linear ODE. These
findings suggest the following procedure for applying spectral information into system
identification computations for this ODE:
‐ FFT on the mildly filtered time signal gives a number of spectral peaks. Take the
highest peak at nonzero frequency as the dominant system frequency and plot this as
a horizontal line in the μ versus 1 diagram dashed line in Figure 8.12, left .
‐ It is then deduced from this diagram that the observed frequency could have been
generated by a combination of (μ, ν)‐values according to all intersections with the line
of constant 1 , this line is shown in Figure 8.12 right .
‐ The DE search algorithm should then be adjusted so it biases values in the
neighbourhood of this line.

Figure 8.12. Estimating coefficients from spectral information. Left: plotting measured frequency. Right:
interpolated line of possible (μ, ν)‐values.

Additionally, It is useful to have information about the stability of the system as a function of
the three parameters, so that for instance candidate models in unstable regions can be
skipped. Figure 8.13 shows two Monte Carlo simulations of solution stabilities for a range of
μ and ν values, keeping ρ = 1 (left) and ρ = 0 (right). Having this information before starting
could improve the evolutionary search.
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Figure 8.13. Monte Carlo simulations of stability in (μ, ν)‐plane for ρ = 1 (left) and ρ = 0 (right). The ODE
was integrated over ten periods with a relative solver accuracy of 1e‐3 (‘ode45’ solver). Light grey dots:
full time computed (stable), black dots: solver failed or solution was out of set bounds before end time was
reached (unstable). Varying initial conditions did not influence the region boundaries. 6000 trials were
made for both plots.

Numerical observations of stability such as these are certainly not impossible to explain, but
generally the analytical analyses become inconvenient. Surely, naive intuition still has some
value in relatively easy cases: for ρ = 0 (Figure 8.13, right), the damping term reads
–
and one could have guessed that, roughly, μ > 0 gives unstable and μ < 0 gives
| |, | | , with F a
stable solutions. If the damping term would have had the form
polynomial, then a positive constant term of this polynomial would always imply a stable,
and a negative constant an unstable equilibrium position. Schmidt and Tondl (1986) name
this as a simple example of a self‐excited system with a singular point in the phase‐plane,
which represents a single equilibrium position. Alternatively, the stability analysis of self‐
excited oscillations focuses around (stable or unstable) limit cycles (e.g. Figure 8.11, left).
However, most non‐linear cases require a large toolbox of analytical methods for revealing
stability properties, especially when more than one d.o.f. exists or when external or
parametric excitation is added. The textbooks by Schmidt and Tondl (1986) and Verhulst
(1996) provide bridges to advanced literature on non‐linear vibration analysis.
8.4.5 Discussion
It has been shown that coefficients sets of ODEs can be found from time series such that the
errors between target and model are small. But to determine actual values of independent
coefficients, knowledge of the physical domain is required. This can be done in various ways,
e.g. solving
0 as a constrained optimization problem by prescribing upper
and
and lower bounds for m and k; or by solving
0 with
2
and applying available knowledge on the mass afterwards. All knowledge and estimation
techniques from Section 2.4 are welcomed for formulating constraints. The goal is to let the
system identification focus on finding the toughest physical quantities. Structural mass and
stiffness are obviously more easily estimated from mechanical pre‐studies than hydraulic
damping is from a hydrodynamic pre‐study. See also Section 8.6.
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The ODE solver tests helped to reveal the dilemma of using different integration schemes for
specific problems, versus maintaining robustness – at the cost of longer computation times
or loss of accuracy. Too coarse solvers have the effect that promising candidates do not come
out on top. The next chapter attempts to make a first step at automated customisation of
solver algorithms.
8.5

Application of evolutionary system identification to experimental data

The experimental data set analysed in Chapter 5 consists of response forces for quasi‐
stationary hydrodynamic situations of constant discharge, water levels and mean gate
opening, and where a certain dynamic equilibrium between hydrodynamics and structural
response has been achieved. The absence of excitation signals of pressures acting on the gate
makes it hard or impossible for many techniques to identify the system. Ideally, we would
like to find the full motion equation, the displacement ODE, from the measured force signal.
Conforth and Lipson (2013) discuss possibilities and examples of inferring ODEs for systems
with hidden variables, but do not give helpful tips for the present case.
Looking at the acquired quasi‐stationary signals, these can roughly be divided into three
groups: low‐level noise, regular high‐level amplitude oscillations and transitions between
these two. The irregular noisy signals sometimes display vibrations at the natural frequency,
but these typically die out again after a few seconds. This means that the present (external)
excitation is damped. In the interesting transitional zone, occasional higher amplitudes feed
energy to the oscillation. Here it seems that the damping consists of both positive and
negative contributions, which may vary with time and/or with displacement (amplitude).
Then, at large amplitudes, the sines have become very regular; precisely sufficient structural
damping has been mobilised to balance the self‐excitation forces so that the amplitudes are
as good as stable.
For system identification only the transitional signals are interesting. The challenge lies in
the fact that the damping force is always small compared to the other forces; and thus
potential damping non‐linearities appear only as very slight deviations from the standard
sine. Moreover, non‐linearity in the inertia term due to added mass effects (which are usually
small) can cause a distortion. A number of preliminary identification tests on raw
transitional signals with DE based on plausible equation structures (as investigated in
Section 8.4.2) proved demanding. The issue with studying the irregularities is that a lot of
analysis (many signals, many parts of one signal) is needed before meaningful hypotheses
come about.
Instead, an unsteady signal of the same experiment series is used to explain a possible
application procedure. This concerns merely a proof of concept. Without giving unnecessary
details for this illustrative example, at a constant installed stiffness the water levels were
gradually (but unevenly) lowered giving a changing head difference and response frequency.
As Vr also slowly changed, a vibration region was encountered and vibrations started to
appear. The analysed part of the signal F(t), measured at 200 Hz, captures 10 seconds of a
growth phase of regular vibrations. The experimental data is depicted as dots in Figure 8.14.
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Figure 8.14. Part of a support force signal (same set‐up as in Chapter 5) under unsteady hydrodynamic
conditions. The points are measurement data, the line is the identified model. The support force is
computed from the equation of motion, the coefficients of which were evolved with differential evolution.

The main issue is dealing with the fact that the support force F t was measured while we
are interested in the motion equation
, , . Some trial and error resulted in the
following approach:
‐ To find the initial conditions, an undamped force signal is derived with an amplitude that is
0 and
the average amplitude of the first few periods of the target signal. Assuming c
linearity, the support force is F kAsinωt for an assumed motion y Asinωt. This gives
right away y0 F0/k, with the subindex 0 indicating values at t 0, because the stiffness k
and angle are evolved in a DE pre‐run with structure
was measured. The initial velocity
⁄ .
Ft
C1sin C2t C3 . Then C3 is the required initial angle and
0, F ky, y0,
can be
‐ As a first check, the system of equations consisting of
solved to retrieve an undamped force signal with equivalent amplitude, that should match
the first part of the signal where damping has little influence.
are used in the evolution of
‐ Then, in the main run the evolved initial conditions y0,
coefficients of ODEs
, , , with structures hypothesized from theory. An error‐based
fitness function is used based on the mean absolute error:
fitness

1

,

,

,

(8.7)

where the f1‐term is the evolved damping force and f2 is the evolved stiffness force, Fexp is the
measured support force and n the number of data points.
‐ For the pre‐run and the main run, all measured points were used in training and hence no
test errors are computed. A comparison of errors after normalisation between pre‐run and
main run indicates of the conjectured model structure is an improvement with respect to a
zero‐damping model. This helps to confirm or refute analytical theories.
Figure 8.14 shows the best fitting model shown as a line with a non‐linear damping term.
The plotted line is the sum of the cimputed damping and stiffness terms. Two notable,
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manual additions were necessary to adjust the model structure: the moment that the
damping first becomes negative could not be found, this was therefore added as a step‐
function H t , and a time‐dependent term was added to the stiffness to account for a slowly
dropping frequency due to the falling water levels not visible with the naked eye from the
plot . The evolved ODE is thus:
19.14

1.4

12.18
with

4.473 ∙ 10

81360 1

0.3368 mm and

2.986 ∙ 10

5.8 mm/s.

1.4

0,
(8.8)

In this expression, only the installed stiffness 81360 N/m has been used as domain
knowledge. The only applied pre‐processing was subtraction of the moving average. The
coefficients are physical; 19.14 is the total vibrating mass in kg, the negative hydrodynamic
damping term is ‐12.18 Ns/m and the extra structural damping entering at high amplitude is
4.473 107 Ns/m3. How sensible these values are is impossible to say without further analysis
or comparison with other data, because all knowledge of the experimental conditions is
already used. The time‐varying stiffness is perhaps unlikely physically; the frequency
probably changes via the inertial term. These two terms are notoriously hard to distinguish
since they are in phase. It was chosen to use the stiffness here, because it relates directly to
the measured force signal see remark below .
A nice consequence of the method is that a hysteresis plot can be made, see Figure 8.15. The
dots are modelled data points of the oscillating force on the mass. Normally the elliptic area
gives the hysteresis loss work done by damper , but here it represents energy fed into the
system.

Figure 8.15. A ‘deflection versus force’ plot (zoomed in) showing modelled data points of the vibration in
the previous figure. The area enclosed by the ellipse (no lines were plotted between dots for clarity) equals
the energy fed into the system.

Lastly, two remarks about the application of DE. First, some assumed model structures are
much harder to compute, for example when a sign( )‐term is included for Coulomb damping.
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Typically, a standard run of 80 generations with a population of 35 took roughly 20 minutes.
Secondly, evolving coefficients that are indirectly involved in the computation of the fitness
was found very tricky. For instance, the initial conditions, or a time‐dependent external force
term in the motion equation are practically impossible to evolve when the fitness
computation uses damping and stiffness forces. Such terms have to be found in a different
way – here the solution was to assume unforced self‐excitation and find the initial conditions
in a pre‐run.
8.6

Genetic programming and symbolic regression

In genetic programming (GP), introduced by Koza (1992), the individuals are executable
programs represented by tree structures (parse trees) and dedicated to solving complex
problems. It can be applied very effectively to symbolic regression (SR), a form of system
identification aimed at finding analytical expressions, for example 0.25x2–sin(3.6x), to
describe trends in a numeric dataset. What makes SR so appealing is that it simultaneously
strives to find coefficients and model structure with a minimum of presupposed domain
knowledge. Symbolic regression has grown from a benchmark for testing new GP techniques
to a competitive tool in scientific computation. The general caution in regression analysis
and system identification that a choice for a particular non‐linear model structure is decisive
for performance does not hold for GP: the freedom of the tree representation enables
extreme flexibility and moreover contains linear model structures as special cases (e.g. for
). Innumerous authors have contributed to
polynomials, a1x+a0 is a special case of ∑
the development of GP in the 1990s and 2000s; Poli et al. (2008) serves as an introduction to
literature.
A recurring point of attention in GP is ‘bloat’, defined as offspring growing in model size
without clear benefit in terms of fitness (Poli et al., 2008), can be controlled by somehow
including the length of candidate models in the evolution. The application of GP to SR brings
additional challenges. To name two major subjects, hitherto without universally applied
solutions: determining numerical constants (i.e. coefficients) and dealing with noisy data. It
was originally proposed to let numerical constants evolve in the same way as the
independent variables. This proved to be an inadequate approach in practice. Among the
numerous improvements is the use of differential evolution to find the constants (Cerny et
al., 2008). Noise is an indigenous topic in machine learning; it is well known that determining
numerical constants from noisier training data increases the ambiguity of model finding
since there will be more combinations of structure and constants possible with comparable
accuracies (Rogers and Girolami, 2012). Generalization properties of the final model are a
key issue, this is known as the bias/variance tradeoff (Bishop, 2006). In GP, the presence of
noise tends to promote complexity of the evolved programs and bloat (Zhang and
Mühlenbein, 1995; Keijzer and Babovic, 2000). The problem of balancing the search for a fit
model with an acceptable complexity (model length, number of terms) is referred to in GP as
“accuracy versus parsimony”.
The fact that GP‐based SR is more than a data regularization technique and exceeds the
possibilities of preceding system identification approaches (Conforth and Lipson, 2013) is
reflected in the term ‘knowledge discovery’. The training data is not just used to infer a
numerical model, but to derive usable domain principles in concise mathematical form; all
imaginable closed‐form equations and ordinary and partial differential equations. This puts
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the dichotomy between white‐box and black‐box modelling on its head. A number of PhD
studies have worked on SR by GP, from a computer science perspective (Keijzer 2001 and
Kromberger 2011) and from a more applied perspective (Vladislavleva 2008). An elegant
demonstration of the power of GP for identifying non‐linear dynamical systems
automatically and directly from experimental data was given by Schmidt and Lipson (2009)
in a seminal double pendulum experiment. A consequence of this work and the related
commercial software package Eureqa (Eureqa, 2011) has been an explosion of applications.
The system identification efforts in this chapter were limited to searching for coefficients
after fixing the model structure, a so‐called parametric approach to regression, according to
Vladislavleva (2008). The goal of extending the evolutionary algorithm with GP –not for
finding the ODE structure, but for determining the non‐linear terms– would naturally be to
discover new model structures intangible to analysis from principles (because they are far‐
fetched, or the involved analysis would be too time‐consuming). As part of this study, a GP
code was written using gene expression programming (GEP), a GP method introduced by
Ferreira (2001), and tested on a number of benchmark regression problems. It was not
applied to the experimental data, because this would enable an analysis of a maximum of
only two seconds with long computation times. Also, some trials were done with Eureqa
(Eureqa, 2011). There was no option here to infer the motion equation from the force signal.
So this resulted in rather hard‐to‐interpret expressions (depending on selected building
blocks) of F(t) and
, , , requiring about half an hour to one hour for three
seconds of data.
8.7

Conclusions and outlook

In this chapter it was examined how the differential evolution algorithm can be applied to
identify several vibration types by performing regression on the coefficients of the motion
ODE. Irrespective of the percentage of data used in training, an ODE structure produced
more accurate results than an analytical solution structure of a forced vibration, but required
more computational time. A number of synthetic self‐excited oscillations was identified with
reasonable accuracy. The presence of superfluous non‐linear terms proved to have an
influence on the achieved computation times, but not directly on test errors. Sensitivity
analyses exposed the impacts of tolerance settings of the ODE solver and the choice of solver
algorithm itself. The search could benefit from spectral information of the output signal to
reduce the search space, but (the success of) this process depends on the investigated
equation structure of the non‐linear terms. The tests showed running times that are at
present too high for quick assessment applications in early warning systems. Speed‐up can
be achieved by faster coding and parallelization.
Two ideas for future possibilities are given. On the one hand GP‐based SR is a revolution in
how meaningful models are derived from data, on the other hand this automated discovery
in no way exempts scientists from making thorough interpretations of the results, as already
noted by Schmidt and Lipson (2009).
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Figure 8.16. The accuracy/complexity front, a plot from Schmidt and Lipson (2009).

The result of an evolutionary search for analytical models is an accuracy/complexity Pareto
front. See Figure 8.16; Schmidt and Lipson (2009) refer to this as “predictive ability versus
parsimony”. They settle this tradeoff by suggesting the model at the inflection point, i.e. right
after the accuracy has made a jump and before the front’s tail has a steep increase in
complexity achieves little extra accuracy. It would be interesting to see if this choice is in fact
the best, for a variety of applications, in terms of generalisation and insight. What
computational tools can assist in making this choice and does the evolution benefit from
this?
A second future question: what is the minimum amount of data (from physical or numerical
experiments) necessary for automated derivation of the full system of equations of the fluid‐
solid interaction, i.e. the Navier‐Stokes and structural equations? A first answer would be to
feed the system with time series of flow velocity and pressure, at the interface and other
strategic locations, that represent diverse hydrodynamic conditions. In particular, the data
should sufficiently cover different ranges (flow regimes) of the Reynolds number. Training
the model to recognise and describe different Reynolds number flows will be very
challenging and rewarding at the same time. Apart from the theoretical impact, this will find
applications in turbulence modelling in CFD and e.g. in models for anomaly detection in early
warning systems, not unlike the control system of Chapter 7.
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9

Inferring numerical algorithms8

9.1

Introduction

An obvious drawback of the derivation of ODEs in Section 8.4 is that candidate models need
to be solved numerically in order to be evaluated. It was chosen to compute errors with the
original target data series y(t) and the predicted time series
. For a first‐order ODE
, one could evolve the right‐hand side and compute errors by comparison with the
derivative of the target series. Reducing a n‐th‐order ODEs to a system of first‐order ODEs,
the n‐th derivative of the target data is needed. Differentiation of the original time series –
especially when done more than once– is not a trivial task due to the noise present in real‐
life data (see Kronberger 2011). In the previous chapter’s study the velocity was required
only at the time of the first training point as initial value.
Other approaches assume structures that are easily computable, such as the discrete map
used by Howard and Oakley (1994), but these often provide less insight in the system
because the resulting expression is unfamiliar and therefore hard to interpret. In an attempt
to have the best of both worlds, one interesting alternative9 is to perform SR on discrete
equations and afterwards derive the continuous‐form ODE from the discrete expression.
Continuing with the example of finding a numerical solution to a second‐order ODE, this
corresponds to the search for a discretised version of an ODE that lives in the solver domain
as in Figure 9.1.
unknown
known

initial conditions (y0, y0)

ODE solver
algorithm

known

y (t)

ODE f( t, y, y, y ) = 0

Figure 9.1. Inferring ODEs at the discrete level. The part enclosed by the dashed line represents unknown
discrete formulae which are solved by evolutionary computing and afterwards converted to the ODE form.

The central idea that makes this work is that the continuous form, i.e. the right‐hand side of
, , is always derivable from the recurrence relation form by differentiation with
respect to the timestep h and taking the limit h→0. Basic integration methods for solving
8

Parts of this chapter are based on the manuscript “Evolutionary design of numerical methods:
generating finite difference and integration schemes by differential evolution” by C.D. Erdbrink, V.V.
Krzhizhanovskaya and P.M.A. Sloot.
9 This idea was put forward in a presentation by Maarten Keijzer during the symbolic regression
workshop of GECCO 2013, the main conference on evolutionary computing. At that time (July 2013) it
had not appeared in publications and so far no publications were found that elaborate on this
approach.
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initial value problems (Euler, Heun, etc.) all have the form
, for a
, ,
certain function F. Suppose an expression like this is derived through evolutionary
⁄ . This could provide new computational
computing, then f(t, y) is found from lim →
possibilities, provided that both the variation operations and fitness evaluation of the
discrete form can be programmed efficiently.
9.2

Inferring solver algorithms

9.2.1 Introduction
The ODE solution process can have yet another unknown: the solver algorithm itself. See
Figure 9.2. The new idea introduced in this chapter is to use evolutionary computing to find
formulae or ‘schemes’ for solving numerical problems. The concept of contriving equations
without human intervention is thus applied to numerical mathematics itself. This is a reverse
modelling problem where the ODE, the initial conditions and the solution are assumed to be
known.
unknown
known

initial conditions (y0, y0)
known

ODE solver
algorithm

known

y (t)

ODE f( t, y, y, y ) = 0
Figure 9.2. Finding a solver algorithm for an ODE with a known solution. This is a modelling problem,
where the structure and/or the coefficients of the numerical solver scheme may be unknown.

In this section, coefficients of classical numerical schemes for differentiation and integration
are generated by an evolutionary algorithm (EA). EAs generally become interesting when
approximate solutions are acceptable and small improvements over existing solutions are
extremely valuable. In addition, it is required that testing of the quality of candidate
solutions should be unambiguous. The problem at hand, finding discrete computational
schemes for estimating derivatives and integrals, meets these conditions: inexact schemes
are acceptable as the schemes themselves represent approximations, and the performance of
a scheme is easily checked by applying it to a function with known properties. The
widespread use and therefore importance of finite difference methods and Runge‐Kutta
methods is self‐evident. Basic finite difference schemes have straightforward analytical
derivations, but complex computational science problems often require the design of more
sophisticated methods lacking standard approaches.
Runge‐Kutta methods comprise a family of integration schemes for solving ODE initial value
problems, the most famous being the fourth‐order (RK4) Runge‐Kutta method. For orders
past two the systems of order condition equations are underdetermined, this hampers
analytical derivation. Tsitouras and Famelis (2012) note that optimization methods based on
computing Jacobians are less suitable for finding Runge‐Kutta schemes than EAs, since
determining the derivatives of the variables as they appear in the order conditions is
cumbersome.
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For the modelling task of generating both a scheme’s structure as well as its coefficients, the
parse tree method of GP provides an appropriate approach. However, if the equation
structure is given and the goal is to find only the coefficients, it becomes an optimization
problem and other EAs can be used. Here, again differential evolution (DE) will be used. The
power of DE is reflected by outperforming a number of stochastic optimization algorithms
such as Adaptive Simulated Annealing (Storn and Price, 1997) and Particle Swarm
Optimization (Vesterstrøm and Thomsen, 2004); it beats Genetic Algorithms (GA) on many
benchmarks as well (Tušar and Filipič, 2007; Hegerty et al., 2009).
Previously, the application of EAs to evolve computational algorithms was mostly aimed at
solving domain‐specific problems. For example, Spector et al. (1998) used GP to find
quantum computing algorithms with superior performance. A number of past studies utilize
EAs in more general contexts to solve systems of equations or somehow tune traditional
numerical methods to improve performance. For example, He et al. (2000) propose a hybrid
algorithm that combines the classical Successive Over‐Relaxation method (SOR) for solving
linear systems of equations with an evolutionary technique to evolve the relaxation factor.
A study by BaniHani (2007) uses GA to determine points and weights for an integration
procedure within a meshfree method for solving boundary value problems. To the best of
our knowledge, Martino and Nicosia (2012), Tsitouras and Famelis (2012) and Nanayakkara
et al. (1999) are the only efforts so far to apply an evolutionary algorithm to derive Runge‐
Kutta‐related methods. The first study advocates the use of EAs in numerical analysis from
the viewpoint of algebraic geometry, but does not present concrete values of coefficients, nor
does it discuss accuracy. The second study considers neural networks and DE to find Runge‐
Kutta‐Nyström pairs for solving a second order ODE problem occurring in astronomy. The
third study uses an EA with the purpose of finding shape parameters of Runge‐Kutta‐Gill
neural networks, through radial basis function networks, for the identification of robot arm
dynamics.
In the field of finite difference methods, an effort by Haeri and Kim (2013) uses GA to
optimize boundary characteristics of compact finite difference equations. These recent
studies illustrate the relevance of applying EAs to find involved numerical recipes and
provide the motivation for our research, where we apply DE for deriving general, i.e.
domain‐independent numerical schemes.
The aim of this chapter’s study is to apply differential evolution to find coefficient sets of
classical numerical schemes for approximating derivatives and integrals. This will not only
produce new coefficients for schemes where fully analytical derivation of coefficients is
unattainable, but the reverse‐engineering process will also yield insight into how to apply
the evolutionary heuristic and what the resulting accuracy is. This paves the way for the
application of EAs to more complex numerical stencils of general use in applied mathematics
and engineering.
The next subsection treats related work. Then a background on the studied numerical
schemes is given and it is explained how the coefficients will be represented. This is followed
by a description of the computational method used in this study. Then the modelling results
are presented; this subsection consists of a sensitivity analysis and presentation and
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discussion of training and validation results. In Section 9.3, conclusions are drawn and 9.4
gives a reflection on this chapter and the previous one with an outlook on future work.
9.2.2 Background
1. Finite difference derivative estimates
Common finite difference formulae are of the type central, forward or backward. Table 9.1
gives two examples, viz. the second‐order central formula and the second‐order forward
formula for estimating the first‐order derivative.
Table 9.1. Representation of finite difference schemes.
finite difference formula

vector representation
1/2 0

2
3

4

2
2

3/2 2

1/2

1/2

Here h is the step size. By putting all coefficients in the numerator (thus leaving only h in the
∈ ℚ for all terms
denominator) each approximation scheme is defined by its coefficients
∙
with ∈ . The number of terms grows with increasing order of accuracy
and the coefficients can, among other ways, be determined via the Taylor series. Note
additionally that the same coefficients used in a forward scheme can also be used in an
equivalent backward scheme with symmetric terms f(x ± h). For even order derivatives, the
coefficients are equal for corresponding terms, but for odd order derivatives the coefficients
are multiplied by ‐1.
A central scheme of order p contains p nonzero terms, where p is even. The p coefficients of a
central scheme will be searched for by evolving vectors of sizes p and p+1. The formula’s
skeleton assumed for runs with vectors of size p consists of terms
with q = 1, 2,..,
p/2 and vectors of size p+1 contain the extra term
. A forward scheme of order p
contains p+1 nonzero terms and will be represented only by vectors of size p+1. For the
forward scheme the skeleton consists of the terms
with q = 0, 1,.., p.
2. Runge‐Kutta schemes
Runge‐Kutta schemes for solving initial value problems are summarized in Butcher tableaus
or arrays (Butcher 2008). Table 9.2 shows this notation and also gives the corresponding
vector representation that is used in our study.
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Table 9.2. Representation of explicit Runge‐Kutta schemes.
Butcher tableau

vector representation of explicit scheme

c2

a21

a22

…

…

a2s
…

a1s

…

…

…

…

…

a12

…

a11

…

c1

cs

as1

as2

…

ass‐1

ass

w1

w2

…

…

ws

…

..

…

Where ci are called the nodes, wi are the weights and s is the stage. The Butcher tableau holds
the coefficients for the formula

with

;

.

(9.1)

For explicit schemes the matrix A containing entries aij is lower triangular, i.e. aij = 0 for i ≤ j.
Furthermore, the consistency condition requires that the sum of the row elements in A is
⋯
, ∀ (Hairer et al. 1993). Assuming
equal to the node at that level:
consistency therefore implies that explicit schemes can be encoded by the vector given in
Table 9.2. For instance, a 4‐stage scheme is represented by the vector (a21 a31 a32 a41 a42 a43
w1 w2 w3 w4)T.
The stage s of a scheme fixes its maximum order of accuracy. Order condition equations
determine if an order is actually achieved (Butcher 2008). For example, a 2‐stage scheme (s =
2) has second order accuracy if w1 + w2 = 1 and w2a21 = ½. The order conditions up to order
five are included in Appendix I. Note that the 2‐stage scheme has easy closure: choose a value
for a21 and the other coefficients are fixed. By contrast, higher order schemes are far more
demanding; 6‐stage schemes need to meet 17 order conditions to attain order 5. This study
considers 3‐, 4‐ and 6‐stage schemes, reaching a maximum order of 5.
3. Adams‐Bashforth schemes
The Adams‐Bashforth method is an explicit linear multi‐step integration method (Butcher
2008). Depending on the target order of accuracy, a certain number of preceding prediction
values are used in the new estimate. The general formula for a k‐term method reads
,

.

(9.2)
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The maximum achievable accuracy order of a k‐term method is k. The order conditions can
be used to find analytical values of the coefficients. The coefficients representation is
straightforward for the Adams‐Bashforth schemes: each vector contains all for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, for
computing a scheme of intended order k.
9.2.3 Method for generating computational schemes by an evolutionary algorithm
The original DE algorithm, called DE/rand/1/bin (Storn and Price, 1997), assumes constant
strategy or ‘control’ parameters CR for crossover and scaling factor F for mutation. With the
advent of dynamic parameters adjustment (Eiben et al. 1999), later versions of DE have
control parameters that are varied as part of the evolution (Brest et al. 2006). Our study is
based on DE/rand/1/bin and adopts the self‐adaptive method by Choi et al. (2013) where
each individual carries its own pair of control parameters. Updates take place every
generation after the selection by taking the average values of the control parameters of
individuals that evolved successfully in the past generation and then adding variation to
these averages by drawing from a Cauchy distribution, see the pseudo‐code in Chapter 8.
The initial population consists of floating‐point vectors with uniformly random entries
between ‐1 and 1, but no value constraints are imposed during the evolution. In every
generation five randomly chosen individuals (other than the highest scoring individual) are
replaced by completely new individuals, a measure intended to ensure a healthy balance
between population diversity and exploitation. Admittedly, later tests showed that this
measure had marginal effect on diversity because the new individuals quickly adapt to the
environment. The algorithm has four key model parameters: CR0, F0, population size NP and
the number of computed generations, where the zero indices denote the initial values of the
control parameters applied to all individuals. Because of the random nature of the self‐
adaptation, these initial values have negligible influence on the result of the evolution; this
study uses CR0 = 0.25 and F0 = 0.6. The population size and number of computed generations
will be determined in a sensitivity study.
1. Finite difference derivative estimates
Training consists of comparing first order derivative estimates calculated by the candidate
formula with analytical values sampled from a target derivative function. A bell‐shaped
curve and its derivative are used as target function, see Figure 9.3.
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Figure 9.3. Function pair used for training coefficients of finite difference schemes and Adams‐Bashforth
schemes.
.
The target function pair of Figure 9.3 is
1.5 . and ′
1.5
, for ‐4 < x
< 4, with h = 0.01. The fitness function measures the absolute errors between candidate
values and analytical coefficient values:

|

log

∗|

(9.3)

is the vector containing the theoretical values, v* ∈
is a candidate vector
Where v ∈
and n = dimR( ). The logarithm is applied to deal with the large range of values. In this
chapter the evolution seeks to minimize the fitness functions.
2. Runge‐Kutta schemes
The candidate coefficient vectors are evaluated by substitution into the order condition
equations. The fitness of the candidate Runge‐Kutta schemes is therefore defined by
#

log

|

∗|

(9.4)

where Ck is the analytical value of order condition equation k; these are the right‐hand‐side
values in Appendix I. ∗ is the candidate order conditions vector computed by inserting all
necessary entries of the candidate coefficients vector into the order condition equations. #C
is the number of order conditions.
3. Adams‐Bashforth schemes
Fitness evaluation is defined identically to the finite difference schemes, but now the
candidate scheme is evaluated by integrating f ’ (f as defined in Figure 9.3) and the result is
compared with the analytical values sampled from f. The necessary starting points are
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generated by a Runge‐Kutta scheme of the same order of the Adams‐Bashforth scheme that
is aimed for.
9.2.4 Results and discussion
Sensitivity analysis
Before starting the training process of the finite difference runs the impact of the number of
generations and the population size are considered, as well as the characteristics of the
target function. The target function pair was chosen in such a way that the derivative has
both positive and negative values. Preliminary runs for the sixth order central difference
scheme showed that the exact shape (periodicity, number of extremes, symmetry, etc.) of
target function f has no notable influence on accuracy, as long as f ’ is continuous and has a
reasonable variation such that the fitness can discriminate between good and bad
approximations. Clearly, the function pair f(x) = 4x + 7, f ’(x) = 4 would be unsuitable.
Varying the range of function f (Figure 9.3) between 0.1 and 1000 for an equal sampling step
size h and equal number of training points, giving a variation in the range of f ’ between 0.4
and 4850, yielded no differences in achieved accuracy. Next, the step size was varied while
keeping the total number of training points the same. This also had no noticeable impact on
accuracy. Figure 9.4 shows the results when the reverse is done: varying the number of
training points while keeping h constant, for three different values of h.

Figure 9.4. Sensitivity to training data for the central sixth order approximation of a first order derivative.
Left: varying number of training points in the target function while keeping sample step size h constant,
for three different step sizes. Right: sum of absolute errors as function of the number of point evaluations.
The two plots are based on the same 21 runs with a population size of 150. On the vertical axes the sum of
absolute errors over all coefficients is plotted on a log‐scale.

Figure 9.4 (left) shows that the number of training points, i.e. the number of unique points
sampled from the target function, is a major factor for accuracy. Additionally, it underlines
the fact that the step size at which the target function is sampled has no influence at all. The
results also show that the improvements in accuracy are getting smaller as we increase the
number of training points (N): the sum of errors gets 1000 times lower with N increasing
from 1 to 200; and only 10 times lower with N increasing from 200 to 800.
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The number of point evaluations is the product of the number of computed generations,
population size and number of calls to training points. The sum of absolute errors as a
function of number of point evaluations (Figure 9.4 right) displays a similar relation as for
the dependence on the number of training points, which shows that using more training
points does not imply significantly more generations needed to attain convergence.
Comparing the two plots of Figure 9.4, we conclude that runs with a similar number of
training points and a different step size achieve the same accuracy (left plot) and need only a
slightly different number of generations for convergence, resulting in small variations in the
number of point evaluations per run (right plot).
The computation time of a run depends linearly on the number of point evaluations and
therefore also approximately linearly on the number of training points. The plots in Figure
9.4 suggest that improving the accuracy by including more than 800 training points comes
with disproportionally higher computational costs. The plotted trial run for the sixth order
central scheme with 800 training points consisted of about 1.4·108 point evaluations and
resulted in a sum of absolute errors of 7.8·10‐5.
The impact of using different population sizes is investigated by making 25 test runs for the
finite difference schemes (based on 200 training points and varying between 50 and 1000
individuals) and for the Runge‐Kutta schemes (using the 6‐stage scheme and varying
between 50 and 500 individuals). The results are plotted in Figure 9.5.

Figure 9.5. Sensitivity to population size. Left: finite difference sixth‐order central approximation of first
order derivative, changing population size NP from 50 to 1000 and keeping number of training points
constant at 200. Right: 6‐stage Runge‐Kutta runs, varying population size NP between 50 and 500. The
sum of absolute errors is plotted vertically on log‐scale.

The sensitivity to the population size is quite obvious for the finite difference schemes
(Figure 9.5 left): population sizes of 150 or more outperform all smaller population sizes. For
population sizes smaller than or equal to 100, the sum of absolute training errors is
significant – these schemes never give accurate derivative approximations. Improvements by
using populations beyond 150 are marginal compared to the increase in computational costs.
Averaged over three runs per population size, the training error for a population of 1000 is
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less than 0.1% smaller than for a population of 150, but the computation time is a factor 4.4
higher. Using a population of 150 is therefore optimal for the finite difference runs.
The population size has a different effect on the evolution of Runge‐Kutta schemes (Figure
9.5 right). While winning individuals become exponentially better with higher population
size, the standard deviation of the attained accuracies also increases with number of fitness
evaluations. This means that more runs are required to improve accuracy and at the same
time that each run becomes more expensive. Based on this sensitivity, a population size of
350 is chosen for the Runge‐Kutta schemes, in combination with a high number of runs.
The number of generations that make up one run is regulated by a termination criterion. The
evolutionary algorithm stops if the fitness of the best individual has not changed in a pre‐set
number of consecutive generations or if a maximum number of generations is reached. Both
parameters were determined empirically throughout the sensitivity runs by looking at the
convergence of the runs. Figure 9.6 illustrates the working of the termination criterion for
the 6‐stage Runge‐Kutta scheme. The ‘example run’ never actually converges, as it regularly
makes very small improvements but does not escape local optima, it stopped because the
maximum number of generations was reached. The ‘winning run’ experiences a few
considerable jumps before converging.

Figure 9.6. Evolution of Runge‐Kutta 6‐stage scheme, showing the fitnesses as a function of generations for
a relatively poor example run and for the winning run (out of 100 runs). Termination points are indicated.

The plot in Figure 9.6 also clarifies that this particular problem demands a large number of
generations. The sensitivity runs for Runge‐Kutta were done with a maximum of 75,000
generations and a stop after 7,500 generations without improving the best fitness score. This
was extended to respectively 100,000 and 10,000 generations to ensure convergence for the
more successful runs. However, for the lower order schemes convergence proved to occur
much sooner. Table 9.3 summarizes the model parameters chosen after the sensitivity study.
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population size NP

stop after this
number of
generations without
improvement

maximum number
of generations

number of training
points N

number of runs per
order

Table 9.3. Chosen model settings.

finite difference runs
Adams‐Bashforth runs

150

250

2,500

800

10

150

250

2,500

6400

10

Runge‐Kutta runs orders ≤ 4

350

500

5,000

‐

100

Runge‐Kutta runs order 5

350

10,000

100,000

‐

100

The sensitivity analysis reveals a clear difference between the computations based on a
target function and those based on order conditions. As discussed, for the Runge‐Kutta runs
the large variation in results and the slow convergence makes it imperative to make many
runs with a high number of generations. Conversely, the finite difference and Adams‐
Bashforth runs have quick convergence and moreover attain very similar optima for
different runs, so that a small number of relatively short runs suffice. Compared to the runs
of the finite difference schemes, computation of Adams‐Bashforth methods requires less
point evaluations, so that more training points can be included in a comparable simulation
time.
Training results of derivative schemes
The error used in the fitness computation is the difference between candidate derivative
values and the analytical values of the target function. However, since the coefficients are
known from theory it is more sensible to assess the training results by the absolute errors
between computed and analytical coefficient values. These errors are plotted in Figure 9.7
(left). Appendix II contains complete tables with the resulting coefficients of the best runs for
all computed configurations.
Figure 9.7 compares the results of schemes of different orders. The general trend is that the
mean absolute error of a finite difference scheme increases with the order. The forward
scheme exhibits a virtually exponential error growth, whereas the central scheme errors
deteriorate only past the sixth order. The central runs where an extra f(x)‐term was added
are only slightly worse than the runs where this was not done; the corresponding
coefficients are close to zero (see Appendix II). Figure 9.7 (left) also indicates that the two
special schemes attain similar accuracy as the traditional schemes. Also, the results of the
computed Adams‐Bashforth methods are plotted in the same figure. They are relatively
accurate and show an exponential trend up to the fourth order.
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Figure 9.7. Left: mean absolute error of evolved coefficients as function of accuracy order for training
based on target points of the function in Figure 9.3. Right: sum of absolute errors for all hundred runs for
the computed Runge‐Kutta schemes of stages 3, 4 and 6. In the box plots, the central line is the median, the
box edges indicate first and third quartiles and the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points.

Training results of integration schemes
The definition of the training error for the Runge‐Kutta schemes is based on computed and
analytical values of the order conditions. Unlike the analytically tractable finite difference
schemes, the computed coefficients for the Runge‐Kutta methods do not resemble known
values. Box plots are shown in Figure 9.7 (right) for all the runs performed for stages 3, 4 and
6. The whiskers of the box plots extend to the extreme values. Most interestingly, the best
evolved schemes have absolute errors, summed over all coefficients, better than 10‐13 for all
stages. The variation in results is largest for the 4‐stage scheme, which suggests that in
hindsight the termination criterion could have been more conservative. Nevertheless, the
accuracy of the evolved schemes for stages 3 and 4 is bounded by rounding‐off errors; the
used software (MATLAB) allows for 16 digits in the double‐precision (64 bit) floating point
format. Better results would arguably be possible by using symbolic representation, but this
slows down the computations considerably.
Validation
In validation tests we applied the best evolved numerical schemes to the differentiation and
integration of unseen functions and compared the errors of these numerical solutions
(deviations from the analytical solution) to the errors of the classical (analytically derived)
numerical schemes. By varying the step size, the slopes of the resulting graphs reveal the
orders of accuracy. The Runge‐Kutta schemes are applied to the same non‐autonomous
initial value problem that was used in Boyce and DiPrima (2001) to compute errors:
y

1

4 ,

1, with solution

1
4

3
16

19
16

,

(9.5)

and ′
36
. The validation runs
and all other methods are applied to
2
are plotted in Figure 9.8 for the finite difference schemes and in Figure 9.9 for the integration
schemes. In all cases, the normalized local error is considered at the same x‐location for all
schemes.
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Figure 9.8. Validation errors of computed finite difference schemes for approximating first order
derivative. Left: central schemes; Right: forward schemes. The orders of accuracy are indicated in the
plots.

Figure 9.9. Validation errors of computed integration schemes compared to results of analytically derived
schemes. Left: Runge‐Kutta schemes; Right: Adams‐Bashforth schemes. The orders of accuracy are
indicated in the plots.

The plots confirm that the intended orders of accuracy are indeed reached. This follows from
the fact that there is little deviation between computed and analytical schemes. Also, it was
verified that the lines run parallel to the theoretical lines hn, for order n. The plots of Figure
9.8 and Figure 9.9 exhibit two sources of deviation from the expected straight line: due to
rounding‐off errors and due to the computed scheme not being as accurate as the analytical
scheme. The latter error type is manifested by the bending line ends of the forward scheme
(Figure 9.8, right) and the Adams‐Bashforth scheme towards smaller step sizes (Figure 9.9,
right). The software‐dependent machine rounding‐off error affects both computed and
analytical schemes, as can be seen for example for the fourth‐order (4‐stage) Runge‐Kutta
scheme around h = 10‐4 (Figure 9.9, left). For the Runge‐Kutta fifth‐order method (6‐stage),
the results of the two best evolved schemes are plotted along with the results of a
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theoretically derived scheme (Butcher 2008). Remarkably, one of these schemes achieves a
bettter accuracy than the theoretical scheme: the lowest line in Figure 9.9 (left) has the
smallest errors. This is a coincidental feature related to the choice of the test function.
Several additional tests with different functions (not shown to avoid figure overcrowding)
exhibited the same order of accuracy with errors following the same h5 trend), but the errors
were not always lower than those of the analytical scheme.
9.3

Conclusions

This chapter has laid a foundation for automatic derivation of discrete numerical schemes by
evolutionary computing. This can become a highly prized approach in situations where
analytical solutions are absent and standard numerical approaches fail.
It was shown in this chapter how coefficients of widely used numerical methods can be
computed up to practicable accuracies using differential evolution. This was done by
representing coefficient sets as floating‐point vectors. Two different training procedures
were applied: based on a target function pair f and f ’ and based on order condition
equations. Finite difference methods for approximating first derivatives were computed up
to order 8 (central schemes) and order 6 (forward schemes); also two non‐standard schemes
of order 4 were derived. The multi‐step Adams‐Bashforth integration method was computed
up to order 5. Accurate training of the finite difference and Adams‐Bashforth schemes, which
employed samples from the target function pair, was found to depend primarily on the
number of training points and not on sample frequency or target function shape. Moreover,
there appeared to be a threshold value for the population size required for attaining
reasonable accuracies. As a result, the sum of absolute training errors showed a predictable
decaying exponential relation with the number of point evaluations.
Explicit Runge‐Kutta methods were trained by promoting adherence to the order conditions,
yielding schemes of stages 3, 4 and 6, up to order 5 and with absolute errors summed over
all order conditions in the order of 10‐14. The influence of population size proved to be more
diffuse than for the target‐function training. This made it necessary to have more and longer
runs (up to 100,000 generations) to achieve convergence. Furthermore, schemes of higher
order, having more terms and coefficients, required larger population size (for order
condition training) or inclusion of more training points (for target function training).
The research underlines the effectiveness of the differential evolution algorithm as an easy‐
to‐implement heuristic with few model parameters. The accurate results of the Runge‐Kutta
runs showed its persisting capability to avoid local optima, provided that the termination
criterion is appropriately tuned so that runs do not end prematurely.
9.4

Reflection on the work in Chapters 8 and 9

As with the work of the previous chapter, the choice for evolutionary computing was initially
made with (an extension to) GP in mind. Preliminary GP tests show that evolving recurrence
relations goes much in the same way as for standard SR, but fitness evaluation by solving a
target initial value problem by the candidate algorithms is a computational hurdle. This can
possibly be solved by smart choices in programming implementation. In future work, test
problems that vary in difficulty (e.g. stiffness) during the run could be considered or non‐
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error‐based fitness evaluations, such as based on algorithm complexity, or symmetry. An
elegant way of reducing the required number of candidate model evaluations worth trying
here is the coevolution of fitness predictors (Schmidt and Lipson, 2008). Using
differentiation as an example of a numerical problem that we want to find a scheme for, one
training point consists of two data sets (a sampled function and corresponding derivative
values). Applied to this problem, one fitness predictor consists of a set of such ‘training
points’. Finding a well‐trained fitness predictor then solves the problem of what functions
are best to choose for training the numerical schemes.
In short, thinking about the discovery of numerical algorithms in the presented way leads to
questions about how and how well they can be optimised. Can we look at certain integration
algorithms as local optima in the search space of all solver algorithms? Euler’s method is the
least complex and fastest to run but provides poor accuracy, Heun is one step up from this,
etcetera. Can the associated Pareto front (Figure 8.16) be found and will this produce more
efficient solver algorithms? Future general applications include new numerical stencils for
solving partial differential equations. Specific examples are algorithms that provide fluid‐
solid interface coupling, rules for model decomposition in mesh‐based CFD, wave‐current
boundary conditions and again turbulence modelling, to name a few.

Figure 9.10. Weir in the Nederrijn at Driel, The Netherlands (https://beeldbank.rws.nl, Rijkswaterstaat).
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10
10.1

Conclusions and perspectives
Collected conclusions

Two lines of thought have been pursued throughout the thesis: contributing to solutions to
the hydraulic engineering problem of flow‐induced gate vibrations and putting new
computational tools to the test. In doing so, the work has explored four different approaches:
physical experimentation, physics‐based numerical modelling, data‐driven modelling for
control and data‐driven system identification.
A survey of past research showed that a damped mass‐spring oscillator partly submerged in
a flowing fluid provides a useful analogy, but also that the excitation mechanisms can be
complex and the added hydrodynamic coefficients are not readily quantified. It has been
made clear that numerical modelling from fundamental equations alone cannot fully predict
the fluid‐solid behaviour of real‐life gates. Modelling techniques coupled to measured gate
responses introduced in this study are a step forward.
Parameterized modelling of the flow around the structure with a fixed gate was coupled to a
CFD simulation model for resolving the free surface. A benign application of discharge
modelling is achieving gate opening scenarios with smoother discharges guided by PID‐
controlled operation. This gave the insight that including near‐field flow modelling in
structure operation will enable more sophisticated water reservoir management with
respect to issues such as salt water intrusion and fish migration. The model results can also
help to avert unsafe gate use in extreme events and prevent instability of bed protection.
Analysis of data from a physical scale model experiment showed how gate vibrations vary
over a range of conditions signified by the gate opening and the reduced flow velocity
parameter Vr. For a rectangular‐bottom vertical‐lift gate with submerged underflow,
significant cross‐flow vibrations were observed in two distinct Vr regions at gate openings
between half and full gate thickness. Most significantly, tests of an adapted gate profile with
added ventilation slots indicated reduced dynamic response forces compared to the
standard profile.
With the framework of application‐centred modelling in mind, a finite element model was
set up to simulate turbulent gate flow and the vertically moving gate. The arbitrary
Lagrangian‐Eulerian method was used to create a moving mesh following the gate motion,
but it could not be applied to simultaneously compute the free surface disruptions. The
simulations successfully captured the response of both gate types at Vr ≈ 10. A motion‐
induced excitation was observed for the standard rectangular profile powered by wake
entrainment. The leakage flow through the ventilated slot greatly attenuated this mechanism
for the new gate type – causing a positively damped response instead. The experiment and
the simulations combined give confidence in the intended working of the novel ventilated
gate design. Further studies should determine how the design of the ventilation slots can be
adjusted for optimal effect and if the attenuation also works for in‐flow vibrations and other
gate types. It is also concluded that at present this type of fluid‐structure interaction
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simulations is too costly to cover a wide enough range of conditions necessary for a complete
view on the gate response.
In an effort to outline a feasible data‐driven system for controlling gate dynamics based on
sensor data, it was found that a machine learning approach can be applied to classify future
states and hence avoid critical flow‐induced vibrations. Actual implementation of a smart
monitoring system for gate dynamics will depend more on recognition of its usefulness by
flood defence authorities than on technical hurdles.
A new computational method applied to system identification of dynamical systems,
evolutionary computing has proven its value for inferring motion equations from time series.
Several tests on synthetic displacement data indicated that this method is suitable for
recognising self‐excited vibrations, including non‐linear terms. The differential evolution
algorithm is a robust way to derive the ODE’s coefficients with a limited number of strategy
parameters. The computation time of this method is relatively long, but its flexibility
provides unique possibilities for analysing the vibration system and testing theoretical
conjectures. It has been shown that by including a minimum of system knowledge, it is
possible to derive physical coefficients of the motion equation from the measured support
force signal.
Finally, it has been shown how the same evolutionary computing method can solve a special
reverse initial value problem, in which the ODE and the time series are given and a suitable
solver algorithm is derived. The relative ease and accuracy of the performed numerical
experiments suggest a wider applicability. This raises fundamental questions about the
development and use of numerical algorithms and the customisation of computational
methods.
All research aims listed in Section 1.3 have been achieved. The next section proceeds with a
reflection on the accomplished work and Section 10.3 ends with recommendations for future
research.
10.2

Reflection

An evaluation of the results and the effort that was done to arrive at those results leads to a
few remarks.
In the physical experiment, the choice of only measuring the response forces had an effect on
all later investigations. The use of pressure sensors in the gate profile would have added to
an even greater complexity of the experimental set‐up, but would have enabled direct
excitation analysis, additional validation of the simulation model and input‐output system
identification. Of course, these pressures are not easily monitored in prototype structures
either, so computations should not be designed to rely on its availability.
Just as time consuming as physical modelling, CFD simulations are indispensible for FIV
research – as physics‐based modelling generally will be for the whole of engineering and
science (NSF, 2006). Persisting points of attention, though, are pinpointing the modelling
requirements and validation. It was not producing a response signal, but reproducing the
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exact conditions (water levels, discharge, natural gate frequency) that was the biggest
challenge of the finite element modelling in this study. Had there not been experimental
validation data available, then the simulations would have taken a fraction of the time and
still would have produced colourful plots – the main caveat of CFD.
A tempting idea is to apply machine learning to train a black‐box meta‐model that mimics
the outcome of the slow and complex CFD model. This would then directly give the gate
response from a set of water levels. However, the meaningful subset of simulation results
covered a quite limited range of input conditions – there is simply not enough training data.
Incidentally, making extrapolations and even interpolations from these FSI simulations is not
recommended. The data‐driven model proposed in Chapter 7 is more suited to this, but the
caution with this model is that its main goal is to assist in gate operation, i.e. to optimise
control, and not to analyse the process.
Computations based on analytical formulae for estimating isolated quantities such as
hydraulic stiffness (see Section 2.4 and Chapters 5 and 6), that describe specific parts of the
fluid‐solid system, have not become obsolete. These can now serve as initial estimates or
optimisation constraints for new system identification methods which seek to derive a
description of the entire system.
10.3

Perspectives and recommendations

This thesis can be seen as an attempt to pivot solution strategies for vibration issues of
hydraulic structures: continuous monitoring in combination with data‐driven modelling
yields valuable information on safety and provides better operational control. As already
remarked by Kolkman and Jongeling (1996), hydraulic structures are increasingly being
operated remotely. If the reduced human observations of the structure’s behaviour that is a
result of this, is not compensated by automated observation techniques, then this could lead
to higher risks of gate vibrations. Investments of permanent sensor installations on civil
engineering structures most probably outweigh current approaches of last‐minute
laboratory testing and occasional field measurements. Moreover, this idea fits in a wider
trend of smart monitoring of civil engineering structures (Owen et al., 2001; Magelhães et al.,
2008; Pyayt et al., 2014).
This new perspective could contribute to a more comprehensive problem solving strategy
(in line with Section 2.5) in the following way. For an existing structure, the idea is to first
gather data from sensors and thus derive the dominant eigenmodes. Then, this information
can be used within an automated operational system for avoidance of critical conditions by
means of machine learning. The same data could also be used to establish links between the
gate response and hypothesized excitation mechanisms (in the form of ODEs) with
evolutionary computing, so that the causes of the vibrations can be uncovered and perhaps
be understood better. It is good to mention that none of the approaches pretends to be able
to predict whether significant vibrations will indeed occur in a newly built structure or new
gate design. But the development of new methods is thought to result in a higher state of
preparedness for the possibility of unanticipated vibrations and a more effective prevention
of critical situations. All this does not imply, by the way, that solid knowledge of the physical
phenomena is not necessary for studying FIV and for solving FIV problems in practice.
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Physical experiments of hydraulic gates in the laboratory have not lost their value – on the
contrary, this remains an indispensable way of performing physical analysis of new gate
types and testing real‐life designs. Additionally, it fulfils a renewed role in the development
of data‐driven tools. The main challenges in this field are continuity in expertise and long‐
term reservation of research budget.
In simulation from fundamental principles (CFD), turbulence remains a huge challenge in the
foreseeable future. In the specific context of gate vibrations, turbulent flow has to be
combined with resolution of the free surface and a moving object. Main concerns are
validation (with a focus on damping) and expanding the range of physical conditions that the
numerical model can handle. Progress will only be possible when the application and domain
knowledge have prominent places next to the development of computational techniques. The
framework of Section 2.3 serves as a guide in this.
The data analysis revolution in automated scientific knowledge discovery ignited by
evolutionary computing deservedly achieves ample attention. It is expected that more
application‐oriented software tools will emerge as the universal success of genetic
programming is translated to specific engineering disciplines. The full potential for non‐
linear system identification will be reached when evolutionary algorithms are combined
more closely with existing signal processing and data regularization techniques. The viability
of automated derivation of solver algorithms is uncertain; the next step is to apply the
presented method to other algorithm design problems.
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Summary
The dynamic response of gates of hydraulic structures caused by passing flow poses a
potential threat to flood defence safety. Complex interactions between the turbulent flow
and the suspended gate body may induce undesired vibrations, a process that is not readily
assessed or captured in design rules. This thesis contributes to a better understanding and
prevention of the gate vibration problem by building on previous research and proposing
new solution approaches.
A physical scale model experiment was conducted to investigate cross‐flow vibrations of a
vertical‐lift gate with underflow. This was done for two profiles: a standard rectangular
profile and an adapted profile with ventilation slots added. Under submerged conditions and
at small openings, the ventilated gate showed significantly reduced vibration amplitudes,
this is shown most profoundly for the dimensionless reduced velocity Vr in the range 2 < Vr <
3.5. The data obtained from the experiment were used for validation of physics‐based
numerical simulations with the finite‐element method. An arbitrary Lagrangian‐Eulerian
mesh enabled a transient analysis of the local flow field, boundary pressures and the
resulting motion. The simulations give insight into how the leakage flow of the adapted gate
type diminishes the observed movement‐induced excitation of the flat‐bottom gate at Vr ≈
10: by suppression of entrainment from the wake which is held responsible for pressure
fluctuations close to the trailing edge.
With the moving mesh applied in a different way, numerical simulations were made of the
free surface. It is shown how these non‐hydrostatic computations of the flow around a fixed
gate can aid in the prediction of gate discharges – something that larger system‐scale models
often omit. In particular, numerical tests illustrate how this may support operational
decisions of gate opening and closure, optionally using automatic control, such that
discharges and local flow velocities have minimal detrimental impact regarding scour,
ecology and vibrations.
The installation of sensors on hydraulic structure gates constitutes a promising new way of
avoiding critical vibrations, as introduced in this work. A data‐driven system is outlined
where continuous monitoring of accelerations fills a database. Machine learning is then
applied to classify the observed amplitudes as a function of gate opening and dimensionless
reduced velocity, thus training the system for evaluation of future states. The proposed
control system is aimed at a timely recognition of the risk of flow‐induced vibrations, so that
suitable operational measures can be taken.
In addition to the use of the measured vibration data for validation of a physics‐based
simulation model and for demonstration of control options, a third use is explored as well.
Evolutionary computing comprises a class of heuristic computational methods that has
recently started to reveal its huge range of possibilities. In this thesis, the differential
evolution algorithm is used to identify the coefficients of second‐order differential equations
from time signals. Of special interest is the identification of self‐excited oscillations, the most
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harmful type for gates in hydraulic structures, which typically contain non‐linear damping
terms. Numerical experiments of the proposed method assume equation structures and use
the velocity only at the first time step. It is furthermore shown how the technique can be
extended to recover the motion equation from only the support force signal. Intended
applications are pinpointing self‐excited vibrations for early‐warning purposes and the
analysis of intractable non‐linear systems in general.
In the more abstract final chapter, the same differential evolution algorithm is applied to
derive numerical solver schemes for differentiation and integration problems with known
solutions. The coefficients of finite difference formulae and a number of single and multi‐step
integration methods are generated. Most interestingly, new fifth‐order Runge‐Kutta schemes
were reverse engineered with remarkable accuracy using the set of order condition
equations for fitness evaluation. This part of the study could be valuable for future
developments in the design of advanced numerical methods.
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Samenvatting
De dynamische responsie van schuiven in waterbouwkundige constructies ten gevolge van
de passerende stroming vormt een mogelijke bedreiging voor de waterveiligheid. De
complexe interacties tussen de turbulente stroming en het schuiflichaam kunnen
ongewenste trillingen induceren, dit is een proces dat niet gemakkelijk in te schatten is en
niet zonder meer te vatten is in ontwerpregels. Deze dissertatie draagt bij aan een beter
begrip en voorkoming van schuiftrillingsproblemen door voort te bouwen op voorgaand
onderzoek en door nieuwe oplossingsrichtingen aan te dragen.
Een fysisch schaalmodelexperiment is uitgevoerd om trillingen dwars op de stroming van
een verticaal bewegende schuif met onderstroming te onderzoeken. Dit is gedaan voor twee
schuifprofielen: een standaard rechthoekig profiel en een aangepast profiel met
ventilatiesleuven in de onderrand. De geventileerde schuif ondervond significant
verminderde trillingsamplituden in verdronken toestand bij kleine schuifopeningen, dit is
met name aangetoond voor de dimensieloze gereduceerde snelheid Vr in het gebied 2 < Vr <
3.5. De data verkregen met dit experiment zijn gebruikt voor validatie van numerieke
simulaties gebaseerd op fysische beginselen met de eindige elementen methode. Een
‘arbitrair Lagrange‐Euler’‐rooster maakte een tijdsafhankelijke analyse mogelijk van het
lokale stromingsveld, de drukken op de schuifrand en de resulterende beweging. De
simulaties geven inzicht hoe de lekstroom van de aangepaste schuif de waargenomen
bewegingsgeïnduceerde excitatie verminderen van een schuif met platte onderrand bij Vr ≈
10; te weten door onderdrukking van impulsinmenging vanuit de neer, hetgeen
verantwoordelijk wordt geacht voor drukfluctuaties nabij de benedenstroomse rand.
Numerieke simulaties van het vrije wateroppervlak zijn gemaakt door het bewegende
rekenrooster op een andere manier toe te passen. Er wordt aangetoond hoe aldus niet‐
hydrostatische berekeningen van de stroming rondom een vaste schuif de schuifafvoer
kunnen voorspellen – wat grootschalige systeemmodellen vaak nalaten. De numerieke testen
illustreren in het bijzonder hoe operationele beslissingen voor sluiten en openen
onderbouwd kunnen worden, eventueel met behulp van een geautomatiseerd regelsysteem,
opdat afvoeren en stroomsnelheden minimaal nadelige gevolgen hebben voor lokale erosie,
ecologie en trillingen.
De installatie van sensoren op schuiven van waterbouwkundige constructies vormt een
kansrijke manier om kritische trillingen te voorkomen, dit idee wordt in dit werk
geïntroduceerd. Een datagestuurd (‘data‐driven’) systeem wordt beschreven waarin een
databank wordt gevoed door continu de schuifversnellingen te meten. Vervolgens wordt
machinaal leren toegepast om de waargenomen amplitudes te classificeren als functie van
schuifopening en dimensieloze gereduceerde snelheid; zodoende traint het systeem zichzelf
voor evaluatie van toekomstige toestanden. Het voorgestelde regelsysteem is gericht op een
tijdige herkenning van risico’s op stromingsgeïnduceerde trillingen, zodat geschikte
operationele ingrepen mogelijk zijn.
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Naast het gebruik van trillingsmetingen voor validatie van een numeriek simulatiemodel
gebaseerd op fundamentele vergelijkingen en voor het demonstreren van regel‐
mogelijkheden, is nog een derde gebruik verkend. Evolutionaire algoritmen vormen een
groep heuristische rekentechnieken die recentelijk hun enorme reikwijdte zijn begonnen
prijs te geven. In deze dissertatie wordt het ‘differentiële evolutie’‐algoritme gebruikt om de
coëfficiënten van tweede‐orde differentiaalvergelijkingen van tijdsignalen te identificeren.
Van speciaal belang zijn trillingen door zelf‐excitatie, die zeer gevaarlijk zijn voor schuiven
en normaliter gepaard gaan met niet‐lineaire dempingstermen. Numerieke experimenten
van de voorgestelde methode gaan uit van vaste vergelijkingsstructuren en hebben enkel de
snelheid op de eerste tijdstap nodig. Bovendien wordt beschreven hoe de techniek kan
worden uitgebreid om de bewegingsvergelijking te herleiden aan de hand van een tijdsignaal
van de ophangingskracht. Beoogde toepassingen zijn het herkennen van zelf‐excitatie voor
gebruik in waarschuwingssystemen en analyse van niet‐lineaire systemen in het algemeen.
In het abstractere laatste hoofdstuk wordt hetzelfde evolutionaire algoritme toegepast om
numerieke rekenalgoritmes af te leiden voor differentiaalproblemen met bekende
oplossingen. De coëfficiënten van rekenmethoden voor eindige differenties en numerieke
integratie zijn automatisch gegenereerd. Het meest interessante resultaat behelst ‘reverse
engineering’ van nieuwe vijfde‐orde Runge‐Kuttaschema’s met opmerkelijke
nauwkeurigheid, gebruikmakend van de ordeconditievergelijkingen voor evaluatie van de
‘fitness’. Dit onderdeel van de studie kan van waarde zijn voor toekomstige ontwikkelingen
in het ontwerpen van geavanceerde numerieke methoden.
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Postscript
Breaking with the tradition of ending the thesis with a sentimental review of the PhD as an
irreversible coming‐of‐age type of journey, I will give a short overview of the events that led
me to starting a PhD, some subjective reflections on the work and a few statements of
gratitude.
My first taste of science was during my Master project at Delft University – a field experiment
in the river Spree near Berlin. After graduation I worked for two and a half years at Deltares
in Delft, a non‐profit water institute for research and engineering consultancy. There it was
possible to add laboratory experiments and numerical modelling (CFD) to my fluid dynamics
portfolio, and I started working on weirs and navigation locks. The gate vibration experiment
in April 2011 gave me the idea that it would be nice to have more time for research. The
progress towards finding a suitable PhD project was initially slow; until I read about Peter
Sloots project in Russia and got in contact with him. Combining a topic from hydraulic
engineering from first‐hand practice with computational science methods, some of them
completely new to be, turned out to be as great a plan as I had envisioned. The adventurous
extra dimension of course came from having Saint Petersburg as my home town for three
years. This fulfilled the wish of spending more time in this great city which I had visited on a
short holiday two years earlier.
Let me share a few thoughts on the research work. For me it has always been clear that
things become more interesting and valuable when different disciplines meet. Ideas from
separate worlds that are trivial in their original contexts can unexpectedly become pregnant
with new meaning and impact. This is how creativity is awarded. Sometimes, though, it
seems that with it comes a curse of multi‐disciplinarity: in evaluating multi‐disciplinary
research, experts from different fields each isolate and critically assess one aspect of the
work and then conclude that it does not contribute much to their particular field. Instead, it
would be better to judge the combined work as a whole by looking at the overall added value
and the validity of the application. At the end of the day, the two driving forces of science,
rigour and originality, need to be balanced somehow. But originality thrives best in faraway
wastelands, while rigour is rooted in highly cultivated grounds. The challenge for the
scientist and especially for the budget managers and policy makers is to recognise and
respect this. Research, including PhD projects, can only be successful if, on the planned route
to X, it is allowed to try a side path Y and there is time to get lost in a dark alley Z. Once
arrived and settled in X, looking back on the journey, it often turns out that a small thing
found halfway between Y and Z is actually the most valuable result. This is captured by the
nice‐sounding term collateral knowledge.
For me, the addition of evolutionary computing brought new energy to the project around
the notorious halfway point – I thank Peter for bringing this topic to my attention. A
substantial amount of work went into genetic programming, and although this did not make
it into the thesis, it was great fun and sparked new ideas. What I found was that a danger in
the computational sciences is to devise a new method (algorithm), present it without testing
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it to different problems and without comparing it to existing methods and forget to give
feedback to the application field (as also mentioned by Wagstaff, 2012). On the other hand, a
danger in (hydraulic) engineering is to solve real‐world problems exclusively from
experience and fail to make connections with universal theories. The cure to both dangers is
generally to look beyond the detailed activity that is central to your work, realise that it is
good to zoom out regularly and train yourself in switching between a concrete and abstract
focus.
Comparing the validity and accuracy of physical experiments (in the lab or in situ) with
numerical experiments (in silico) is a common activity that can easily give endless cliché
discussions. Researchers typically choose sides early in life and are not even aware of the
prejudices they hold against the opposite paradigm. In the context of this thesis it hardly
requires explanation why it is useless to speak about physical and numerical modelling as if
one would be better, more accurate or cheaper than the other. A possible way to unite
quality control of all types of experiments is to think of validation as a process of critical
feedback in which data hold a central place – compare Section 3.2. The value of such
frameworks is to support and motivate choices when setting up new models and model
applications. However, using too general rules and philosophies will make it meaningless in
terms of practical use. Finally, I would like to point out two phenomena from personal
experience that always set off warning bells. The first is reasoning against nature, this
happens when someone says that measurements nicely line up with numerical predictions
from theory or that the measurements are inaccurate because they are too far off. It is not
nature that does or doesn’t comply with theory, but the theory that describes parts of nature
well or not so well under certain conditions. It can be the case that those conditions are not
easily matched by the (physical or numerical) experiment, but this is not nature’s fault.
There are many subtle variations on this. The second phenomenon is the creation of
computation‐only realities, this occurs when initial numerical results show such appealing
properties that the computations are proceeded, expanded and trusted without checking the
overlap with the (physical, biological, etc.) realm that they try to represent. In extreme cases,
these endeavours create a whole world of beauty and elegance, which can be insightful in
many different ways, but these ought not to lure us into thinking that the results have
comparable meanings observable outside of the computational realm.
Now it’s time to thank all the people who helped me, starting with my parents who
supported me in every possible way; especially the smooth transitions between Russia and
The Netherlands would have never been possible without you. I owe a great thanks of course
to Peter Sloot, without whom I would probably still be writing research proposals for Dutch
research funds. You made it possible for me to take an inspirational free dive into
computational science and exchange the predictable world of planning, preparations and
discussions for an unforgettable Russian life. Next up is of course Valeria, you were a great
and tireless supervisor for me, who always had swift replies and practical solutions that
resulted in making all deadlines. I also want to say a big thanks to Deltares, and in particular
the Harbour Coastal Offshore group of Klaas Jan Bos, for supporting me throughout the PhD
period. I am grateful that the lifeline always remained intact, even though I visited Delft only
a handful of times. Hopefully the work has relevance for future projects and applied
research. A special thanks goes to Tom Jongeling, a rare gate vibrations specialist who
retired from work during my PhD. Although we did not have contact after I left Delft, I am
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sure you will find in this work familiar basic ideas and principles that you taught me.
Unknowingly at the time, experiences from projects that we work on together became
cornerstones of some of my papers and chapters in this thesis.
At ITMO University my thanks first of all go out to Alexander Valerevich for allowing me into
his department as the first foreigner, giving me the freedom to do my research
independently and giving me the trust to continue my work all the way until the defence. I
had a good and productive time at НИИ НКТ. My teaching experience and our trips to
conferences in Amsterdam and Australia were all quite special; it felt strange to leave after
three years. Of course I thank Vitya, for surviving all this time on the same four square
meters of windowless office space with me, where no oxygen molecules were allowed in,
only liters of instant coffee. Our common dedication to anti‐mainstream music resulted in
nice playlists, The Caretaker and Autechre ended up as my all‐time favourites. Anna, thank
you for the good times, especially the epic New Year and skiing trip to Siberia which is
impossible to ever forget. Also I have good memories of the time Louis was working at ITMO,
your enthusiasm for science works very contagious and I wish you good luck with your PhD
(not that you need it). In short, I will cherish good memories of the entire ITMO ‘kollektiv’. Я
буду скучать по всем вам!
I spent the summer of 2013 at the Science Park of the University of Amsterdam, where I had
a nice time in the Computational Science (SCS) group: Paula, Rick, Kees, Mike, Guusje, Brecht
and the rest, I wish you all the best! Thanks to Bibi and Trudie for being well‐behaved house
mates in the capital’s presidential area during that summer. Another Amsterdam citizen
whom I shall not forget to thank is Jacques (Sjaak), in the end you convinced me to do a PhD.
In my home town of The Hague I owe more than they realise to Floris (Frits) and HJ for
letting me dump a pile of boxes into your homes, “I promise to pick them up really soon”.
Returning again to Russia, I want to thank Andrei for the flexibility in housing me right in the
center of the city for quite some time. Then there are too many dear friends I met in Piter, an
extremely incomplete shortlist: Kostya, Dasha (2x), Ksyusha, Marina, Rita & Dima, Guzel,
Julia, Johan & Ksenia, Lodewijk, Sasha ‘from Russia’, Lily, Gia and Diana – I plan to meet all of
you in the future. I also want to congratulate Natalia and Alexander with their PhD, well
done! I finish by thanking Lucas for his help on the cover design. And last but certainly not
least I thank Louis and Annebeth for being my paranymphs!
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